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Abstract

Recent years have seen the power grid continue evolving through the introduction of

information and communication technologies (ICTs) that enable a whole new package of

functionalities such as automated control, smart metering, demand optimization, fault

detection, and asset availability. Yet, as the grid is transforming from a traditionally

one-way power flow (PF) and limited-control system into a two-way PF, intelligent, and

mesh networked system; the resultant smart grid can guarantee improved service for

all connected loads, although at the expense of increased complexity. As a result, grid

reliability and resilience are highly challenged, especially at the distribution level due to

increased vulnerabilities and limited recovery and restoration resources.

This dissertation proposes two modeling approaches to quantify the resilience of smart

grids taking into account power-telecom interdependencies. First, a model based on

complex network (CN) theory is proposed to capture the operation of the interdependent

power-telecom system, track the impact of events including failure propagation, and most

importantly optimize the allocation of recovery resources to achieve the best level of

resilience with minimal costs. As the standpoint of a power operator is adopted, considered

resources include: fast reconfiguration using remote switches, manual operation of switches

by technicians, repair by specialized crews, and mobile distributed-generators placement.

Second, this work is extended using agent-based modeling (ABM) and discrete-events

(DE) to account for more complex system dynamics (hardly tractable analytically), such

as battery discharge, crew displacement in roads, and communication messages. The

resulting hybrid CN-ABM-DE model serves as an environment to evaluate the solution

from the initial optimization and enhance it.

Overall, the coupling between resilience resources is leveraged to coordinate the alloca-

tion using the telecommunication network, which exhibits many cyber-physical interdepen-

dencies with the power domain. Different applications in realistic settings are introduced

to investigate the contribution of information and communication technologies (ICTs) to

grid management and restoration operations. Major results highlight the enhancement in

the grid resilience brought by communication-aware restoration and co-optimization of

resilience resources, as well as demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework

for resilience quantification.
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Résumé

Le réseau électrique continue d’évoluer grâce à l’introduction des technologies de l’information

et de la communication (TIC) qui permettent un tout nouvel ensemble de fonctionnalités

telles que le contrôle automatisé, le comptage intelligent, l’optimisation de la demande, la

détection des pannes, et la supervision de la disponibilité des actifs. Ceci contribue au

passage d’un système électrique à flux de puissance (Power Flow - PF) traditionnellement

unidirectionnel avec un contrôle limité, en un système bidirectionnel, intelligent, et maillé.

Le réseau intelligent qui en résulte peut garantir un service amélioré pour toutes les charges

connectées au prix d’une complexité accrue. En conséquence, la fiabilité et la résilience

du réseau sont fortement mises à l’épreuve, en particulier au niveau de la distribution en

raison des vulnérabilités élevées et des ressources de remise en service assez limitées.

Cette thèse propose deux approches de modélisation pour quantifier la résilience

des réseaux électriques intelligents en tenant compte des interdépendances électricité-

télécom. Tout d’abord, un modèle basé sur la théorie des réseaux complexes (Complex

Network - CN) est proposé pour décrire le fonctionnement du système interdépendant

électricité-télécom, suivre l’impact des événements, y compris la propagation des pannes,

et surtout optimiser l’affectation des ressources de remise en service pour un meilleur

niveau de résilience à moindre coût. Le point de vue d’un opérateur électrique est adopté,

et les ressources envisagées incluent: la reconfiguration rapide à l’aide d’interrupteurs

télécommandés, la manoeuvre des interrupteurs manuels par techniciens, la réparation par

des équipes spécialisées, et le dépôt de groupes électrogènes. Ce travail est étendu à l’aide

de la modélisation à base d’agents (Agent-based Modeling - ABM) et des événements

discrets (Discrete-Events - DE) pour tenir compte de dynamiques plus complexes du

système (difficilement traitables analytiquement), telles que la décharge de la batterie,

le déplacement des équipes sur les routes, et les communications. Le modèle hybride

CN-ABM-DE qui en résulte sert d’environnement pour évaluer la solution à partir de

l’optimisation initiale et l’améliorer.

Globalement, le couplage entre les ressources de résilience est mis à profit pour coor-

donner l’affectation en prenant en compte la couche télécom, qui présente de nombreuses

interdépendances cyber-physiques avec la couche électrique. Différentes applications en

contexte réel sont introduites pour étudier la contribution des technologies de l’information

et de la communication (TIC) à la gestion du réseau et aux opérations de reprise. Les

principaux résultats mettent en évidence l’amélioration de la résilience du réseau apportée

par la remise en service sensible aux télécoms et la co-optimisation des ressources de
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résilience, et démontrent l’applicabilité du cadre proposé pour la quantification de la

résilience.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Emergence of complex engineered systems crafted the relative welfare in modern society by

providing essential services and ensuring the availability of vital resources. Such systems

are commonly referred to as critical infrastructures (CIs). The electric power system

(EPS) is a prominent example of a large-scale CI providing power supply services to

residential, commercial, and industrial customers; as well as supporting the operation of

other CIs like non-electric power systems, telecommunication networks, water systems,

transportation systems, financial services, health facilities, etc. At the same time, the

power grid is dependent on some CI systems, among which the telecom network is probably

the most influential [7] given the intensive connectivity in the generation, transmission,

and distribution levels, alongside many communication-dependent grid tasks such as

monitoring, measurement, control, or even local and global decision-making.

Telecommunications are introduced in the grid as a major technological leap to unlock a

whole new package of applications that render the grid flexible, cost-effective, more efficient,

and highly reliable [8, 9, 10]. However, all these communication-brought advantages induce

an unprecedented complexity that outrun the pace with which grid practitioners can

analyze, seize, and manage the evolution of the smart grid. Then, despite that complexity-

caused vulnerabilities can be misleadingly hidden at nominal operation, they clearly appear

at episodes of extreme events (cyber-attacks, natural hazards, man-made errors, etc) [11,

12], compromising power supply and the entire grid reliability.

Interestingly, the legacy metrics for grid reliability are often set to ignore the impact of

extreme events, urging the need for adequate extensions and more recently the introduction

of the resilience paradigm [13, 14]. Resilience is “the ability to prepare and plan for,

absorb, recover from, or more successfully adapt to actual or potential adverse events”

[15]. The dynamics and resources of response, adaptability, and restoration are tracked in
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resilience studies with recommended problem handling through system modeling. Thus,

for the specific case of smart grid resilience, information and communication technologies

(ICTs) need to be integrated in the modeling for resilience assessment and attendant tools

[16].

The major challenge with smart grids is to guarantee a resilient telecom service in

a context where this same telecom network is dependent on power supply, yielding a

two-way interdependence. This is even more problematic at the distribution level of the

grid, which integrates most of the new grid applications, while being inherently more

vulnerable [17]. The work in this dissertation concentrates then on the smart distribution

grid (SDG), which is very representative of the whole electric system and many industrial

cyber physical systems (CPSs) in terms of power-telecom interdependencies.

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Questions

Distribution system operators (DSOs) invest in many communication technologies and

architectures to better connect their assets, but still observe significant flaws in the provided

telecom service. This is accentuated during high impact low probability (HILP) events

where the power-telecom interdependencies are at the peak. More precisely, the grid needs

the telecom service to operate remote switches from the control center, communicate

with repair/isolation crews, guide the deployment of distributed generators, and above

all coordinate the assignment of aforementioned restoration resources. Conversely, the

telecom network depends on the grid for its power supply, despite some battery autonomy.

The first research question of this dissertation is consequently: How could

we build a tractable model to include power-telecom interdependencies and

represent the smart grid during a crisis management situation?

Current DSO restoration strategies and tools do not integrate the availability of the

telecom service and tend to separately plan the restoration resources at hand. Addition-

ally, although some conceptual frameworks and implementable models are proposed for

resilience-based co-optimization, very few tools claim the ability to handle the resilience

of interdependent power-telecom systems. The second research question is: What

could be the benefit of strategically recovering power supply to telecom points

during restoration?

Moreover, for the distribution system restoration, some works proposed mathematical

programming problems that yield in most cases some optimal solutions. The deterministic
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nature of the formulated problems poses the question of knowing the extent to which

the optimal solution can perform well in a more realistic system. The third research

question is: How could we improve a solution from a deterministic model to

well perform in detailed, more complex, and probably stochastic systems ?

1.2 Literature Review and Research Gap

Distribution grids have been around for many decades, never stopped gaining importance

in the modern world, and are set to play a major role in the current and upcoming energy

transition challenges [18]. A growing body of literature attempts to bring answers and

guidelines for further investigation of the important research questions formulated in the

previous section.

Paper [1] offers a detailed perspective on the quantification methods of the SDG

resilience under harsh disruption conditions. A major insight pinpoints system modeling

as the main enabler for resilience quantification [19, 20]. Only a modest number of models

address the resilience of interdependent power-telecom smart grids [21, 22, 23], which

calls for more efforts in this direction [11, 24]. The main sought benefits are to better

understand and predict the behavior of the SDG, as well as integrate the contribution of

ICTs to grid resilience during crisis situations [20].

Resilience quantification can be conducted at precise moments in time depending

on the objective and targeted applications. Traditionally, as resilience deals with the

post-event stage, reactive assessment is adopted taking into account the latest available

information on the event for real-time response to support grid survivability and accelerate

recovery operations [25]. As approaches evolved towards a broader application of resilience,

opportunity was identified in including pre-event actions to proactively foresee possible

threats and adapt the power grid planning to include resilience-enabling actions [26].

The two approaches are important and complementary, but it can be observed that

anticipatively dealing with a multitude of uncertainties can be very challenging, and the

expensive planning stage resources (e.g. hardening lines, new deployments, etc.) serve

more the survivability component of resilience than the restoration component. In that

regard, assessing resilience at real-time can benefit from some revealed uncertainties

and leverage the under-exploited potential of relatively cheaper resources to boost the

restoration [27]. Many works concentrated on the restoration process (as will be detailed

in Chapter 3) by designing advanced models not only for resilience assessment but also
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for resilience-based optimization [28, 29, 30, 31]. The lacking aspect is to include the

power-telecom interdependencies as attempted by authors in [32, 33, 34].

Furthermore, developed resilience-based optimization models are mostly deterministic

[35, 36]. This is in one hand justified by the realization of many uncertainties at the

post-event stage, but also imposed by an increased computational burden of a restoration

optimization under uncertainty [37]. Two interrogations can be raised from this observation:

i) Some parameters of the restoration problem remain uncertain even at post-event stage,

how does this affect the performance of the solution from the deterministic model? ; ii)

If an optimal solution under uncertainty is computationally prohibitive (especially when

introducing many telecom-related integer variables), is there a way to (at least) improve

the performance of the deterministic solution?. No effort was conducted in the context of

SDG restoration to tackle this problem.

1.3 General Contributions

The present work adds to the smart grid existing literature in many aspects that may be

broadly classified into four contribution axes: system modeling, optimization, simulation,

and resilience analysis.

1.3.1 System modeling

The conducted literature review in Paper [1] identifies many gaps in smart grid modeling

with no or partial consideration of power-telecom interdependencies. The models presented

in Chapter 2 tackle this issue by integrating purely power, purely telecom, and hybrid

power-telecom components of the smart distribution grid. Common system details are

kept with their standard formulation (power flow, switch operation) or revisited for better

performance in the proposed model (failure propagation, conductor type, and radiality).

The demonstration of the integrated modeling is conducted throughout the thesis

using the distribution system restoration (DSR) function, which has the characteristic

of involving power-telecom interdependencies while often resorting to resilience analysis

due to crisis management situations under extreme events. For that reason, restoration

resources (denoted also as resilience resources in some parts) are captured and jointly

optimized in Chapter 3. Considered resources involve remote switches, repair crews,

mobile distributed generators (DGs), and novel introduction of manual switches (and their

operation by specialized crews).
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1.3.2 Optimization

The current work aims to be prescriptive in order to help decision makers during crisis

management situations. This is achieved through an optimization formulation where power

supply is opportunistically restored to telecom points, which contribute to the acceleration

of the whole grid restoration process. The formulation is kept tractable for medium size

distribution grids through appropriate modeling choices and linearization.

1.3.3 Simulation

The DSR optimization problem is recognized in this part not to be the deterministic

optimization model, but rather the performance of the system evaluated using the real

system (if available) or simulation [38, 39]. We put forward a simulation proposal for

the DSR problem emphasizing in system details of interest to our study such as battery

evolution, crew displacement in roads, and communication messages. The simulation is

used to evaluate the solution of the deterministic optimization model in a more detailed

description of the system.

One can argue that the simulation is just another modeling of the system and it could

be meaningless to test a solution from one model in another one. The stand we take in

this is that, as long as the performance measure calculations (e.g. supplied power) in the

simulation model are proven to give consistent results with the deterministic model, the

extended details in other parts of the model (battery, road, telecoms, etc.) do not invalidate

the comparison. Indeed, if each model is set differently and evaluates the performance in

different ways (and possibly different scales), it would be not interesting or even impossible

to compare the performance of an optimization solution. However, if for a given baseline,

the two models have equivalent performances, this guarantees that the simulation model

will give meaningful performance of the considered optimization solution.

The investigation is pushed further by conducting sensitivity analysis on important

parameters and designing a simulation-optimization methodology to enhance the perfor-

mance of the initial solution in a more detailed system. Again, the simulation may not

be the real system, but the developed approach is intended for use with the best system

representation at disposal.
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1.3.4 Resilience Analysis

The widely used performance-based resilience quantification [40, 41] is adopted, where the

performance measure is grid-oriented following a distribution system operator perspective.

This allows to construct the so-called resilience curve to track the evolution over time of

the defined performance measure. Then, resilience metrics like the area under the curve,

the degradation slope, restoration time, and rate of recovery can be computed [26]. Many

phases are distinguished in the literature, which we synthesize in Figure 1.1 with four

main phases and complementary prevention and learning.

Paper [1] highlights the relative maturity of resilience as a concept in power systems

compared to telecom networks, where the power system research community builds upon

well-established grid reliability analyses, with all associated methods, metrics, standards,

and tools. The telecom networks have comparable history of reliability analysis, but evolve

at a much faster pace since their massive adoption in late 20th century. In addition, a wide

heterogeneity of technologies, architectures, and network layers add difficulty to reliability

analysis because of different failure modes and dominantly non-linear dependencies. To

catch up on this lag, the state of the telecom network contributes in our analysis to the

construction of the resilience curve by serving grid assets connectivity and coordinating

restoration operations. The resilience quantification is conducted at post-contingency

stage with more focus on the restoration process where ICTs contribute the most.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The present dissertation is organized in two parts, where the association between the

chapters in Part I and the appended papers in Part II is shown in Figure 1.1, according to

resilience phases and application topics.

Part I

Contains six chapters that present the flow of the conducted research work from motivation,

problem definition, methodology description, to results and insights;

Chapter 2, describes two integrated power-telecom model for the smart distribution

grid. The former is based on complex network theory and power flow dynamics, while

the later is an extension using agent-based modeling and discrete-events. A consistency

check is conducted to prove the existing equivalence between the two model when the

same parameters are used.
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Figure 1.1: Summary of thesis contributions

Chapter 3, delves into the formulation of a MILP co-optimization problem for the

allocation of resilience resources during the DSR. Telecom points are considered in order

to check for strategic choices that allow restoring the grid faster. The model is linearized

and solved by an out-of-the-shelf MILP solver (CPLEX).

Chapter 4, uses the second model from Chapter 4 to evaluate the solution from the

previous deterministic MILP, then proposes a methodology to enhance the initial solution

by means of exploiting a developed simulation.

Chapter 5, summarizes realistic applications of the developed approaches alongside

some preliminary extensions.

Chapter 6, recapitulates the work conducted during this thesis and provides insights

and perspectives for future research.

Part II

Gathers published, submitted for publication, and under submission papers that dissemi-

nate the results and serve here to provide more details for the reader;

Paper [1] presents a deep literature review on the quantification methods of the resilience

in smart grids. The main research gap of poor interdependent power-telecom system
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modeling is identified and all insights are used throughout the different proposal in this

thesis Papers [2] and [3] give more details on the graph-based model in Section 2.2 and

cover the entire matter of Chapter 3. Similarly, Paper [4] covers the model in Section 2.3

and simulation-based analyses of Chapter 4. Papers [5] and [6] treat new remote switches

deployment and the different conductor configurations, respectively.
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Chapter 2

Integrated Modeling of Smart

Distribution Grids

Conducted literature review revealed many gaps in analyzing cyber-physically interde-

pendent smart distribution grids. Mainly, the power and telecom layers are considered

separately, making study outcomes limited to marginal cases with loose application in

real world systems. In addition, the power system is often referred to as the physical

layer and the telecom network regarded as the cyber layer; while in fact each system

can be described as a cyber-physical system by itself. Integrated modeling is proposed

in this chapter to incorporate the telecom layer in grid analysis and set the basis for a

telecom-aware restoration enhancement. The operation of the distribution grid is briefly

recalled with focus on failure propagation, interdependencies, and restoration operations.

Radiality conditions are revisited for multi-feeder configurations with the integration of

hybrid overhead and underground lines.

2.1 Distribution Grid Operation

Power distribution systems combine low and medium voltage levels and interface with HV

transmission systems through HV/MV substations. Power supply is the primary function

of the grid and at the core of an operator’s strategy, who seeks the combination of electrical

parameters that guarantees the best dispatching of power while reducing operational costs.

Electro-technical components like substations, transformers, lines, and switch gears ensure

the physical flow of electricity in the system and notify for intervention in case of outages

or damages. The balance between power supply and demand as well as the protection of

grid assets are monitored at real-time by keeping electrical quantities at desired ranges
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Figure 2.1: Smart grid applications (adapted from [42])

relying on a set of connected devices such as sensors, controllers and actuators.

The overall operation of the modern smart grid can be broken down to many interacting

applications as shown in Figure 2.1. The proposed modeling for the DSR problem embodies

the SG founding blocks of power and telecom infrastructures, with more focus on operation

technology (OT), while only the geographical information system (GIS) is called up from

information technology (IT). The model spans wider as the smart grid pyramid is swept

bottom-up: the DSR includes the distribution automation and distribution management

system as fundamental applications; then, energy storage (batteries), workforce dispatch

and distributed generation (gensets) are represented; resulting in enabled applications

of microgrid formation and operational efficiency. The selected applications at different

levels sum up to be well representative of power-telecom interdependencies during a

crisis management situation, used in Chapter 3 to develop a telecom-aware restoration

optimization.

Figure 2.2 shows the configuration of a distribution grid and associated connections of

field devices, crews, and substations to operator’s main sites through the telecom network.

The power supply of telecom points is also illustrated alongside their battery storage.

Complex network theory and flow-based approaches are used to model the interdependent

SDG of Figure 2.2 in the first part of this chapter. The model is extended in the second

part to further describe the telecom layer, battery discharge, and crew interventions by

introducing agent-based modeling and discrete events.
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Figure 2.2: Power-telecom architecture of a smart distribution grid

2.2 Complex Network Theory and Flow-based Model

Large-scale networked systems, like power grids and telecom networks, fit nicely into a

mathematical representation using graph theory tools. Notably, topology description with

graphs offers a universal framework to understand living and complex engineered systems,

where nodes capture important components (humans, substations, routers, etc.), and edges

represent inter-component links (relationships, power lines, communication channels, etc.).

This natural structure catalyzed efforts to develop the widely used complex network theory,

where classical graph theory has seen its pioneering concept of randomness extended to

handle real inter-connected systems, which are rather governed by generic organizing

principles [43].

Further, the complex network theory attempts to include network dynamics like

network growth, information spread, failure propagation, re-connection, and robustness by

analyzing over time many nuanced predictors such as node centrality, edge weights, link

direction, and network connectivity [44]. This succeeded to some extent on understanding

complex behaviors and characteristics, but unlike topology, universally describing the

panoply of dynamics in different systems is ever elusive. Flow-based methods help to
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Figure 2.3: The smart grid as a cyber-physical system

stretch the description of dynamics in networks that are centered around the successive

(usually continuous) delivery of a commodity, like power in the grid [45]. Physical laws

are then leveraged to better depict ongoing processes. We hybridize the two approaches

into an integrated model of the SDG benefiting from the straightforward application of

complex network theory in the considered context and the increased detail brought by

incorporating the power flow. More discussion on complex network theory and flow-based

methods can be found in [46] and [47].

Algebraic equations are used to formalize the modeling contributions in this work,

readily embraced as equality and inequality constraints for restoration optimization in the

next chapters. This covers novel propositions for power-telecom interdependencies, failure

propagation, and radiality.

2.2.1 Interdependence

Dedicated power system analysis enables a solid understanding of many grid problems,

but looking into it exclusively neglects paramount related factors like power-telecom

interdependencies. The DSR is a prominent example of a grid function where recent

digitalization created a tight nexus between power system assets and the measurement,

monitoring, and control through communication devices.

Many power grid components have cyber and physical characteristics, which result

altogether in a cyber-physical system (CPS). In particular, substations, transformers, and
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intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) handle physical quantities (power, voltage, current),

while being able to outflow and deal with information. Likewise, control centers, inter-

vention warehouses, and field crews involve physical processes under a relatively intensive

information exchange and processing. The centralized and distributed constituents of

the power system are connected via a telecommunication network, which is by itself a

CPS coupled with the power grid. Figure 2.3 shows how cyber and physical layers of

both power and telecom domains interact within the smart distribution grid. Clearly,

the telecommunication network conveys information between centralized functions and

localized system components, or even between localized components in a device-to-device

setting that is not illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Overall, we alleviate the literature existing ambiguity between cyber-physical and

telecom-power interdependencies in the context of smart grids [48, 49, 50], which applies

also to other networked industrial systems. Each of the power and telecom systems is

considered in this dissertation as a standalone CPS with two layers: cyber (C) and physical

(P). The system C-P intra-coupling is defined as the cyber-physical interdependence.

When P-P or C-C interactions take place between layers of the two systems, we evoke

power-telecom interdependencies. This description is important to mark the distinction

between embedded ICTs in power nodes and communication providing nodes from telecom

operators. In addition, the physical layer of telecom networks is uncovered to make the

analysis comprehensive compared to existing interdependence studies where telecoms are

only described as a cyber layer.

A mixed graph is constructed as illustrated in Figure 2.4a, where nodes represent

HV/MV substations (primary substations), MV buses1(black disks), switches (SW), and

telecom aggregation/access points (AggP/AP); whereas edges depict the power lines and

ICT links. Edges can be directed or undirected depending on represented connections:

• Power connections: account for electrical lines that exist between two electrical

buses or a substation and a bus. The power can flow in either direction depending on

the feeding operational configuration. If a line switch is opened, the graph connection

is deactivated (orange dashed-lines).

• Power supply connections: represent the unidirectional dependence of telecom

points on power supply from electrical buses. Considering some extensions on

interdependence studies [51, 24], the one-to-one relationship is not assumed as a
1A bus refers to a specific location or point where grid components, such as substations and lines, are

connected. A bus as a node may also include loads, transformer, generators, etc.
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Figure 2.4: Mixed graph for the smart distribution grid

power bus can supply multiple telecom nodes, but each telecom node is realistically

tied to only one supplying MV bus.

• Telecom connections: represent links between telecom points. Considering telecom

dynamics in uplink and downlink channels, the connections can be seen as bi-

directional, or broken down to two oppositely directed links. When the hierarchical

structure of the telecom network is considered, the connections are unidirectional

from the upper entity to the lower one.

• Telecom service connections: exhibit the same characteristics as previous telecom

connections, at the difference of being at the service of grid components, which

forms a power dependence on telecoms. In some cases, redundancies are planned for

important nodes like HV/MV substations (green dashed-lines). One-to-multiple and

multiple-to-one relationships are defined as: i) an access point can serve multiple
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power components, ii) a given power component (depending on its criticality) can

be served by more than one access point.

The representation is adaptive as some elements can be edges in one layer and referred

to as nodes in the other, e.g. lines are edges in the physical layer, and could be seen as

nodes in the cyber layer given their switching capabilities. At each section below, the most

convenient graph from 2.4a, 2.4b, and 2.4c is selected.

2.2.2 Telecom Availability

Hierarchical relationships exist between communicating elements in the cyber graph (Figure

2.4a). Aggregation points (AggPs) are at the top of this hierarchy, conveying information

to the control center through wide-area networks (WANs), while providing a telecom

service for underlying access points (APs). Unless specified differently, AggPs are assumed

in this work to have a permanent telecom service and do not suffer from power shortages.

The analysis focus then on APs, which can be of different types:

• Private or utility-owned access point (U-AP) A DSO can possess private

communication APs. These points may rely on the service from telecom operators,

with a primary fixed link and a secondary wireless link. U-APs can provide RCSs

and intervention crews with requested telecom services.

• Telecom operator fixed access point (F-AP) The F-AP serves DSO assets such

as HV/MV substations, RCSs, and U-APs. The battery capacity is limited to some

hours.

• Telecom operator wireless access point (W-AP) The W-AP serves also the

DSO assets, and can be a secondary link in redundancy-enabled configurations. The

battery capacity is limited to some hours.

The communication channel is neglected in this section where only the availability of

nodes and hierarchical relationships are considered. The edges are directed from serving

to connected nodes. The telecom service can be unavailable at any node due to a physical

damage, a power shortage or no service from upper node. The damage has escalating

effects on the cyber layer (top-down), but does not cascade necessarily to the physical

layer (affected indirectly in some cases). Then, the unavailability of an upper node causes

the disconnection of all its served nodes.
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2.2.3 Grid Failure Propagation

The term failure is used interchangeably with fault, damage, outage, and incident in

this work to indicate an unavailability status of a component due to an exogenous event.

Without loss of generality, failures are only considered in power lines, and can propagate

to other components. Some faults are temporary, representing less danger to the grid as

they fade away allowing return to normal grid operation after activation of the protection

and reclosing mechanisms [52]. Thus, it goes without saying that the type of electrical

failures considered here is what is called non-transient active and passive failures, which

propagate through the network, have higher impact, are more frequent during extreme

events, and need specialized interventions to be mitigated [53]. Examples of such failures

include short circuits, over-currents, and physical breakdowns that cause damage in an

initial impact point and threaten other parts. The electrical layer graph in Figure 2.4b

is used, with HV/MV substations and MV buses as nodes, telecom points as loads, and

power lines as edges.

Failure propagation and grid self-healing mechanisms conflict during an extreme event

to result in three possible separate zones (shown in Figure 2.5):

• Damaged zone: contains grid segments where the initial damage is located alongside

subsequent elements affected through failure propagation;

• Out-of-Service safe zone: contains parts of the grid, at first included in the

damaged zone, but eventually isolated from the damage using switches. Buses in

this zone can be re-connected by satisfying other conditions in the network;
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Figure 2.6: Snapshot from the french MV distribution grid (DSO Open Data)

• Supplied safe zone: includes segments of the grid that are safe from damages

and energized.

Figure 2.6 shows a snapshot from the french MV distribution system with both overhead

and underground lines. It can be noticed that in the specific case of France, lines are mostly

undergrounded near cities and urban areas, whereas ruralities are often served by overhead

lines (may or may not apply to other countries). The main national DSO, managing 95% of

the distribution system, displays in 2022 a mix of 52% underground and 48% overhead lines.

The type of configuration affects the formation of aforementioned zones as line rollout rules

differ in terms of switch placement and network topology. More precisely, underground

networks are better equipped with switches in order to tighten failure isolation and

minimize the dependence on expensive and time-consuming interventions. Also, MV/LV

substations are closer to the mainstream feeder in underground networks or even aligned

in series in most configurations, while many derivations from the mainstream are present

in overhead networks2.

Figures 2.7a and 2.7b illustrate two widely used configurations in overhead and under-

ground grids, respectively. A damage in line (i, j) would be at best isolated by opening

switches at lines (h, i) and (j, k), leaving buses i and j in the damaged zone. For the

underground case instead, a better isolation can be achieved by opening switches at both

2The overhead configuration is taken as default and throughout the thesis, while the underground is

considered only in the part where it is explicitly mentioned.
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Figure 2.7: Failure propagation in power distribution networks

ends of line (i, j), securing i and j in the safe zone. A bus corresponds to junction points

of different overhead derivations, while for underground networks it represents physical

busbars in a substation, or simply the substation. For modeling purposes we continue

associating switches to lines in the underground case despite having the switches on the

substation (the bus) as shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Simplified representation of a MV-LV substation in networks with a series

configuration

We introduce in Papers [6] and [3] a binary variable swu
ij to model the status of the

switch closest to i in line (i, j) and capture the difference with an equivalent overhead line

containing only one switch swij with no specific direction. Thus, we have the quadratic

relationship in underground lines Lu,

swl,t = swij,t · swji,t, ∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (2.1)

which can be linearized as follows

swl,t ≤ swij,t, ∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (2.2)

swl,t ≤ swji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (2.3)
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swij,t + swji,t − 1 ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (2.4)

Failures are initially assumed in electrical lines, with binary variable al,t taking value 0

if line l is not available due to a damage, and 1 otherwise. Considering the behavior of

electrical quantities, failures propagate in closed lines and only halted by open lines.

ae
i,t + swl,t − 1 ≤ ae

j,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (2.5)

ae
i,t ≤ ae

i,t−1 + al,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ F o,∀t (2.6)

ae
i,t ≤ ae

i,t−1 + aij,t + (1− swij,t),∀(i, j) ∈ F u,∀t (2.7)

According to equation (2.5), buses connected with a closed line will have the same

availability status. Then, equations (2.6) and (2.7) express the propagation of a failure

from lines to neighboring buses in overhead and underground lines, respectively. Variable

ae
i,t will be carrying the damage information throughout the model, i.e. even failure of

electrical buses can be considered by directly setting ae
i,t to 0.

2.2.4 Radiality

Distribution grids are meshed by design but operated radially to ensure efficient failure

mitigation as damages on the grid cause abnormal states on electrical quantities, which

propagate so fast that it is safer to have a pre-determined separation between feeders.

The spanning tree conditions of connectivity and N − 1 branches are adopted in many

works to guarantee radiality [54, 55]. However, large-scale grids have multiple substations

and exhibit a spanning forest topology, with many feeders interconnected through normally

open switches (called also tie-switches). Then, each sub-graph needs to be a connected

tree in the configuration, which must have N − sg branches, where sg is the number of

sub-graphs (or islands). A widely used implementation of these updated conditions is the

single commodity flow (SCF) where a fictitious network is defined, with each node as either

a source or a load of 1 unit commodity demand. Flow balance equations are then leveraged

to satisfy the overall demand, establishing all corresponding source-load paths [56, 57].

The approach works well in normal and degradation stages as the supply configuration is

stable or reducing by the loss of some connected nodes. However, when reconfigurations

are executed in parallel with a deployment of DGs, the roots and composition of the

tree-shaped sub-graphs are no longer known in advance. Consequently, the condition on

the number of branches in the final configuration is updated to,

∑
∀(i,j)∈L

swij,t = N −
N∑
i

rooti,t, ∀t ∈ T (2.8)
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where rooti,t indicates whether a bus at node i or a power source (substation or DG

unit) is a root of an island at time t [58]. We ensure for our proposed formulation in

Paper [6] the respect of this adaptive condition, while proposing the novel admission of

out-of-service (safe and damaged) zones, missed in all state-of-the-art works. For instance,

the formulation presented in [59] is flexible and has many applications for the distribution

system optimization, but does not isolate faulted closed lines and overlooks the latent

role of manual switches that are uncontrollable during the initial remote reconfiguration.

Dangerous situations can result from such omission, as damages propagate in faulted

closed lines and integrating them in the microgrid formation misleadingly infringes failure

propagation rules. Also, the extension to consider manual switches requires additional

constraints. The proposed directed local flow (DLF) radiality conditions tackle these issues

and offer a simplified and effective remedy. Additional issues like the changing parent and

child sets [60, 55] and the need for the spanning-tree polytope [59] are bypassed. The DLF

was first demonstrated on fast remote reconfiguration in Paper [6], prior to extension for

the distribution system restoration in Paper [3].

dij,t + dji,t ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (2.9)

swl,t − (2− ye
i,t − ye

j,t) ≤ dij,t + dji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (2.10)

dij,t + dji,t − (2− ye
i,t − ye

j,t) ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (2.11)
∑

∀j∈n(i)
dji,t ≤ ae

i,t − si − ydg
i,t ,∀i ∈ N,∀t (2.12)

∑
∀j∈n(i)

dij,t ≤M ·

 ∑
∀j∈n(i)

dji,t + si + ydg
i,t

 ,∀i ∈ N,∀t (2.13)

Inequality (2.9) allows the presence of out-of-service closed lines and equations (2.10) −

(2.11) incorporate the term (2− ye
i,t − ye

j,t) to only have co-occurrence of line closing and

power flow when both nodes are connected. Radiality of the supplied sub-network at

any given instant is verified through successive application of equations (2.9), (2.13), and

(2.12).

2.2.5 Power Flow

The definition of electricity forwarding as a flow is owed to streams of electrical charges

going from generating units to final loads. Laws of flow conservation apply to electric

currents and voltages allowing for the well known power flow denomination. Power flow

(PF) in the grid is governed by electrical (Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s) laws on physical quantities
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of voltage, current, impedance, and power. The objective, variables, and constraints are

tweaked to fit various problems, like unit commitment, economic dispatch, grid stability,

contingency response, volt/var control, etc [61]. Models for optimal power flow (OPF) are

extensively studied in the literature, initially for transmission [62, 63] then for distribution

[64, 65, 66]. The full AC optimal power flow (AC-OPF) is non-convex and NP-hard [63]

due to inherent non-linearities and non-convexities in electrical quantities and multi-part

pricing, as well as non-convexities including discrete and continuous variables and functions.

Hence, many relaxations and approximations are developed to accelerate solving the OPF,

mainly using semi-definite, second order conic, quadratic, and linear programming [67, 68,

61, 69].

Power grids are generally assumed as balanced networks, allowing for per-phase analysis

[70], which consists of calculating electrical quantities (essentially current and voltage) in

one phase and use the result to deduce the values in other phases by applying a ±120◦

phase shift. Load balancing occurs in three-phase systems when the loads are evenly

spread across all phases. For distribution networks, the LinDistFlow model [71] is widely

adapted to efficiently solve the PF problem, especially in resilience studies [29, 60]. The

balance assumption is less obvious in distribution grids due to increasing DER penetration

and radial structure [72], hence unbalanced extensions of LinDistFlow are introduced to

cope with the distribution grid characteristics [73, 74, 75].

Still, the balanced LinDistFlow model is used in this dissertation based on the fact

that MV grids serve MV/LV substations that are usually sized to meet an equi-partitioned

LV load, that can be considered as balanced. The balance equations therein enforce the

conservation of power at any node by equating the incoming and outgoing flows. The

difference in node voltages is expressed in terms of power and impedance to account

for line losses. Limits on active/reactive power line capacities, node voltages, and DG

active/reactive power are also introduced.

2.2.6 Dispatch of Intervention Crews

Hardship in analyzing the DSR is not solely the consequence of power and telecom

dynamics, but encloses as well the complexity of field operations like the dispatch of

intervention crews to operate manual switches, repair damages, and install DGs. Many

graph-based representations can be set to model the movement of crews from their depots

to intervention sites. Mostly, depots and intervention sites are modeled as nodes, while

edges obey various definitions and rules, e.g. representation of distances or travel times
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between the nodes as edge weights, introduction of directed edges in case of specified

travel directions, omission of edges between nodes of intervention sites for operations that

impose returning to the depot after each task completion (DG placement), etc.

The aim is to determine for each intervention crew the sequence of sites to visit,

while minimizing the restoration time and costs. The whole process reduces then to two

interdependent sub-problems: routing and scheduling [76]. Routing involves selecting the

best route for each crew to travel between depots and intervention sites. Scheduling, on

the other hand, involves setting a timeline for the crews to carry out their travel and

activities. The selected route for each crew affects the amount of time required to travel

and complete tasks, which in turn impacts the scheduling of subsequent activities.

Recent contributions propose adaptations of the vehicle routing and traveling salesman

problems to solve crew dispatch in grid restoration [31, 28, 30], based on variables in the

form of ck
m,n indicating the travel of a crew k along the path between nodes m and n. The

limitation of this representation is the implicit visit of a crew to a node, which can only

be deduced from the solution. This information is important in the present study as the

tasks (manual switching, repair, and DG placement) are conducted at damage sites and

interdependencies of intervention crews with ICTs and switches arise at these same nodes.

To cope with this, we opt for a node-centered variable ck
n,t that indicates the presence of a

crew k at node n at time t. This allows to better manage the coupling between resilience

resources [29], while capturing the newly considered power-telecom interdependencies.

ck
l,t+τ + ck

m,t ≤ 1, ∀k,∀l ̸= m, τ ≤ TTl,m (2.14)

Our model is based on the scheduling rule in (2.14): each crew k can visit two different

intervention sites l and m (l ̸= m) only if a period at least equal to the traveling time

TTl,m has elapsed. This rule is proven in [29] to produce feasible routes for the crew

dispatch, and verified here to remain valid when integrated to the proposed contributions

in our work.

2.3 Model Extension: Agent-based and Discrete-Events

Smart grid functions in general, and the DSR in particular, engage heterogeneous entities

from different domains, each with specific behaviors and decision making capabilities. The

intended application of the previous model for optimization purposes (as will be seen

in Chapter 3) imposed many simplifications for computational tractability. Only the

availability of telecom nodes is incorporated, while measurement and control messages
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conveyed over communication channels are ignored. The movement of intervention crews

is also restrained to the relationship with distance. In fact, event-driven communications

and multi-derivation road networks introduce many non-linearities and complex behaviors,

hardly describable by closed-form equations, let alone with linear terms. Therefore, other

modeling paradigms are needed in order to capture this level of detail.

The ABM approach is well-suited for large-scale systems endowed with various inter-

actions among heterogeneous entities, commonly referred to as agents. Many properties

can be associated with agents, such as autonomy, interaction, mobility, intelligence, and

adaptability [77, 78, 79]. ABMs3are particularly useful in cases where individual behaviors

are more accessible for modeling than the collective complex dynamics in a given system

[80]. The system can be described at the microscopic level by modeling the simple interac-

tions between single elements, then reconstruct the global system behavior. Furthermore,

ABMs allow to represent emergent phenomena due to their bottom-up nature: an emergent

phenomenon is an effect at the system level that cannot (directly) be inferred by the

behavior of the individual parts, meaning that the system behavior is more than the

(pure linear) sum of the parts [81]. Another advantage is the ability to incorporate other

modeling approaches either by dedicated interfaces, or inside the agents themselves in a

parallel or/and a hierarchical structure. This latter feature is precisely leveraged in this

work, as the complex network theory approach from the previous section is adapted and

reused, alongside the introduction of discrete-event (DE) simulation. DE is a powerful

modeling technique that tracks the evolution of the system dynamics at key instants in

time corresponding to the occurrence of events that bring change to the system [82]. A

typical telecom point can then be modeled as an agent whose behavior include sending

and receiving event-driven messages, while the main simulation can make a call for power

flow calculation when needed.

The resulting model is a hybrid simulation that extends the previous graph-based model,

serving in later chapters to compare the solution from analytical optimization, as well as

monitor the deployment of a given restoration strategy. The built platform can be utilized

to experiment with varying parameters and resources at real-time to emulate changing

conditions during crisis management situations, relying on the microscopic bottom-up

construction and adaptability of the hybrid simulation.

3When used on the plural, ABMs refers to Agent-Based Models
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2.3.1 Model Layout

The extended model represents telecom points and intervention crews using ABM and

discrete events in order to catch advanced details of information transfer, realistic battery

discharge, and road-tailored displacement. From Figure 2.9, the ABM-DE module sends

Agent-based and discrete event 

modeling of the interdependent 

system

Routing and scheduling of 

intervention crews

Transmission of information

Battery storage evolution

Telecom-aware 

Optimal Power 

Flow calculation 

𝑎, 𝑇, 𝑐

𝑝, 𝑦, 𝑠𝑤

Figure 2.9: Layout of the extended simulation model

the availability of power components a, state of telecom points T, and the evolution of

crew dispatch c to the PF module. Then, the electro-technical quantities of active/reactive

power and node voltage are calculated, alongside the state of switches sw and connectivity

of power buses y.

Considering the DSR, when a restoration task is completed, a power flow verification

before re-connection is performed by calling a one-shot PF computation using a modified

instance of the model in Section 1. In this case, no periodic PF calculation is needed, and

the traditional approach to PF of continuous-state continuous-time (CS-CT) is replaced

by a discrete-state continuous-time (DS-CT) approach, referred to as discrete-event [83].

When combined with the previously mentioned event-driven telecom domain, the whole

model is continuous-time, agent-based, and discrete-event. It is worth noting that the

simulation of a continuous-time model always involves a discretization procedure with a

relevant fixed time step.

As a result, beyond the improved description of system details, the main advantage of

the proposed model is the seamless integration of the power and telecom domains. This is

made possible through power-telecom component synchronization using combined time-

stepped, event scheduling, and agent communication approaches [84, 77]. The simulation

engine updates the state of the model components, such as agents, processes, and resources,

according to their defined behaviors and interactions. At each time increment, events

and processes are executed in a sequential order established based on dependencies and
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triggers, while the user is able to define some priorities and preemption [85].

Agents with specific behaviors are defined to describe the main elements of interest

during the DSR as summarized in table 2.1, where power-telecom interdependencies are

considered by tying up the state of telecom agents and power flow calculations. Intervention

crews are captured as mobile agents, capable of communicating with the control center

over the telecom network.

2.3.2 Telecom Service

The availability of telecom access and aggregation points is considered in the hybrid model,

with the possibility to define individual failure times or upload failure data from external

sources. The hierarchical relationship steers then the telecom failure propagation as a

damaged telecom point cuts service to its served entities. Further, the communication

channels between telecom points (or telecom points and connected assets) are modeled as

agents as well, allowing to incorporate information transfer failures and limitations of link

delay and bandwidth.

Unlike previous considerations of the telecom service being either fully available or not

at all, the current model integrates service degradation, generally caused by congestion and

transmission channel disturbance [86]. Separate queues are established for download/upload

transfer of data (messages to lower/higher entities), with a chosen default FIFO queuing

system (unless specified, the other possible queuing options, like priority-based, agent

comparison, and LIFO, are not used).

Smart grid messages are replicated to represent notifications from field devices to

the control center (CC) and commands in the opposite direction, as illustrated in Table

2.1. These messages well represent the logical operation of the smart grid control and

interactions therein, but make complete abstraction of the protocol, packet, and bit levels.

Both agent-based and discrete-event modeling approaches intervene as messages are built

as communication-shaped agents, which are exchanged between other agents following

triggered events in the system.

3Send() is a built-in function in this work used to pass user-defined Notify messages between different

agents as well as other messages, such as sending the targeted power line to a crew that does the repair.
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2.3.3 Power Supply Analysis

Power quantities and grid failure propagation are comprehensively considered in the PF

module, which assimilates also the updates from the ABM-DE module on the availability of

lines (e.g. after repair) and the battery state of telecom points. Thus, the PF calculations

maintain awareness of the power-telecom interdependencies and suggest optimal reconfig-

uration schemes. The battery model is taken from EnergyLogic library [87], containing

essential battery settings regarding charge, discharge, loss, and battery degradation as

illustrated in Figure 2.10. This model is continuous, meaning that the battery level can

Figure 2.10: Battery model

change continuously over time, fitting the global time continuity of the hybrid model

discussed earlier.

2.3.4 Crew Interventions

Model initialization clusters recorded damaged lines to their closest depot. The depots

are defined as agents encapsulating crew agents as restoration resources that are hosted

and managed. An assignment routine is implemented at each depot for the various crew

types using discrete-event blocks as exemplified in Figure 2.11 for repair crews. The figure

shows an entry block repairResources that takes repair crews from the defined population

of agents repairCrews to put them in a task-ready queue named repairQueue. As of the

setting of the queue, the first arriving crew will access the working block first, where the
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Figure 2.11: Repair crew assignment

nearest damaged line (nearest by route) is picked, based on road data requested from the

OpenStreetMap (OSM) server [88]. The hold block assures that a crew completing its

task releases the handled line before repositioning at repairQueue to handle another task.

The assignment behavior is modulated in later sections to fit the exact application. For

example, when the hybrid model executes an already existing schedule, the action at the

working block consists of taking the planned repair task and not necessarily the nearest

one.

Intervention crews notify the task completion to the control center through the telecom

infrastructure before re-connection. Such events occur sporadically, justifying the relevance

of an event-driven modeling approach for a better representation.

2.3.5 Model Consistency

The hybrid model is introduced to improve the description of the system by including

more details. However, an important step is to check the consistency of its results when

set to the level of detail contained in the graph-based model. We conduct this analysis in

the case of a DSR process using resources of repair and manual/remote switching. We

consider a multi-feeder 141-bus distribution grid with 150 power lines, among which 6 lines

are damaged. All possible remote isolation and reconfiguration are conducted to yield

the configuration in Figure 2.12. Generic values are chosen for different parameters: line

impedances, load demand, voltage limits, etc. The graph-based model is implemented first

to restore the grid given a random initial restoration sequence {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Two depots

are considered with depot 1 having two repair crew (RC) and one manual switching crew

(MC), whereas depot 2 has one RC and one MC (MCs move twice faster than RCs). For

simplicity, the repair time and manual switching time are set for all damages to 2 and 1

time steps, respectively; and the manual switching time is associated directly with the

damaged line, instead of considering the operation of each manual switchable neighboring

line as considered in other parts of this work. The resulting schedule for model 2.2 is
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Figure 2.12: Grid configuration after fast response

depicted in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Gantt chart for the schedule of intervention crews on damaged lines

The schedule is applied next to the hybrid model considering the same settings

above. The supplied power and the time to complete recovery are chosen as measures of

performance to be compared between the two models. Figure 2.14 shows the evolution of

supplied power during restoration following the considered schedule. A complete match is

seen between the performance curves of the two models and the time of recovery completion

at t = 10. This verification confirms the claim that a given problem can be modeled

equivalently using different modeling methods [89], and it is up to the modeler to choose

the most relevant technique. In our specific case, the two models are used jointly in

different applications to make each model benefit from the advantages of the other.
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Figure 2.14: Evolution of supplied power during distribution system restoration

2.4 Summary

This chapter introduced two models for the distribution system. The first model uses

complex network theory to capture the topology, connections, and power-telecom interde-

pendencies between the smart distribution grid components. The flow of power is also

considered to represent failure propagation and the main grid functionality of supplying

power, while highlighting the novelty of this work on tracking the availability of supply

to telecom points-of-interest. The second model captures an extension of the first model

towards a hybrid representation to seize advanced telecom, battery discharge, and crew

displacement details using ABM and discrete-events. The practical contribution of us-

ing the CN-based and hybrid models is associated in next chapters to applications of

telecom-aware DSR, solution enhancement, resource sizing and the definition of service

level agreements (SLAs) based on proven harm.
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Chapter 3

Telecom-aware Optimization of

Distribution System Restoration

Communication networks resolved poor observability issues in grid operation and paved

the way for advanced applications like distribution automation, automatic metering,

distribution system management, and outage management. The emergent challenge is

then to guarantee the perfect functioning of the ICTs as the smart grid is increasingly

connectivity-dependent. Unfortunately, communication networks fail to permanently

provide the grid required connectivity service, causing episodes of blind operation and

inability to perform desired remote actions. The relationship gets more intricate when

power shortage at the distribution level is recognized as the main cause of telecom nodes

unavailability (thus telecom service interruption). This is simply a two-way power-telecom

interdependence that is neglected so far by distribution operators in the planning and

daily operation of the grid due to believed limitation of the impact. Yet, the need for

rapid restoration reveals the criticality of this interdependence during contingencies. This

chapter proposes a telecom-aware optimization of the distribution system restoration by

tracking the availability state of telecom points and strategically prioritizing the recovery of

electrical buses that supply telecom points, which eventually contribute to the acceleration

of the overall recovery process.

3.1 Optimization of Distribution System Restoration

DSOs work continuously to improve the technical, economic, environmental, and regulatory

performance of the grid by thoroughly evaluating investment options through expansion

planning [90, 91]. A complimentary, less expensive [60, 27], and effective action is to
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investigate the resilience potential of the grid under contingency planning, which turns out

to be arduous as many uncertainties are involved regarding initial events and component

failures [92, 93]. Partially revealed uncertainties after the burst of a disruption event push

forward the post-contingency resilience analysis in order to better integrate the newly

collected information and track the recovery process [94]. Beyond the analysis, DSOs seek

to limit the degradation and accelerate the restoration by deploying various resources such

as repair crews, mobile distribution generators, batteries, etc. Unfortunately, resource

management and allocation is dominantly left to the appreciation of field operators, who

make the best out of their experience and system knowledge despite the lack of decision

aid systems.

Recent literature addresses this gap by adopting optimization methods for single

and multi-resource deployments during grid restoration [60, 28, 29, 31]. The aim is to

cost-effectively utilize available resources towards the acceleration of system recovery,

where the coordinated deployment of the intertwined resources through co-optimization

is shown to yield the best performing restoration strategies. A closer look into DSR

co-optimization reveals the critical role of the telecom network on conveying all relevant

information, while being dependent on the power supply from the grid or batteries. This

two-way power-telecom interdependence is missed out on the few works that consider DSR

communications, as analyses are mostly limited to the cyber layer of the telecom network

[95, 96, 32].
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Figure 3.1: Summarized interactions in the proposed model for the SDG

We propose in papers [2] and [3] to co-optimize the allocation of restoration resources,
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while considering the evolution of telecom availability. Figure 3.1 shows the captured

interdependencies in the developed model. The distribution grid is represented with

power lines, substations, buses and loads (orange elements). The telecom service to grid

assets is provided by private and public telecom points (green elements), which allow

communication to the control center. The telecom service is also used by investigated

resources of remote switches, circuit breakers, intervention crews, and mobile distributed

generators. The weighting between the amount and cost of committed resources is settled

based on risk-aversion and tolerance to the loss of grid services.

3.1.1 Resilience-based Objective

The response of the grid against extreme events involves the two main resilience components

of survivability and restoration. We set a preliminary optimization that captures failure

propagation and fast remote actions, isolates segments on the system to limit the damage,

and makes the first reconfigurations to recover some load; corresponding to Phase I in

Figure 1.1.

We choose the supplied power as the measure of performance in this work, and integrate

it to the objective function by using the variable pns
i,t , the instantaneous non-supplied power

at a given node i.

min
p,d,sw,a,y,w

∑
∀t∈{T1,T2}

α

 ∑
∀i∈N

Cns
i · pns

i,t −
∑

∀i∈N

Ce
i · ae

i,t

 + β
∑
∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t

 (3.1)

The fast reconfiguration objective function is given in (3.1) with p a vector of electrical

quantities (line active/reactive power, node voltages, non-supplied load); d the directions

of power flow in power lines; sw the statuses of line switches; a the availability of power

buses, lines, or DGs, and y the connectivity of power buses or DGs. The first double

summation term represents the total cost of not supplying a portion of the system load

during Phase I, where each load has its associated criticality-based cost Cns
i . The next

term expresses the cumulative cost induced by the extent of the damaged zone, where Ce
i

is the cost of an electrical node being in a damaged zone. The final term is designed to

include the cost of switching, as no change on the configuration is desired unless there is a

gain in restored power. Csw is considered the same for all operated switches, and variable

wij,t results from the linearization of the absolute value of swl,t − swl,t−1.

swl,t − swl,t−1 ≤ wl,t,∀l ∈ L,∀t (3.2)

swl,t−1 − swl,t ≤ wl,t,∀l ∈ L,∀t (3.3)
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From (3.2) and (3.3), |swl,t − swl,t−1| equals 1 if the switch at line l is toggled at t, and 0

otherwise.
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Figure 3.2: Layout of the proposed restoration model

Appended papers [5, 6] give more details on the fast response model, while [2, 3]

treat the DSR stage where the result from the fast response stage is used. Figure 3.2

summarizes the input data to the proposed model and the successive phases with associated

variables. In Phase I, the telecom network is confronted with physical damages only as

the period [T1, T2] lasts at most some minutes, causing no problem in terms of power

shortage to telecom points that possess back-up storage. Therefore, we focus more on

the lengthy restoration (Phases II, III, and IV ) to deeply investigate the power-telecom

interdependencies as ICTs are affected by long outages and battery depletion.

min
p,d,sw,c,a,y,T,E,w′

∑
∀t∈{T2,T5}

α
∑

∀i∈N\S

Cns
i · pns

i,t + β
∑
∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t

+γ

 ∑
∀(dp,k,l,t)

Crc
i · rcdp,k

l,t +
∑

∀(dp,k,l,t)
Cmc

i ·mcdp,k
l,t +

∑
∀(dp,k,n,t)

Cgc
i · gcdp,k

n,t


(3.4)

Equation (3.4) poses the post-Phase I restoration objective function with additional

vectors of variables: c the vector of intervention crews placement; T the vector of electric

and telecom statuses of public and private access points; E the state-of-charge (SoC)

and bi,t the depletion status of batteries. Cns
i , Crc

i , Cmc
i , and Cgc

i refer to non-supplied

load, repair, MS, and DG placement costs, respectively. DSOs integrate institutional and
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public satisfaction to restoration efforts, making resource costs only relevant in case of

equi-performing restoration strategies, thus α≫ β and α≫ γ.

The contribution of deployed resources lifts the performance curve in Figure 1.1 towards

the nominal performance Pmax. Once all loads are energized, equation (3.4) will no longer

encourage sending resources to the field even that some lines are not repaired yet. This

assumes the DSR to not impose complete repair of the system during the event, allowing to

temporarily prioritize service recovery in early hours (or days), and let complete recovery for

later steps. If desired, full recovery can be plugged into (3.4) by adding (−∑
∀l∈F l Ce

l · al,t)

to the term weighted by α, where Fl is the set of failed lines, Ce
l the cost of a non-repaired

line (≪ Cns
i ), and al,t equals 1 when a line l is available at time t (0 otherwise). Note that

telecoms are not included in the objective function as the standpoint of a power operator

is adopted, and only DSO-used telecom points are of interest.

3.1.2 Key Constraints

The main characteristics of the distribution system are introduced in Chapter 2, with

emphasis on the studied application of distribution restoration. The equations from the

CN-based model in Section 2.2 as well as additional details and assumptions are integrated

to the constraints of the DSR optimization formulation:

1) We concentrate on the MV level of the distribution system. Each power line is

equipped with a switch that can be remote or manual, represented with a binary variable

swl,t that takes value 1 for the close status and value 0 for the open status. Manual

switches can be operated either by repair crews (RCs) or manual switching crews (MCs).

These two crew types are motivated by the fast movement of MCs compared to heavily

equipped RCs, allowing to conduct damage isolation to enable rapid restoration in the

grid.

2) Without loss of generality, components that can be damaged (and repaired) are the

distribution lines, with the possibility of damage propagation to power buses. Damages on

telecom points are also considered but not repaired as this falls within the competence

of a telecom operator. Variables al,t and ae
i,t give the availability of a power line l and a

bus i, respectively; whereas T e
i,t and T c

i,t represent the electrical (e) and communication (c)

availability of a telecom point i, respectively.

3) The telecom service is provided by a pre-defined access point for each connecting

grid asset. Between telecom points, the hierarchical structure is followed as the upper

entities provide the telecom service to lower entities.
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4) The telecom network depends on the power grid through the energization of access

points. A value 1 of the binary variable ye
i,t tells the ability of bus i to supply power at

time t. Each access point has a back-up battery for use in case of defects in the primary

power supply from the grid. The battery can secure supply for a period from some minutes

to few hours, depending on chosen capacity and operation conditions.

T c
i,t ≤ T e

i,t,∀i ∈ W∪X, ∀t (3.5)

1
M
· (1− fi) ·

(
Ei,t + ye

i,t

)
≤ T e

i,t ≤M · (1− fi) ·
(
Ei,t + ye

i,t

)
,∀i ∈ W∪X, ∀t (3.6)

Ei,t = Ei,t−1 − pdisc
i ·

(
1− ye

i,t−1

)
· bi,t−1,∀i ∈ W∪X, ∀t (3.7)

Constraint (3.5) formalizes the availability of the telecom service at a safe AP (fi = 0) only

when power supply is available, either from the grid or the back-up battery (3.6). We adopt

the simple discharge model in (3.7) to track the evolution of the battery state-of-charge

(SoC) Ei,t. No battery degradation or losses are considered.

5) The power system depends on the telecom network to: i) notify the completion

of manual switching, line repair, DG placement by intervention crews; ii) command

circuit-breakers and remote switches from the control center.

al,t ≤ uk,t,∀(k, l) ∈ U×F, ∀t (3.8)

swl,t−1 − uc
k,t(2− ae

i,t − ae
j,t) ≤ swl,t ≤ swl,t−1 + uc

k,t · ae
i,t

∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lr∪Lar, (k, (i, j)) ∈ U×L,∀t
(3.9)

Constraint (3.8) makes a repaired line seen available from the control center only when

conveying this information is possible via an available AP (also applies for an installed

DG). Equivalently, from (3.9) operating a remote switch (or a circuit-breaker) needs the

availability of the telecom service.

6) For the dispatch of intervention crews, the form ck
l,t from [29] is extended here

to cdp,k
l,t , explicitly capturing that each crew k (visiting node l at time t) is linked to a

given depot dp; as well as integrate the widely used problem reduction techniques of

pre-assigning damages and DG candidates to depots [28, 30, 29]. A depot is in charge of

dispatching crews and DGs, whereas the clustering of damages and candidates is performed

at the control center, which has access to the location of damaged components, the list of

candidates for DG placement, and the estimation of traveling/repair times from diagnosis

tools and technicians.

Pre-assignment of damaged lines to depots is based on the depot-damage distance [28,

30, 29]. We extend this approach by considering the distances between damages as well,
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because a repair or MS crew will pass by many damages in its intervention plan before

going back to the depot. Let a binary variable fdp
l taking value 1 to assign a damaged line

l to a depot dp, and 0 otherwise. A parameter dist is used to hold the distances between

depot-damage and damage-damage pairs.

min
f

∑
∀dp

∑
∀l∈F

∑
∀m∈F
m ̸=l

(
distdp,l · fdp

l + distl,m · fdp
l · fdp

m −K · fdp
l

)
(3.10)

∑
∀dp

fdp
l ≤ 1,∀l ∈ F (3.11)

∑
∀l

fdp
l ·Resr

l ≤ Resr
dp,∀dp ∈ DP (3.12)

The small quadratic program in (3.10)−(3.12) minimizes the total travel distance of crews,

while imposing in (3.11) damaged line l assignment to at most one depot, depending on

the availability of repair resources Resr
dp at each depot as indicated in (3.12). The term(

−K · fdp
l

)
, where K is a large positive number, is added to (3.10) to avoid the solution

of not assigning any damage, which provides a minimal total distance of zero.

Candidate nodes are identified as not all nodes can receive DGs, especially that we consider

truck-mounted DGs, which need considerable space. We identify the candidate nodes for

receiving DGs based on pre-established criteria, which we choose here as: criticality of the

connected load (hospitals, patients with high vital risk, etc.), accessibility through the

road network, and adequacy of the node surroundings for DG installation. Inclusion in an

affected zone from the damages in the grid is another criterion that can be added from

the latest diagnosis information. These candidates are assigned to depots to improve the

computational efficiency of the model.

min
f

∑
∀dp

 ∑
∀g∈CD

distdp,g · fdp
g −K · fdp

g

 (3.13)

∑
∀dp

fdp
g ≤ 1,∀g ∈ CD (3.14)

∑
∀g

fdp
g ·Resdg

g ≤ Resdg
dp, ∀dp ∈ DP (3.15)

The problem formulation (3.13)−(3.15) is assigning each candidate g to the closest depot

dp with available DG resources Resdg
dp, while minimizing the total traveled depot-candidate

distance.

7) The scheduling rule in (2.14) is revisited here using the form cdp,k
l,t of variables rc, mc,

and gc. The number of constraints is reduced in (3.16) and (3.17) by summing over the

period [t, t + min(TTl,m, T − t)], where T is the number of time periods.
min(T T c

l,m,T −t)∑
τ=0

(
cdp,k

l,t+τ + cdp,k
m,t − 1

)
≤ 0, ∀l ̸= m,∀(dp, k, l, m),∀t (3.16)
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min(T T gc
g,1+T T gc

n,1,T −t)∑
τ=0

(
gcdp,k

g,t+τ + gcdp,k
n,t − 1

)
≤ 0, ∀n ̸= m,∀(dp, k, g, n),∀t (3.17)

Additional constraints in [3] limit the number of repair crews to 1 for any intervention site

and impose differed arrival of MS/repair crews, where MS crews can conduct isolation

before repair crews perform their task, or repair crews take charge of isolation and repair.

8) Each task among MS, repair, and DG placement is achieved when the specialized

crew has spent at the intervention site the sufficient manual-switching time (MT), repair

time (RT), and placement time (GT), respectively.

3.1.3 Solution Methodology

The DSR procedure takes damage information and the latest grid configuration from

the output of the fast response stage. Clustering formulations in (3.10)−(3.12) and

(3.13)−(3.15) are executed first to assign damages and DG candidates to depots considering

the available restoration resources at each depot.

The proposed model involves constraints with some integer quadratic terms x1 ∗ x2,

such as equation (3.9), which are easily linearized by introducing an integer variable z as

follows

z ≤ x1 (3.18)

z ≤ x2 (3.19)

x1 + x2 − 1 ≤ z (3.20)

Before solving the resulting MILP optimization, a simulation run of the hybrid model

is used to generate a feasible schedule for use as a warm-start1for the branch-and-cut

algorithm of the MILP solver. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, we

conduct warm-starting using: i) An infeasible, but meaningful solution: for instance, all

switch status variables are set to 1 swl,t = 1, which cannot be the case in practice, but

as most of the switches will be closed, this solution would differ in only some sw values

with any feasible or optimal solution; ii) A feasible solution from the hybrid model; iii) A

previous optimal solution. Solution times are summarized in Table 3.1 (each value is the

average over 5 runs). The lowest computation time is obtained when a previous optimal

solution is provided, which is not possible in practice, but shows that the solver indeed

takes into account the warm-start input and use it to accelerate the solution procedure.

Cases i) and ii) show an improvement compared to not considering warm-starting, and are

both included in all implementations.
1A warm-start in optimization is the procedure of using initial values for the variables to provide a
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Table 3.1: MILP solution time using warm-starting for a generic case (141-bus, 6 faults)

No warm-start Infeasible solution
Feasible solution from

the hybrid model
Optimal solution

Solution

time (S)
184.6 70.5 72.89 34.97

The MILP is implemented in Python programming language utilizing the Pyomo

package [97], which calls the IBM ILOG-Cplex solver with an optimality gap of 0.01%

in an Intel Core i7 (2.5 GHz) and 32 GB RAM computer. Cplex uses an enhanced

branch-and-cut algorithm where LP instances are solved using the simplex algorithm.

3.2 Example Case Study

3.2.1 System Setting

Detailed application of the model is reported in appended Papers [2] and [3]. The approach

is demonstrated in a multi-feeder 36-bus MV distribution grid with a scenario of 8 damages

(7 damaged power lines and one telecom access point). The illustration of restoration of

the SDG to such event is summarized in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2 Results and Discussion

Paper [3] compares three strategy cases under two conductor configurations of full-overhead

and hybrid overhead-underground. The considered strategies are: i) Perfect telecom-based:

where all telecom points are assumed operating at all periods. This is an ideal case

considered for comparison purposes. ii) telecom-agnostic: refers to the strategy adopted

currently by DSO that conduct restoration operations, undergoing in the way any issue

in the telecom service. iii) telecom-aware (proposed approach): restoration operations in

this case are conducted while considering the prioritization of some telecom points (not

necessarily all) that will contribute later to accelerate the restoration.

Figure 3.4 show that the perfect telecom case outperforms the other two case in

both full overhead and hybrid configurations. Then, we see a clear improvement in the

cumulative supplied power (supplied energy) with the telecom-aware case as the restoration

strategy is able to steer intervention crew to sites where power supply can be restored

first guess towards solving the problem under investigation
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(a) t : 0→ 4
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(b) t : 5→ 7
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(c) t : 8→ 10
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(d) t : 11→ 14
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(e) t : 15

Closed, not powered manual switchable line

Powered line (closed)

Open automatic recloser

Damaged line

Open circuit breaker

Open remote switchable line

Closed, not powered remote switchable line

Bus out of damaged zone

Bus in damaged zone

Bus with a DG

Figure 3.3: Illustration of key steps in the distribution system restoration for full-overhead

telecom-aware case
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of supplied power during distribution system restoration

first to some communication points that use it accelerate the whole process. Again, the

hybrid configuration beats the full-overhead one as the former is able to isolate better

early into the event. Another interesting point is highlighted in the appended Paper [3]

concerning the demonstrated benefit of introducing a fast moving manual-switching crew

that succeeds to isolate some areas rapidly, allowing to recover a part of the grid.

3.3 Summary

The restoration process in distribution grids is modeled integrating power-telecom interde-

pendencies and considering multi-resources. Reconfiguration switches, repair/MS crews,

and DGs are coordinated by a telecom-aware MILP co-optimization yielding improved

resilience strategies. The general cases of underground and overhead electrical networks

are explored, revealing advantages of tight damage isolation. The proposed approach

incorporates both the contribution of communication networks to DSR (by connecting

remote switches and field crews to grid central functions) and power supply of telecom

assets, for a comprehensive analysis of two-way power-telecom interdependencies. Results

in Paper [3] show that co-optimization of resource allocation and telecom-aware strategic

interventions improve the DSR, enhancing the overall resilience of the grid. The model is

applicable to a medium size use case reported in Chapter 5 applicability of the model.
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Chapter 4

Improved Distribution System

Restoration using Hybrid Modeling

System modeling is a powerful and very flexible approach to deeply investigate complex

phenomena by focusing on the most relevant features to gain valuable insights. The

process of running a system model to represent the involved behaviors is referred to as

simulation, where the model is executed over dynamic parameters (usually time) to observe

the evolving operational conditions. Simulation can have a broader definition of modeling

the system to the finest detail and computationally execute the model. Hence, we can

safely call the detail-enhanced model in Section 2.3 a simulation in the sense of having

advanced description of the system behavior.

After a model is run and solved, the obtained quantities may be interpreted and

translated into general conclusions or even immediate actions. In the exact case of

distribution restoration, types of actions that are sought include the execution sequence of

switch maneuvers and crew dispatch. Given a problem formulation similar to Chapter

3, the output result can be implemented in different ways, for example: i) Execute the

precise schedule of sending crews and operating switches at times specified in the solution;

ii) Infer the sequence of actions from the solution and execute them in-the-fly considering

the actual state of the grid at real-time. Option ii) is generally preferred as it is more

robust and adaptive to field conditions, while conceding by construction that the predicted

performance from the deterministic model may be altered regardless if the optimal solution

is thoroughly executed. This chapter investigates to which extent the solution from the

deterministic model is effective, then studies the parameters which affect the most the

solution performance. An attempt to enhance the initial solution towards a new optimum

is formulated using a hybrid optimization paradigm. Note in what follows the use of
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optimal solution for the ideal solution taken from the deterministic model, and optimum

solution for the targeted best solution under real system conditions.

4.1 Sensitivity Analysis

Deterministic analytical models help to find a solution that can be considered as a

coarse schedule during operations [98]. The power system is known to be very complex

and stochastic, meaning that in any case, no matter how good is the solution from a

deterministic model, it may turn out to be sub-optimum as the conditions on the system

change. The challenge then is more to, at least, have a solution that does not move away

too far from its initial predicted performance and be as close as possible to the true,

unknown, new optimum.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10                     11

RC(2,1)

RC(2,1)

RC(1,2)

RC(1,2)

RC(1,1)

RC(1,1)

Figure 4.1: Gantt chart for the schedule of repair crews on damaged lines

Without loss of generality, a reduced version of the DSR problem in Chapter 3 is

considered in this section (no DGs and isolation crews, only resources of repair and

reconfiguration), but no pre-assignment of damages is assumed, meaning that any crew

can repair a given line. The problem is solved for a 141-bus case study under a scenario

of 6 damaged lines. From the timeline of repair in Figure 4.1, the sequence of repairing

lines is to be taken for implementation in the simulation model. The resulting sequence is

{4, 3, 1, 5, 2, 6}. A sensitivity analysis is conducted on repair time and its effect on the

performance of the solution.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the evolution of supplied power in terms of repair time in the

range [0.5, 6] hours. The performance of the solution is not heavily affected and remains

within 10% of the MILP obtained performance under a considerable change in repair time,

which corroborates the effectiveness of the MILP model, despite many abstractions and

simplifications. However, when dealing with extreme events, the small percentage can be
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Figure 4.2: MILP solution sensitivity to repair time

Table 4.1: Parameter settings for DSR use-case

Depot Repair Crews (RC) Travel Time (TT)

DP 1 RC(1,1), RC(1,2) 2h

DP 2 RC(2,1) 2h

Telecom Point Battery Duration

Aggregation Point AggP1 15h

Fixed Access Point (X) X1, X2 3h

Wireless Access Point (W) W1, W2 1h

vital, and many recent works consider uncertainties in repair and even travel times [99, 100].

Note that the cases of long repair time did not cause a high performance drop, especially

that telecom points consume all their battery storage. The reason is that the effect of

the availability of telecom points by keeping crews longer at damage sites represents an

endogenous uncertainty to the repair time, which is out of the scope of this study. Only

the random component of the uncertainty in repair time is considered, not including the

waiting time for re-connection where above endogenous uncertainty arises. Finally, The

repair time is selected here for further analysis as the travel time is relatively well modeled

by proportionality with distance and the linkage to road networks. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give

the default parameters of the case study used in this section and later in the chapter.

Table 4.2: Repair time setting

Line 1 2 3 4 5 6

Repair Time (h) 3 2 2 1 2 3
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4.2 Solution Evaluation Under Uncertain Repair Time

A strong assumption is adopted in this chapter by considering that the simulation model

is close to the real system and an optimal solution evaluation can be conducted therein.

This is motivated by the utmost focus of the study on the methodology to enhance the

performance of an optimal solution when confronted with non-deterministic (quasi-) real

conditions. Having that in mind, the proposed approach surely depends on the validity

and quality of the simulation, but still gives important insights.

Time (h)

Supplied Power (KW)

MILP model

Simulation

Figure 4.3: Performance comparison of the MILP solution

The simulation is set to run the DSR process including the uncertainty in repair time,

which is not captured in the MILP model of Chapter 3. A Weibull distributed repair time

[35] is introduced with a shape parameter k = 7 and a scale parameter γ = 2.3, which

produces values around the repair times used in the MILP, reported in Table 4.2. The

repair sequence from the MILP is injected into the simulation that runs it and collects

the performance in terms of supplied power and time of line repair. Figure 4.3 shows the

comparison between the performance given by the MILP and the obtained results from

the simulation. The MILP solution underperforms in the simulation model due to different

repair times, despite the values being on average equivalent to the repair time values in

Table 4.2. The repair sequence from the simulation {4, 1, 3, 2, 6, 5} (Figure 4.4) differs

from the specified one from the MILP.

The simulation test of the solution shows the reduction in performance, but does not

provide information on whether the MILP solution is still optimal. Consequently, we

try to check if there is a solution that achieves a better performance in the simulation
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Figure 4.4: Repair sequence from MILP solution implementation by the simulation model

model, then work on a proposal to generalize the methodology of finding new solutions

that outperform the initial MILP solution in a more realistic setting.

4.3 Solution Enhancement

The simulation is used in this section to help improve the obtained solution from the

MILP model. Simulation is generally used to conduct what-if studies, analyze sensitivity,

and evaluate the system performance under various scenarios. Although used also in

decision-making, simulation does not provide action recommendations, as it is completely

up to the user to retrieve the adequate information for a given decision-making task [101].

As such, a growing interest is seen to extend simulation using optimization techniques in

order to improve its applicability to decision-making, while keeping the advantages of a

good system description [102].

Simulation-based optimization is the most popular of such applications, where the

simulation model evaluates the objective function by iterative calls from an optimization

procedure [103]. The role of the optimization is to efficiently guide the exploration of the

solution space, while the simulation is providing an evaluation of each proposed solution

from the optimization [104]. A different approach is adopted in this work as the simulation

is not used just for objective evaluation, but the feedback from the simulation is leveraged

to update the optimization model itself [39, 105, 102] at the cost factors of the optimization

objective. Figure 4.5 shows the general layout of the proposed simulation-optimization

or hybrid optimization approach, where the optimization model sends a repair sequence

for execution at the simulation model, and collects the resulting performance (supplied

power). This feedback updates the MILP to prepare the next run in the iterative process.
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The vector a of the availability of lines conveys the information on the repair sequence,

whereas p contains the supplied power on the grid after implementing a given sequence in

the simulation.

Distribution System Restoration

• Power flow quantities (DC power 

flow: bus voltages, active/reactive 

power, non-supplied power)

• State of remote/manual switches

Optimization Model - MILP

Supplied power 𝒑

Agent-based and discrete 

event modeling of the 

interdependent system

Routing and scheduling of 

intervention crews

Transmission of 

information

Battery storage evolution

Telecom-aware 

Optimal Power 

Flow Calculation 

𝑎, 𝑇, 𝑐

𝑝, 𝑦, 𝑠𝑤

Simulation Model

Repair sequence 𝒂

Results

• Supplied power

• Repair sequence of damages

Figure 4.5: Layout of the hybrid optimization approach

4.3.1 Simulation Model

The hybrid model from Section 2.3 is used as a simulation model in the proposed approach.

The simulation takes a sequence of repairs as an input and executes it to collect performance

indicators. The sequence of damages is put in a repair queue shared by all depots. Any

idle crew queries the repair queue to get the next damage to repair by choosing the closest

damaged line. The access to the queue is managed by a first-arrived first-served rule,

imposing a random tie-break if two crews attempt to access the queue simultaneously.

The constraints on the co-location of crews and exclusivity of repair tasks are inherently

satisfied.

The telecom points are also represented in the simulation and their state tracked by

monitoring the supply from the grid and the battery level. The choice of constraints to

evacuate to the simulation model is really dependent on the desired level of tractability

in the new MILP. The approach even allows to have some important system constraints

represented in both the simulation and the optimization model, which is the case with PF

constraints here.
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4.3.2 Optimization Model

A simple MILP optimization model is constructed to interact with the above presented

simulation model. The new MILP is set to solve for the optimal repair sequence that

guarantees the best restoration considering topology and PF constraints only. The routing,

scheduling, and telecom complicating constraints in the comprehensive DSR problem of

Chapter 3 are implemented in the simulation, resulting in a smaller MILP to solve. The

interaction with the simulation helps to incorporate all aspects of the problem and adjust

the solution.

min
p,d,sw,a,y,w

∑
∀t

α
∑

∀i∈N

Cns
i · pns

i,t + β
∑

∀l∈F

Crc
l · al,t + γ

∑
∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t

 (4.1)

Equation (4.1) gives the objective function of the optimization problem, which seeks to

minimize the cost of non-supplied power, and consider secondary objectives of reducing

repair and switching costs (α≫ β, α≫ γ). Parameters Cns
i and Crc

l represent cost factors

for the non-supplied power and line repair, respectively. Both can be updated from the

simulation result at each iteration, bridging the simulation and the optimization. We omit

for now the update of Crc
l in order to understand the individual effect of each cost, where

Cns
i is surely more influential given the setting of the objective.

∑
∀l∈F

al,t = 1,∀t (4.2)

Constraint (4.2) fixes to 1 the number of repaired lines at each step, enforcing an order

in the restoration of the damaged lines. This is used in addition to failure propagation,

radiality, and PF constraints from previous chapters. Note that a number of time steps

equal to the number of damaged lines is sufficient to solve the problem.

4.3.3 Iterative Algorithm

The proposed approach is based on the observation that whatever is the solution from

the MILP for the DSR (or any other applied type of optimization), the implementation

will generally not follow the exact schedule but rather infer a sequence of tasks. The

idea then is to directly solve the MILP for the sequence, which is an easier problem

compared to finding all the crew schedules. The implementation of the complicating

constraints (routing, scheduling, and telecom) in the simulation makes the optimization

problem tractable in most cases. The MILP provides a ”believed” optimal sequence to

the simulation, which runs it and returns statistics on the performance of the solution in
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terms of supplied power. This information is used to update the MILP, which takes it into

consideration for the next proposed solution. In that sense, the MILP seeks optimality

by exploring the solution space, while the simulation is helping to guide the search by

providing feedback on the performance of feasible solutions [106].

The iterative process is stopped when a solution is proposed K consecutive times to

the simulation (we let K = 3). The proposed methodology is outlined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the hybrid optimization methodology
Initialize the cost of non-supplied load Cns

i ,∀i ∈ N

Run initial optimization (MILP) with initial Cns
i

Seq ← MILP(Cns)

while Repair sequence Seq did not converge do

Run a simulation Sim(Seq) using the repair sequence from MILP

Update the MILP objective function cost factors: Cns
i ← Sim(Seq)

Run an MILP optimization using the results from the simulation

Get the repair sequence: Seq ← MILP(Cns
i )

end while

The algorithm converged and the best performing repair sequence Seq selected

The approach is successfully demonstrated in Paper [4] for a 141-bus configuration

considering a scenario of 6 damaged lines.

4.4 Summary

This chapter proposes a methodology to leverage the developed hybrid model in Chapter 2

for solution evaluation and enhancement under repair time uncertainty. The MILP solution

for the DSR problem is implemented in the simulation to evaluate its performance and

identify some parameters that influence it. The simulation is used next iteratively to assist

a MILP in the solution procedure, by only keeping switching and PF constraints in the

MILP and implementing the remaining complex constraints in the simulation. The MILP

is solved for the sequence of line repairs that are translated into crew interventions in the

simulation to assess the solution performance. A feedback on the achieved supplied power

is returned from the simulation and used to update the objective cost factors of the MILP.

Simulation results show that the converged sequence (which is taken as the final solution)

performs better than the initial solution from the MILP. Moreover, the obtained solution is

expected to be computed in a shorter time and perform close to the optimum solution (can
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be checked if the optimum is known from other methods, like stochastic programming).

The enhancement would be even higher in case of more stochastic environments, which is

left for future work.
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Chapter 5

Applications

The models and approaches developed in this thesis have been carried into various

applications around the resilience of SDGs. This Chapter presents the main results and

insights with reference to appended papers for further details.

5.1 Telecom-aware Optimal Planning and Restoration

5.1.1 Planning new RCS Deployments for Faster Response

Chapter 3 briefly discussed the role of fast response in reacting to damages in the dis-

tribution grid and preparing later intervention through advanced restoration operations

(the DSR). The fast response occurs within some minutes of the event to remotely isolate

damages and restore a portion of the lost load, mainly using remote switches [60, 93].

Three phases can be taken from Paper [5] to describe fast response: i) Automatic isolation:

involves automatic opening of circuit breakers to protect primary substations, as well as

the opening of auto-reclosers1when available in overhead lines; ii) Remote isolation: uses

RCSs to reduce the wide automatically isolated zone. RCSs are opened wherever they

allow to isolate some nodes from damaged zones; iii) Reconfiguration: successful isolation

in previous phases allows to restore some loads. Topological, PF, and zone isolation

conditions are verified before any reconfiguration in the network.

Through necessary use of RCSs, the fast response stage depends on the availability of

telecom networks. At this stage, damages due to shortage of power supply are excluded

for telecom points given their battery storage, but physical (or even cyber) contingencies

can occur. As a result, DSOs are continuously faced with the problem of choosing the
1Auto-reclosers or automatic circuit reclosers (ACRs) are electrical components very similar to circuit

breakers in having voltage and current sensors and protection relays to mitigate transient faults [107]
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right telecom technology and architecture to resiliently connect their legacy assets and new

deployed components. Paper [5] considers the case of a new RCS deployments (upgrading

manual switches to RCSs), where switches can be connected to one of two generic wireless

technologies: i) Technology T: more redundancy of telecom access points, but less coverage

and battery storage; ii) Technology R: less redundancy, but more coverage and battery

storage. The objective is set to maximize the supplied power during fast response to

damages in the telecom points and power lines, as given in (5.1)

max
p,sw,y,T el,w

∑
∀SC

psc

α
∑

∀i∈N

pload
i,t,sc + β

∑
∀k∈T el

∑
∀l∈L

ak,l · battk

− γ
∑
∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t,sc

 (5.1)

with pload
i,t,sc the supplied power to node i at phase t; ak,l the decision variable indicating

if line l is connected to telecom point k; battk the battery capacity of telecom point k;

y the vector of connection state of loads; p the vector of electrical quantities; Tel the

vector of telecom points states; and sw the vector representing the statuses of switches.

Index t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} indicates the different phases2. The constants α and β allow to

tune the trade-off between restoring the maximum immediate load, and making best

anticipative choices in terms of telecom points redundancy and battery storage, which will

be advantageous for service restoration. Coverage is processed as an input to the model

where a telecom point considers serving line switches within its coverage area only.

∑
∀k∈T el

∑
∀l∈L

ak,l ≤ B (5.2)

Inevitably, the deployment has a restricted budget B, expressed in (5.2) as the number of

possible new RCSs that connect to adequate telecom points. The remaining constraints

of fast response are based on the the failure propagation, radiality, PF, and telecom

constraints introduced in Section 2.2. Unlike reconfiguration (t = 3) that should be

optimized, the isolation (automatic and remote) follows deterministic rules characterizing

CBs, ACRs, and RCSs. These are embedded to the MILP as linear constraints reported

in Paper [6], which is giving more details on the modeling of fast response throughout the

whole dissertation work.

A computational experiment is conducted in a modified 36-bus distribution system

(Figure 5.1, possibly served by 7 telecom points. All telecom failure scenarios are enumer-

ated and included with a given probability psc, forming the MILP deterministic equivalent
2Unlike the DSR model where evaluation steps correspond to instants in the homogeneous time,

the small time-scale (seconds to minutes) in the fast response makes it more convenient to have a

correspondence between each phase and a step index: initial phase t = 0, automatic isolation t = 1, remote

isolation t = 2, and reconfiguration t = 3.
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Figure 5.1: Test case with 36 power nodes and 7 telecom points [5]

of a stochastic problem. Only one power line failure scenario is considered in Paper [5] to

focus on the impact of telecom failures.

Results and Discussion

The deployment budget was first fixed to B = 3 and failure scenarios classified based on

the number of failed telecom points. Evaluating the fast response under each class of failure

scenarios confirms that the restored power at this stage is limited (even with no telecom

failures), while reducing when the number of telecom failures increases. In the other

hand, fixing the number of failures and increasing the budget B shows an improvement

in supplied power. Interestingly, beyond a given budget, power restoration saturates,

indicating that there is a minimum number of new RCS beyond which no restoration is

possible. This is an important insight for DSOs that want to achieve the best restoration,

while reducing their deployment costs.
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As shown in Table 5.1, by closely inspecting the setup of the network, the lines which

can possibly be served by one T point and one R point (17− 18, 30− 34), tend to choose

the R point as it has more resilience in terms of battery storage. At the same time, lines

which are in the covered vicinity of one R point and multiple T points, choose rather the

T technology for the offered redundancy of access.

To test the contribution of fast response to the overall restoration, the result from this

stage for different budgets is fed to a restoration process where repair crews intervene.

Figure 5.2 shows the restoration curves, where the increasing budget in RCS deployment

not only improve fast restoration (t = 1 in Figure 5.2), but also contributes to the whole

restoration process.

Figure 5.2: Evolution of restoration in terms of supplied power under different budgets

5.1.2 Restoration in Larger-Scale Distribution Grids

The proposed DSR optimization in Chapter 3 model and papers [2, 3] was demonstrated in

the modified 36-bus system. This section shows the application of the model to a medium

(to large) distribution grids. A realistic 315-bus system is constructed from the open data

of the french main distribution operator Enedis [108]. An initial network of 4 primary

substations (HV/MV substations) is selected, containing 25 feeders and thousands of MV

line segments. As the targeted size was in the order of hundred buses, we chose to reduce

the detailed network by: i) simplifying the lines: the considered data represent a power

line as a collection of line segments that significantly increase the number of lines. We
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bring these data to the standard definition of a line as one segment connecting two power

buses. We pay attention to keep the information on the presence of remote switches. ii)

Aggregating MV loads: even with line simplification, the number of buses was still high.

A valid approach is to aggregate MV loads into the feeder’s mainstream. iii) Aggregating

by neighborhood: a smaller use-case is designed by a random successive removal of one

of each two buses spaced with less than a given threshold, set to 1Km. Step ii) yields a

14-feeder use-case with 4 primary substations, 311 MV buses, and 324 MV lines (among

which 64 are remotely switchable), while step iii) returns a 12-feeder use-case containing

4 primary substations, 141 MV buses, and 150 MV lines (among which 34 are remotely

switchable). Applied processing allows to keep the overall network structure as shown in

Figure 5.3, which include in figures 5.3c and 5.3d the 10-line damage scenario considered

in this section. A damage in one fixed access point is considered (X1). Simulations are

(a) Real grid (b) Simplified grid

(c) 315-bus system (d) 141-bus system

Figure 5.3: Steps of data processing for realistic use-case construction

conducted in both configurations to evaluate the computational complexity of the model

and confirm the insights from the 36-bus use-case. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarize the

parameters used. In addition, the manual switching time (MT) is set to 1h, and the travel

times of intervention crews are proportional to the distance, where manual-switching crews

are the fastest, then DG placement crews, then repair crews. Four candidate nodes {CD1,

CD2, CD3, CD4} are identified for possibly receiving a DG with placement times GT of

1h, 2h, 1h, and 1h, respectively. The restoration model is run with a time step of 1h for
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Table 5.2: Parameter settings for DSR use-cases

Depot Repair Crews (RC) Manual-switching Crews (MC) DG Placement Crews (GC)

DP 1 RC(1,1), RC(1,2) MC(1,1) GC(1,1)

DP 2 RC(2,1), RC(2,2) MC(2,1) -

DP 3 RC(3,1) MC(3,1) GC(3,1)

Telecom Point Battery Duration

Aggregation Point AggP1 15h

Fixed Access Point (X) X1, X2 3h

Wireless Access Point (W) W1, W2 1h

Table 5.3: Repair time setting

Line 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Repair Time (h) 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3

a 10h horizon, which is a realistic window given the work shifts of different crews and the

updates from data collection within this period. The MILP is implemented in Python

Pyomo, which calls the IBM ILOG-Cplex solver with an optimality gap of 0.01% in an

Intel Core i7 (2.5 GHz) and 32 GB RAM computer.

Results and Discussion

Three cases are defined in Paper [3] to evaluate the contribution of telecoms: i) Perfect

telecom (Case 1): an ideal case, serving as a baseline, where communications are neither

affected by a direct damage nor a power supply shortage; ii) Telecom-agnostic (Case

2): a case corresponding to current DSO practices, where telecoms can fail due to a

damage of power shortage, but are not taken into account in the organization of restoration

operations; iii) Telecom-aware (Case 3): the case implementing the proposed approach of

strategically restoring buses to recover telecom points that help accelerate the restoration.

Note that results of Case 2 are obtained by first solving the DSR problem under perfect

communications (Case 1), then the obtained solution for crew allocation (the sequence

of dispatching crews) is used to solve for the remaining variables of telecom and switch

states as well as power quantities.

The performance of the restoration is evaluated in terms of the supplied power as

shown in Figure 5.4. In both configurations, the perfect telecom case achieves the best

performance and serves as an upper bound for the considered restoration. For the 315-bus
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(a) 315-bus system (b) 141-bus system

Figure 5.4: Evolution of supplied power during DSR

system, Case 1 is above cases 2 and 3 by 13.27% and 9.65% of total supplied power over the

considered period, respectively. Similarly, for the 141-bus system, the difference between

the perfect case and cases 2 and 3 is 14.6% and 10.4%, respectively. This indicates a

considerable over-estimation of the restoration capacity of the grid that applies when

telecom assets are not considered. Interestingly, Case 1 has more supplied power even at

initial and very early steps of the restoration. After inspection, the improvement could

be achieved during the fast response stage, as the perfect availability of telecoms allowed

to maneuver some critical switches. Previous Figure 3.4 did not show such a behavior,

as in that configuration there was no retained fast (remote) reconfiguration due to the

unavailability of the telecom service. It is worth mentioning that in Chapter 3, the telecom

service redundancy is ensured for line switches, which is not considered here for the sake

of inspecting a different telecom layout, and to avoid heavy computation; as a test was

conducted for the 315-bus system, yielding no optimal solution after 30 mn (with 19%

gap).

In addition to demonstrating the impact of communications, the telecom-aware proposed

approach is notably able to propose a restoration strategy that outperforms Case 2 in the

two configurations. This relies on a strategic restoration of specific buses that help recover

the telecom service, which contributes to the overall restoration operations.

The model is reasonably tractable for the considered cases. The bigger 315-bus system

was solved in 225.3 seconds and 267.4 seconds for the perfect and telecom-aware cases,

respectively (average over 10 simulation runs); while for 141-bus system the solution times

were lower as 55.96 seconds and 58.66 seconds for the perfect and telecom-aware cases,

respectively. The perfect case does not include telecom considerations as in the telecom-

aware case, suggesting that associated constraints do not highly impact the computational
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performance of the model. However, it has been observed that the solution time explodes

when important parameters (like: battery duration, repair time, manual-switching time,

DG placement time, travel times) are reduced or the number of resources is increased,

suggesting that the variation of these parameters calls for more tasks to be conducted in

the defined optimization horizon, which highly increases the search space. In the other

hand, if the parameters are worsened (e.g. increase of times, reduction of resources), the

model would require a larger window to solve for complete restoration, which render the

computation challenging. Hence, the combinatorial nature of the problem at hand can be

limiting for large and very large grids, but application to medium-size grids is efficiently

achieved, which allows to reveal essential SDG characteristics.

5.2 Grid-scale Simulation

A novel valuation of the power-telecom resilience quantification is presented in this section

by linking resilience assessment to the service level agreement (SLA) between a telecom

and a power operator. Next, the simulation is demonstrated to provide a benefit in running

what if? analyses to support grid operators during crisis management.

5.2.1 Service Level Agreement Definition

A power operator owns a part of the ICT infrastructure in the grid, but relies on tier

parties, typically telecom operators, to provide and manage substantially or entirely some

communication services [109]. An agreement binds the telecom operator to provide a

service with pre-defined metrics such as availability, maximum service interruption duration,

guaranteed time to repair, latency, etc [110]. Levels of penalty are also defined to guarantee

adequate compensation for the power operator. This is very similar to the regulation

from national energy authorities3that compel energy operators (including electric power

operators) to well defined targets in terms of security and quality of power supply [111].

Precisely, a link is established in this section between the penalty that a DSO may incur

from the regulator due to a failure in securing supply to customers, and the penalty applied

to a telecom operator. This relies on thoroughly identifying the part of supply loss that

can be imputed to a telecom service deficiency.

As such, the penalty is calculated in this work based on the public grid usage tariff4

3In France, this corresponds to the energy regulation commission − in french Commission de régulation

de l’énergie (CRE) [112].
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Table 5.4: Average MV outage duration incentive-penalty calculation [113]

Computation

The average MV outage duration of year n DMV
n , also called criterion-M, is defined as the average

time of long outages (over 3 minutes) for MV customers, weighted by the subscribed power

of these same customers on December 31st of year n.

Scope
DMV

n is determined excluding incidents resulting from exceptional events (more than 100,000

customer loss) and excluding causes related to the public transmission grid (or load shedding).

Follow-up

- Calculation frequency: monthly

- Frequency of feedback to the regulator: quarterly

- Publication frequency: quarterly

- Frequency of calculation of incentives: annual

Objective

Reference objective Dref
n

- 2021 : 42.1 mn

- 2022 : 41.8 mn

- 2023 : 41.5 mn

- 2024 : 41.2 mn

Incentive Bonus (or penalty for negative values) = 5.9 M€ * (Dref
n - DMV

n )

regulation in France [113]. A financial incentive-penalty (bonus-malus) is defined therein

for service continuity at the MV level as summarized in table 5.4

Equation (5.3) calculates DMV
n over a whole year for all MV loads (customers). The

contribution of each customer to the total yearly cost is deduced in (5.4), where pi

represents the subscribed load by a MV customer i.

DMV
n =

∑
year n duration of long outages for MV customers weighted by their demand

Total subscribed power at the MV level on December 31st of year n
(5.3)

Ci = pi∑
∀i pi

· 5.9 (5.4)

The cost Ci (in k€) is used thereafter as a marginal cost for an outage at node i. This

is obtained by applying a factor of 1/1000, given the considered case study below that

represents (with its total 27MW) approximately 1/1000 of the national electricity load in

France. Particularly, when an outage at a node or the inability to restore it is caused by

the telecom service, the cost Ci applies for the given duration ∆t. The quantity Ci ·∆t

represents a compensation that a DSO can request from the telecom operator for undergone

costs (or loss in bonus-gaining performance indicators).

The approach can be applied in real-time using supervisory tools that track telecom-

based incapacities and save the duration for later cost calculation. Another possibility, is

to proceed at post-event by using saved equipment traces and logs, as well as the timeline
4Produced by the french energy regulator to settle the level at which grid operators are remunerated

and well specify performance targets (In french tarif d’utilisation du réseau public d’électricité −TURPE).
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of restoration operations, which help identify the situations where the penalty applies.

We opt for the second approach, as possibly lacking or not shared information from the

telecom operator (like the availability status of telecom points during an event) can be

simulated based on known data (e.g. battery storage) to demonstrate the proposal.

Figure 5.5: A 141-bus system with 5 damages

A configuration and system settings similar to the 141-bus seen before are considered,

with 6 damaged lines, colored red in Figure 5.5. Depots and moving intervention crews

are also depicted. Depot 2 (DP2) is assumed to belong to a telecom operator, where

crews are sent to conduct tasks at access points without any particular attention to the

connectivity of grid assets, as this is not a requirement and the telecom operator conducts

the repairs that suit its own strategy. A telecom crew adds another option of power

supply recovery at the access point (alongside grid power and battery storage) by installing

portable mobile DGs. For simplicity, two grid intervention crews and 1 telecom crew are

considered, alongside 4 access points (W1, W2 wireless with 1h battery duration, and

X1, X2 wired with 3h battery duration). The repair timelines of grid intervention crews

are reconstructed as shown for repair crews 1 and 2. The telecom crew is set to visit the

closest site to its location (closest by route), yielding a valid strategy that may not suit

the needs of the grid. Note that it could be simpler to just consider the battery storage of

access points as no precise knowledge is detained concerning the restoration strategy of a

telecom operator. The choice here is to try to find a reasonable and fair compensation

basis to include in the SLA, which the addition of scenarios with telecom repair will avoid

overestimating.

The telecom crew is assumed to move slower than grid crews to represent the fact that

DSOs are urged by authorities, industries, and the public to react rapidly given the vital
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role of electricity, while as important as communications are in the modern world, there is

still some tolerance for connection loss.

Results and Discussion

From the considered crew timelines shown in Figure 5.5, the situations where the restoration

of the grid was slowed down by the unavailability of telecom points can be identified by

replaying the restoration process in the simulation, while adding the telecom dynamics of

battery discharge and telecom restoration. The performance of the restoration is evaluated

in four cases: I) Perfect telecoms; II) Telecom repair considered and grid crews staying at

the repaired node if no connection; III) Telecom repair considered and grid crews setting

the repaired line as normally-open (can be restored remotely later), while going to another

location; IV) No telecom crew intervention.

Figure 5.6: Supplied power under different restoration conditions

Figure 5.6 assembles the supplied power results for the four cases. The baseline case of

having the telecoms running during the whole restoration achieves the best performance;

while Case IV is the worse as telecom points could sustain the event at the beginning,

but finally had the batteries emptied, which halted the whole restoration process. The

grid repair crews cannot communicate with the control center, causing no reconnection of

repaired lines. Cases II and III exhibit similar performance despite the difference between

repair crew behavior. Figure 5.7 shows the detailed instants of line repair for the two cases,

which reveal that lines could be visited faster by more rapidly freed crews in Case III (for
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instance damaged line 4), but the instant of reconnection still depends on the availability

of an access point, similar to Case II. Repairs in lines 1, 2, 3, and 6 are followed by direct

reconnection, whereas lines 4 and 5 can only be restored if the telecom crew installs a DG

at their associated access point(s). Consequently, to calculate the cost of losing connection,

the cost of non-restored load should be considered for both cases, in addition to the cost

of repair crews staying at the site in Case II. The former is computed using equation (5.4)

and Figure 5.6 to compare to what a perfect case would have yielded, and the later can be

deduced from Figure 5.7 for case II.

Figure 5.7: Repair timeline of damaged lines

• Case II: a load of P5 =4860 kW at t = 4.5h and P4 =1210 kW at t = 6.6h is restored

in Case I after repairing line 5 and line 4, respectively. This could not be done in

Case II till t = 13.6h for both lines due to no telecom service, despite finished repair

at t = 4.5h for line 5 and t = 9.2h for line 4. The cost of this telecom unavailability

is computed as

CII = (treconnected
4 − trepaired

4 ) · (C4 + Crc) + (treconnect
5 − trepaired

5 ) · (C5 + Crc)

• Case III: Similarly, the same load from above is not restored in Case III after repairing

line 5 at t = 4.5h and line 4 at t = 6.6h, respectively. The cost of this telecom

unavailability is computed as

CIII = (treconnected
4 − trepaired

4 ) · C4 + (treconnected
5 − trepaired

5 ) · C5

where Crc the hourly cost of a repair crew (set to 750 €), and C4 and C5 are calculated

from equation (5.4) using P4 and P5, respectively.

CII = (13.6− 9.2) · ( 1210
27690 · 5.9 + 0.75) + (13.6− 4.5) · ( 4860

27690 · 5.9 + 0.75) = 20.7 k€

CIII = (13.6− 6.6) · ( 1210
27690 · 5.9) + (13.6− 4.5) · ( 4860

27690 · 5.9) = 11.2 k€
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This quantifies the real cost supported by the DSO due to the unavailability of the

telecom service, computed for the two possible cases in the grid. Case III achieved a

lower cost as the crews were not retained at the damage sites and could complete their

tasks rapidly. Generally, a wide deployment of RCSs permits passing from cases of crews

leaving after reconnection, to cases of leaving directly after repair. Note that case IV was

introduced to show the wide difference between considering that telecom operators react

in some way to the event (which that they actually do, i.e. cases II and III) and the case

of no intervention, that may halt the restoration.

This approach aims to set a transparent and cooperative exchange about the delivered

service between power and telecom operators. In some cases, calls for tenders from power

operators for telecom services include highly demanding metrics and penalties, leading

to few (or no) tenders or a scale down of the requirements. Introducing explainable

metrics and penalties as proposed in this section allows a better positioning of the different

stakeholders.

5.2.2 Grid Monitoring and Resource Sizing

The modeling approaches developed in this dissertation are implemented into a prototype

platform for distribution system simulation and analysis. The focus is kept on the

study of restoration operations, while representing the power-telecom interdependencies.

Specifically, the hybrid model is endowed with suitable interfaces and modules to load and

process geographical information system (GIS) data. The Anylogic software [87] is used

for the implementation and visualization of use-cases in the simulation platform.

Prior to restoration operations, pre-positioning and sizing of resources rises as an

important preparation procedure, where the amount of required resources is estimated

to avoid shortages and unnecessary costs [114]. Mobile energy generation and storage

concentrate most of the research work on the subject in both distribution grid [114,

115, 116] and microgrid [117, 118] settings. Mobile energy sources are generally carried

by intervention crews, which may conduct other tasks of damage assessment, manual

switching, and asset repair [117].

Sizing is less applied to intervention crews as DSOs are generally aware of their staffing

capacities in advance, although this becomes less obvious during situations of disaster relief,

where crews from different areas (regions or even countries) join the damage epicenter zone

to accelerate the restoration efforts. Operators need then to well distribute the arriving

crews among the depots considering restoration needs and depots hosting capacities. This
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can be decomposed to a phase of assigning the first wave of arriving crews, then a second

phase of dealing with the belated arbitrary arrivals. We consider a simulation-based

optimization approach to find the number of repair crews at each depot that guarantees

the fastest repair of all damages under minimal costs, while leveraging the flexibility of

the adopted modeling to integrate new arriving crews.

Figure 5.8: A 49 primary substations system with 156 damages

A real (anonymized) grid of 49 primary substations, 10 depots, and 9 telecom access

points is considered as shown in Figure 5.8. The serving telecom points are generic and

could not be obtained along the grid data. Without loss of generality, we opt for reducing

the number of the possible access points in such a large area (17,000 km2) and increase

their collective coverage to the whole region. This allows to closely monitor the state of

access points, which can be affected by power outages in their neighborhoods and would

be lost if the associated battery is emptied before the grid supply is restored (battery

duration is set between 30 mn and 6h). No redundancy is assumed in telecom service or
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power supply to access points. A single scenario of 156 damaged lines is considered as the

present approach is intended for use after a preliminary assessment on grid damages. This

is well justified below with a practical calculation time of some minutes.

An off-the-shelf optimizer is chosen to solve the problem by considering the simulation

as the objective evaluator. Hence, the optimizer iteratively proposes solutions to the

simulation, which runs them and returns an evaluation in terms of considered performance

measures. An off-the-shelf solver is used as the focus more on the application of the

developed simulation with no solver-specific requirements.

max
Nk

∑
∀t

 ∑
∀l∈L

Vl · al,t −
∑

∀k∈DP

Ck,t(Nk)
 (5.5)

Ck,t(Nk) =
Nk∑
i=0

Ci · ck
i,t +

∑
l∈Ldp

Cl · ak
l,t (5.6)

Equations (5.5) and (5.6) define the objective function used by the optimizer as evaluated

from the simulation. Decision variables {Nk} represent the sought number of crews at

each depot k, while al,t and ci,t are binary state variables indicating at each time t the

availability of a line l and the work state of crew i, respectively. Variables a and c are

not included in the solution from the optimizer but change accordingly. Parameter Vl

expresses the value brought by restoring a line l, directly linked to the amount of enabled

load recovery. Parameter Ck,t gives the instantaneous cost associated to each depot, which

depends on the number of crews as given by (5.6), where Ci is the cost of crew intervention

in a unit of time. The second term shows the summation of intervention costs specific

to a line Cl (e.g. needed materials), accounted for if l is handled by depot dp (where the

superscript k for a).

Figure 5.9: Used log-normal distribution of repair time (h), µ = 1.1 and σ = 0.5

Only repair crews are considered for the numerical case study, with a travel speed of

50 km/h along roads retrieved from OpenStreetMap [88], and a log-normal distribution of
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Table 5.5: Case study parameters

Parameter Value

Access points battery

duration (h)
{ 2, 1, 5, 2, 3, 2, 1.5, 0.5, 6 }

Self Discharge Rate of

batteries (kWh/h)
0.02

Line repair cost Cl (€) 600

Crew hourly cost Ci (€) 750

Line Value Vl (€) 5000

Optimization ranges for

the number of crews
{[0, 8], [0, 5], [0, 2], [0, 2], [0,3], [0, 2], [0, 5], [0, 4], [0, 3], [0, 3]}

repair time [36] (µ = 1.1 and σ = 0.5 as shown in Figure 5.9). Simulations are therefore

replicated 5 times for each solution proposed from the optimizer, before returning the

mean performance of the 5 runs. Simulation parameters are summarized in table 5.5.

Results and Discussion

We launch a simulation run with all depots having 3 repair crews. The damages are

pre-assigned to depots based on distance by route, and any idle crew requests the damage

queue of its depot for the closest line to repair (closest by route). The evolution of repair

operations is shown is Figure 5.10a where a band for the number of lines under repair is

shown to shrink as the operations are conducted, and the number of failed lines reduces

almost linearly during the 48h simulation window. This can be attributed partially to the

homogeneous number of crews across all depots and the pre-assignment of damages, which

are well spread all over the area. However, the repair curve could have been steeper if not

for the portion of lines that is repaired but not restored due to a lack of the telecom service,

as access points fail successively following the depletion of their batteries as illustrated in

Figure 5.10b. Eventually, as the repair evolves, the power supply is restored to telecom

points, helping to accelerate the restoration, particularly at t = 11h and t = 22h. Figure

5.10c depicts the variations in repair expenses that exhibit a cyclic-like trend due to the

additional repair cost at the damage site, the cost of a repair crew being valid even when

the crew is driving. This behavior is checked to not be due to the log-normally distributed

repair time as a run is performed using a uniform distribution u(0.5, 5) (Figure 5.10d).
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(a) Evolution of line repair

(b) State of telecom access points

(c) Repair expenses and the revenue from restored lines

(d) Repair expenses and the revenue from restored lines

Figure 5.10: Simulation run with 3 repair crews at each depot

The unavailability of some telecom points is shown to affect the revenue in Figure 5.10c,

where the revenue is not increasing linearly despite the assumption of a fixed Vl and the

repair trend in Figure 5.10c. In this case, the revenue starts to overtake the expenses when

more than a half of damaged lines are repaired.

Next, The optimization is run to solve for the number of repair crews at each depot

that guarantees the best restoration of lines under minimal costs. Realistic ranges of

the optimization variables are provided as in table 5.5, which helps to accelerate the

convergence. The evolution of the objective function over a total of 273 iterations is

displayed in Figure 5.11, showing that a good solution is rapidly found (green curve)

but the optimization continues to explore other solutions for the remaining iterations

(blue dots). The returned best solution is {6, 5, 2, 2, 3, 2, 4, 4, 3, 1} for the 10 depots,
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Table 5.6: Solution comparison for varied number of replications

Number of

replications

Best

Objective

Solution

time (s)

Number of

iterations

Iterations to solution

<3% from the best found
Solution

5 1.421 · 107 873 273 9 { 6, 5, 2, 2, 3, 2, 4, 4, 3, 1 }

10 1.434 · 107 1989 315 13 { 6, 5, 2, 2, 3, 2, 5, 4, 2, 2 }

15 1.402 · 107 1779 264 8 { 7, 5, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2 }

respectively; with an objective value of 1.421 · 107.

Figure 5.11: Objective evolution over simulation iterations

The 273 iterations were computed over 873 s (14 mn 33 s), which is satisfactory given

the targeted application. Tests using more simulation replications of 10 and 15 achieved

sightly different solutions with objectives within 1% (Table 5.6).

The present method does not guarantee optimality as the used off-the-shelf optimizer

implements meta-heuristics for solving the problem. We implement an equivalent mathe-

matical programming formulation of this problem as a deterministic MIP by simplifying

the non-linear objective function in (5.5) using the assumption that crews are operating

at all considered time periods (ck
i,t = 1, ∀i).

max
Nk

∑
∀t

∑
∀l∈L

Vl · al,t −
∑

∀k∈DP

Ck,t ·Nk +
∑
∀t

∑
l∈Ldp

Cl · ak
l,t

 (5.7)

Routing and scheduling constraints and variables are taken from the developed model in

Chapter 3, in particular the scheduling rule (3.16). Attempt to solve this problem on the

same large grid using IBM ILOG-Cplex solver was still at 63.47% optimality gap after

2265.58 s (37 mn 45 s). The use of simulation as an objective evaluator reveals consequently

a great potential when dealing with very large complex problems when a good solution

is needed in a relatively short time. The developed simulation model proves to be very

effective for this technique by spending on average less than 5 s for each iteration.
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The power flow calculations were not considered given the computation burden that

would be added. Yet, considering that operators of large distribution grids do not calculate

the PF quantities at real-time during reconfiguration, but rather use the pre-calculated

results from heavy, conservative, scenario-based studies; the rules taken from these studies

can be easily implemented in our model.

5.3 Summary

various applications of the developed methods and tools during this thesis are applied in

realistic case studies. The insights from previous chapters on power-telecom interdepen-

dencies at the restoration stage are enforced by results for the planning and resource-sizing

stages. A novel approach for the SDG telecom service SLA evaluation is also proposed.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Electric power grids sailed remarkably through the twentieth century with a massive

societal impact by enabling almost all modern life services, while evolving to a masterpiece

of engineering by integrating so many innovations and technical advancements. This

continues nowadays through numerous new grid applications and an increasing connectivity

through information and communication technologies. This dissertation investigates the

interdependencies between telecom networks and the grid, particularly at the vulnerable

distribution level, and puts forward proposals for interdependence modeling, optimization,

simulation, and resilience analysis.

The DSR application in the grid is strategically chosen to feed and demonstrate the

conducted work. Many domains of action intervene within the DSR, from technical

processes (e.g. FLISR, PF calculation, etc.) to logistics (e.g. crew dispatch, mobile

DGs, etc.) and institutional regulations and response protocols. This is orchestrated by

a wide presence of telecoms at multiple levels, serving remote switches, control centers,

substations, and intervention crews. In addition, from an economic perspective, it is

fairly affordable and convincing for system operators to implement actions for a telecom-

aware restoration than altering long-term expensive investments, which can be a follow-up

enhancement if telecoms prove their criticality, as claimed in the output of this work.

Finally, Restoration is inherently about contingency analysis and management where the

power-telecom interdependencies are most impactful, setting a natural candidate when

the resilience of a the grid is to be assessed.

An intensive modeling effort is conducted to well represent the interactions within the

smart distribution grid and extend the existing literature. Failure propagation is improved

to incorporate the action of automatic and manual switches, while radiality conditions are

revisited to suit the multi-feeder configurations considered throughout the thesis. Both
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overhead and underground lines are examined and their differences highlighted. A special

attention is allocated to the power-telecom coupling, which is represented as a two-way

interdependence: a telecom network that depends on power supply from the grid, and the

grid that uses telecom services to conduct multiple operations. The hierarchical architecture

of telecom networks is embraced in private and public communications. Restoration re

Eventually, a CN theory-based model is constructed including all above aspects, which

is extended using ABM and discrete-events to a more detailed hybrid model, through

advanced description of battery discharge, communication messages and crew movement.

The developed models are leveraged to tackle the optimization of restoration operations.

The perspective of a DSO is adopted by targeting a minimized non-supplied power and

considering costs only when equally performing strategies are found. A proposed deter-

ministic MILP, embedding the CN-based model, quantified the advantage of considering

telecom availability during restoration, while proposing a co-optimization of different

resources (reconfiguration switches, intervention crews, and DGs). The hybrid model is

then used to challenge the optimal solution from the deterministic MILP by considering an

uncertain repair time. Given the drop in performance, a procedure is introduced to find a

better performing solution under the system conditions by combining both mathematical

programming and hybrid model simulation. The resulting iterative simulation-optimization

exhibits a potential for handling advanced uncertainty and processing large scale problems.

The flagship contribution of the thesis of quantifying the impact of telecom awareness

on the grid restoration is transposed to other distribution system applications in close

connection to the DSR. New deployments of remote switches and crew sizing are conducted

at the pre-event stage, taking into account the power-telecom interdependencies. A novel

SLA definition method is also designed based on post-recovery evaluation of the true

impact of communication services from a telecom operator on grid restoration. Telecoms

are therefore to be considered at all stages of resilience assessment all over the grid. This

insight can be extended to any industrial cyber-physical system where the core system

functionality need to be modeled, analyzed, and optimized jointly with the ubiquitous

ICTs to achieve an enhanced resilience.

Future Work

Identified extensions, limitations, and raised questions from this dissertation can be a

subject for a prospective research work. First, applying the developed methods at the
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planning phase is a natural continuation as the benefit of telecom-aware restoration is

demonstrated at event time and different resources are available at the pre-event stage.

Next, most of the considered models are deterministic and uncertainty is only introduced

in one application for repair time to show the potential of developed methods to cope with

uncertainty; thus further inspection is needed to consolidate the results and investigate

other parameters like the traveling time, the damage scenario, and available resources. This

is to be looked at closely considering the computation burden that may be added, where the

need for advanced algorithms and decomposition techniques to solve the to-be-formulated

restoration problems under uncertainty.

Further, despite the improvement in capturing the telecom network, many characteris-

tics are overlooked, like latency, packet loss, re-transmission, congestion, and hand-over.

A proposal is to work on a standard formulation of information flow that can be inte-

grated with the PF in the context of smart grids [95], although the final formulation can

be intractable for practical use cases. Simulation can readily integrate aforementioned

system characteristics, but would probably render the proposed simulation-optimization

time-consuming and impractical. Still, simulation models are a strong enabler for state-of-

the-art artificial intelligence techniques that can process a good system description and

even resolve the uncertainty issues stated before. For instance, many recent contributions

concentrated on the use of reinforcement learning to cope with the large state and action

spaces of restoration problems, conducting an off-line learning using an environment

(system description, usually simulation), before application in real-time. Consequently, the

developed simulation model can act as a partially observable state space of a distribution

grid under disruption, and used to train an intelligent agent for optimal resilience-based

decision-making.
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Appendix A: Fast Response

The steps involved in a fast response are shown for the 141-bus case study seen in Chapter

5. This corresponds to the FLISR function, except for the fault location, which is out of

the scope of this work. The first figure shows the nominal layout of the distribution grid.

Followin the event, automatic isolation, remote isolation, then fast reconfiguration intervene

successively to limit the damage in the grid and restore as much load as possible.
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Appendix B: Distribution System

Restoration

The schedule resulting from the telecom-aware case in the 141-bus case study of Chapter

5 is illustrated in Figure 1. Next, the restoration operations are depicts at each time step.
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Figure 1: Crew schedule for the telecom-aware case in a 141-bus system
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Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2

CD4

CD1

6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 3 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2



6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 4 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2

6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 5 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2



6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 6 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2

6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 7 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2



6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 8 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2

6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 9 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2



6

5

3

4

2

9

8

7

1

10

10

DSR: t = 10 h

Open line with automatic 

recloser or circuit breaker
Open remote 

switchable line

HV-MV Substation MV bus – out of damage zone MV bus – in damage zone Damage in power line

Closed powered 

line
Closed, not powered remote 

switchable line

Closed, not powered manual 

switchable line

Repair Crew Isolation Crew

DP1

DP2

DP3

X2

X1

W1

W2
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Abstract: The introduction of pervasive telecommunication devices, in the scope of smart grids
(SGs), has accentuated interest in the distribution network, which integrates a huge portion of new
grid applications. High impact low probability (HILP) events, such as natural hazards, manmade
errors, and cyber-attacks, as well as the inherent fragility of the distribution grid have propelled the
development of effective resilience tools and methods for the power distribution network (PDN) to
avoid catastrophic infrastructural and economical losses. Multiple resilience evaluation frameworks
are proposed in the literature in order to assist distribution system operators (DSOs) in managing their
networks when faced with exogenous threats. We conduct detailed analysis of existing quantitative
resilience studies in both electric and telecommunication domains of a PDN, focusing on event
type, metrics, temporal phases, uncertainty, and critical load. Our work adopts the standpoint
of a DSO, whose target is to identify feasible resilience assessment frameworks, which apply to
pre-defined requirements in terms of resilience evaluation objectives (planning, reactive response,
or simple assessment), time of evaluation, and available enhancement strategies. Finally, results
and observations on selected works are presented, followed by discussion of identified challenges
and opportunities.

Keywords: resilience; quantification; smart grids; power networks; information and communica-
tion networks

1. Introduction

Current information and communication technologies (ICTs) have achieved a high
degree of penetration in all critical infrastructure (CI) systems, owing to the ever-increasing
capabilities of their services in terms of coverage, throughput capacity, latency, scalability,
and privacy [1–4]. In power systems, the massive introduction of telecommunication
devices accelerated the shift toward smart grids (SGs) [5] that come with a whole new
package of functionalities such as automated control, smart sensing and metering, high-
power converters, and modern energy management techniques based on the optimization
of demand, energy, and network availability [6]. The high-performance smart grid allows
thereby for the insertion of new applications in the network like distributed generation,
Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT), and electrical vehicles [7]. This comes, however at the
expense of increased complexity, which brings new vulnerabilities and broadens the attack
surface [8]. Recent extreme events of natural disasters, cyber-attacks, and man-made errors
which we refer to as HILP events, have shown that SGs are susceptible to strong disruptions
given the large-scale networks they represent, and the attendant interdependencies [9].
Some recent examples are the power disruptions in the US in 2017, caused by hurricanes
and wildfires [10], which caused a cumulative damage of $306.2 billion, affecting a total of
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47 million people—nearly 15 percent of the nation’s population. For instance, at the peak
of hurricane Irma, more than 6.7 million electrical customers were without power [11], and
hurricane Maria severely damaged the Puerto Rico power grid leaving 1.5 million people
out of power [12]. China’s severe ice storm in 2008 resulted in the service disruption of
2000 power substations and 8500 towers leading to power interruptions in 13 provinces
and 170 cities [13], and over 4 million customers went on power outage for over seven
days during the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011 [14]. During the Ukraine power grid
cyber-attack in 2015, 30 power substations were turned off, and hundreds of thousands of
people were without electricity for a period from 1 to 6 h [15,16].

Events like these reveal the need for strategies that are able to cope with such harsh
impacts, especially given that the capacity to operate resiliently against attacks and natural
disasters is one of the multiple smart grid attributes [17]. Resilience is defined as the ability
to “anticipate, absorb, adapt to and/or rapidly recover from a disruptive event” [18]. In
line with this definition, the U.S. Presidential Policy Directives-21(PPD-21) introduces
resilience as “the ability to prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and withstand
and recover rapidly from disruptions” [19]. This same directive involves the “fail safe”
paradigm in system engineering through recommendations for cyber-physical security,
while highlighting the shift toward “safe-to-fail” paradigm brought by cyber-physical
resilience. Many conceptual frameworks are proposed for understanding and evaluating
resilience, where the time dimension is very important, as various facets (anticipation,
absorption, robustness, survivability, mitigation, flexibility, adaptability, restoration, and
recovery) are linked to different temporal phases that describe system performance during
an extreme event [20–25]. Resilience moves from traditional risk assessment, which relies
on probabilistic analysis of likely failures, toward dealing with unexpected events, requir-
ing mitigation and healing strategies. The main difference is that risk assessment aims to
achieve situational awareness and diagnosis, while resilience moves one step further by
incorporating reactive actions against the contingency and launching restoration opera-
tions, which maintain the functionality of most critical loads and/or make them rapidly
recoverable [26].

Within the growing literature on power system resilience [27–31], utilities are par-
ticularly interesting in quantitative assessments of resilience, which propose relevant
indicators to guide cost-benefit studies before planning investments. In this context, multi-
dimensional characteristics of resilience are a considerable challenge [32–34]. Ouyang
and Dueñas-Osorio [35] tackled technical, organizational, and social dimensions of re-
silience, while providing an alternative to evaluate the economic dimension by estimation
of economic losses. Only the technical dimension of the power network is widely investi-
gated in the literature [36], which reveals the need to examine all other dimensions for a
comprehensive analysis of resilience [33,37,38]. Technical and organizational dimensions
are the most suitable in the case of power grids as they can be applicable at individual
system levels, while social and economic dimensions are better suited for community level
(interdependent systems), to which resilience studies should converge in the future [38].
Temporal multi-phase resilience quantification is a well-adopted technique that can embed
other dimensions by linking them to technical and organizational dimensions through the
implementation of enhancement strategies. Unlike [35], most proposed metrics in literature
exclude pre-event and post-recovery phases, suggesting that quantification is conducted
for a single scenario and not for a sequence of disruptive events, which corroborates the
relevance of resilience for HILP disruptions. Work in [39] introduced resilience-based
component importance measures centered in the recovery phase; on the one hand by
establishing a ranking for load restoration using optimal repair time, and on the other
hand, by quantifying the potential loss in optimal system resilience due to a delay in
component repair process (computed through resilience reduction worth metric). Like-
wise, [40] focuses on the recovery stage of resilience, with the goal of comparing different
restoration strategies and selecting an appropriate performance measure. Authors in [41]
proposed a multi-phase framework to assess the resilience of the UK power transmis-
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sion network under a windstorm. The framework considered both infrastructural and
operational aspects, introducing four simple metrics to describe the degree and speed
of degradation, duration of the disruption, and recovery speed. Grid connectivity and
operational metrics can jointly describe the whole span of post-event analysis, and be used
for planning short-term mitigation and recovery, or long-term hardening [42]. Resilience
strategies to minimize system performance loss can be further analyzed under budget
constraint by a tri-level planner-attacker-defender model [43], where a planner optimizes
long-term transmission network expansion before an attack hits the system. Short-term
switching operations are then applied in reaction. Resilience is quantified using customer
demand not supplied, which includes both mitigation and recovery capabilities in the
system. Many other optimization models and performance measures are adopted in related
studies [44,45].

Given widely stretched power networks, resilience studied at the system level for
generation and transmission, does not (or negligibly) include distribution grid compo-
nents [35,39–43]. In 2010, only 15% to 20% of feeders implement distribution automation in
the North American grid, one of the most advanced electrical systems [46]. This illustrates
that the PDN is the most fragile level of electrical systems due to legacy “blindness” and
manual operations along with electromechanical components [47], especially with the
fact that an estimated 90% of customer outages in the US are related to this part of the
system [48].

The advent of smart grids renewed interest in enhancing the PDN performance [49]
as nearly all SG provided abilities of self-healing, high reliability, energy management, and
real-time pricing are empowered by technologies introduced at the distribution level such as
advanced metering, automation, distributed generation, and distributed storage [50]. ICTs
are the main enabler of this new portfolio of applications [7], by transforming a traditionally
one-way, limited-control, and radial PDN into a two-way power flow, intelligent, and mesh-
networked grid capable of guaranteeing improved service for all connected loads [51]. In
this regard, expected high-performance capabilities of smart distribution grid can succeed
in coping with most failures in the system [49,50]. The smart PDN remains susceptible
to HILP events, or even more prone in some cases, due to increased uncertainty (in
events, load, distributed generation, market prices) [52–54] and strong dependency on
telecommunications that widen the attack surface [55] and may cause undesirable cascade
effects [56]. Consequently, the resilience of smart PDN becomes a concern from both electric
and communication domain perspectives, as a failure in the telecommunication service
may affect the electric service [57] and vice-versa [58]. Recent publications recommend
a joint handling of smart PDN resilience quantification as the robustness and adaptation
ability of a coupled system are even lower than a single system [56,59–61]. However, such
an approach needs to build upon a solid understanding of resilience assessment of electric
and communication domains when considered distinctly.

The present paper aims to set the ground for future joint evaluation of PDN resilience
by reviewing relevant works, centered thus far on electric service, and to a lesser extent on
ICT service. Essentially, the type of HILP event is identified from each selected contribution
with details in the method used for contingency characterization. Also, the measure of
performance, recognized as an enabler for resilience quantification [62], is tracked through
this work to explain how it is defined and computed, relying usually on system modeling,
or empirical and surrogate models in some cases. In addition, a classification based on the
temporal phase where resilience evaluation takes place is proposed, which allows for ad-
dressing practical requirements of utility companies. The resilience phase-based approach
was linked with different objectives of the assessment, from simple metrics evaluation, to
either planning or response for survivability and recovery, achieved through a variety of
improvement strategies for which allocation is optimized under the constraint of a lim-
ited budget. This bridges resilience studies and economic considerations in order to help
stakeholders in investment plan elaboration and crisis decision-making. Aspects of cost,
critical load, microgrids, and uncertainty of hazards, load, and distributed generation are
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discussed to show their high importance, and available tools to date for their involvement
in the study.

We extend by this work the wide spectrum of subjects associated with resilience quan-
tification in power networks (modeling and simulation, enhancement strategies, metrics,
and extreme events), covered in recent reviews [28,36,44,45,63–65]. The main contributions
and novelty of this paper can be summarized as follows: (a) focus on resilience assessment
of both electric and telecommunications domains of smart power distribution networks.
(b) Detailed analysis and classification of performance calculation techniques. (c) Fine-
grained categorization of quantitative resilience works based on time of evaluation and
target objective.

Finally, despite the considerable number of works analyzed and relatively deep
examination of reviewed methods for resilience quantification in smart PDNs, this paper
does not claim to be comprehensive in the issues addressed (and related references), but
remains complete enough to give a good overall perspective of the research trends and
understanding of challenges and opportunities.

This paper is organized into five sections. Section 1 is the introduction. Section 2
introduces the link between resilience and both reliability and Quality of Service (QoS).
Section 3 expands on the taxonomy of resilience evaluation methods and proposes a
classification of associated models. Section 4 treats the relationship between the objective
of resilience study and time of evaluation. Section 5 presents reviewed papers with all
pertaining characteristics, observations, and discussions. Concluding notes are given
in Section 6.

2. Resilience in Smart Grids

Amid desired functionalities for smart grids lays the need for capabilities like: self-
healing, high reliability, power quality, and resistance against various disasters and at-
tacks [50]. Resilience represents a promising approach to meet such requirements, by
being able to address network circumstances not handled by widely adopted principles of
reliability and quality of service.

2.1. From Reliability to Resilience

Reliability is the ability of an item (component or system) to operate under designated
operating conditions for a designated period of time or number of cycles, where this ability
can be formulated through a probability [66]. In electrical networks, this is equivalent to
maintaining the delivery of electric services to customers in the face of routine uncertainty
under operating conditions [67]. Metrics like Energy Not Supplied (ENS), Average Cus-
tomer Curtailment Index (ACCI), System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI),
System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), Customer Average Interruption Du-
ration Index (CAIDI) are widely used to describe PDN reliability [68,69]. System operators
use such indicators to track and enhance the performance of their networks. These indices
are further used by system regulators and system operators in service level agreements
(SLAs), in order to define penalty thresholds and ensure that the right compensation is
paid based on the experienced outages. Reliability metrics are relevant to assess the impact
of recurrent events with available historical records, over which maintenance actions are
applicable; excluding major hazards such as severe weather events [70]. Some of these
metrics were extended to capture more severe events, where metrics like STorm Average
Interruption Frequency Index (STAIFI) and STorm Average Interruption Duration Index
(STAIDI) are proposed [71]. However, a demonstration was made that these two metrics
are not relevant for resilience evaluation because, when used during a storm, they show
large deviation that can be even greater than the values of STAIDI and STAIFI [62].

Resilience is “the ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, or more
successfully adapt to actual or potential adverse events” [72]. Unlike reliability, which
focuses on the frequency and duration of failures “event-agnostically,” resilience seeks to
further track the dynamics and resources of response, adaptability, and ability to restore.
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This is relevant to HILP hazards where consequences in the system need to be studied with
respect to specific events, as each disruption has its distinguishing characteristics [73]. Thus,
the fundamental difference resides in the scale, scope, and duration of events handled:
resilience targets events with strong impact in a wide geographical area with long duration
of outages, while reliability handles local impact in short duration outages [74].

Despite this difference between the two concepts, mainly due to events each of them
tackles, they remain closely related because enhancing resilience or reliability may require
the same strategies, with resilience being more general, confirming that being resilient
typically encompasses being reliable, but not vice versa [75].

2.2. Resilience and QoS in ICT Networks

ICT networks traditionally rely on QoS metrics to define SLAs [76]. These metrics
consisting of delay, jitter, bandwidth, packet loss, bit error rate, and traffic load are perfor-
mance measures that do not give a comprehensive view of network state. Therefore, other
complementary metrics are adopted in SLAs in order to better quantify the system state,
namely availability metrics.

In the initial introduction of Quality of Resilience (QoR) in [77], QoS is divided into
short-term quality parameters referred to by availability, and long-term quality parameters
grouped under QoR. In other words, resilience is considered as an aspect of QoS, as latency
or packet loss. However, QoR is presented in [78] as a concept-treating quality at different
levels of the Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI-model), including the network
level which corresponds to traditional QoS. Figure 1 shows how QoR extends QoS to
include other types of quality: Quality of Experience (QoE), Quality of Delivery (QoD),
and Quality of Protection (QoP). This is done by considering the additional metrics from
each level. QoR is used as a transverse evaluation for all aforementioned qualities. This is
done by considering the metrics that describe different resilience stages. From a high-level
perspective, we can say that QoR is a shift from client-centric evaluation, conducted using
QoS, toward a more general framework that includes the system potential in terms of
resources, organizational processes, and humans.
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Figure 1. OSI-based classification of quality in relation with resilience [78].

Once again, in both cases above, the need for resilience stems from harsh large-scale
events imposing consideration of stress in the system and recovery strategies. Then, despite
the slight divergence in terminology that is still the case today, the two concepts go beyond
the traditional QoS evaluation, to capture both requirements of customers and enhancement
strategies of operators. Nevertheless, the idea that resilience takes in QoS is gaining more
attention [75], suggesting that a system cannot be resilient if it does not offer acceptable
QoS, but providing acceptable QoS is not the only requirement for a network to be resilient.
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3. Taxonomy of Resilience Evaluation Methods

The panoply of methods proposed for qualitative evaluation of resilience in electric
power networks [20–25] is not enough to convince critical infrastructure operators in
general, and utilities in particular, to adopt the resilience-based design. They are unable to
systematically discover hidden vulnerabilities and critical elements [79]. To overcome this,
stakeholders need to have a closer, more tangible grasp of resilience, using quantitative
analyses which gained huge momentum in recent years. Most of these analyses are
performance-based, where performance is defined in various ways in order to fit different
participants and study objectives [80]. The fact that almost all works selected in this paper
happen to belong to this high-level method of quantification comes to stress the consensus
in progress toward the adaptation of this method as a tool for resilience quantification.

In Figure 2, we propose four aspects based on which the state-of-the-art papers on
resilience metrics for smart power distribution network could be classified, evaluated,
and compared. Some of these aspects will be further elaborated in the later sections. For
instance, in Section V we classify the papers based on extreme event handled, performance
calculation method, and both type and computational method of resilience metrics. Each
of these four aspects is explained in detail below.
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3.1. Extreme Event

Given that resilience takes all its meaning when a high-impact hazard occurs [72], it is
paramount to classify the works on resilience based on the extreme event(s) they target.

3.1.1. Single Event

Generally, resilience evaluation frameworks are by definition designed to cope with
a single (type of) event (like a natural hazard, a cyber-attack, or a physical manmade
attack) [67]. Disruptions studied are strong, have large geographic extents, and cause high
impacts on the network, that no sequence of events is considered. However, a single event
is considered capable to strike at different points in the network simultaneously.

3.1.2. Wide-Range of Events

There are attempts to address multiple events, in order to make developed methods
more attractive to use by network operators as they sweep a wide spectrum of failure
scenarios [81–83]. However, addressing multiple types of hazards is challenging, partially
due to the various nature and properties of the hazards. It is often very hard to use a
single modeling framework for different hazards (e.g., natural hazards vs. cyber-attacks).
Also, the inherent trade-offs between resilience strategies make multi-event studies more
challenging, as some enhancement operations can be profitable for a set of events but not
for others [84]. Therefore, choosing the set of contingencies to be handled jointly turns out
to be challenging and careful attention needs to be allotted.
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3.1.3. Generic Event

The focus of some studies is limited to metric design, then authors prefer to render
generic the choice of failure that hit the network by directly observing the impact [85,86].
In that case, the system model when considered, no longer needs to cover contingency
and component fragility. Indeed, this is a straightforward way to skip the difficulties
inherent to disaster impact modeling, but it does leave the designer with a large set of
possible scenarios from which a selection of the most relevant ones is not easily made. A
well-defined event helps to narrow down the number of possible system failure modes.

3.2. Performance Calculation

Performance, or Figure of Merit (FoM) [87], is a quantity that describes how good the
system is at providing services, system operation cost-effectiveness, and the behavior of
the system when confronted with internal or external stress. These issues are addressed
with different indicators, each of which is relevant to system operator objectives, and can
be adopted as a performance measure [35,41,78,88].

Evaluating performance is a key element toward the end goal of resilience quan-
tification. This performance information necessary for resilience metrics computation is
not readily available, and designers resort to modeling in order to calculate performance
measures. We classify works based on the modeling method that permits obtaining per-
formance indicators. Mention was given earlier to the dominance of performance-based
studies in the field of resilience quantification. Even rare works, which consider other
aspects of quantification as main enablers [89], resort to the use of performance within
their frameworks.

Modeling methods adopted by the scientific community to evaluate performance are
described below.

3.2.1. System Model Method

The study of power distribution or telecommunication networks requires, as with
other critical infrastructure, modeling the system with all its internal and external charac-
teristics [79,90]. Two broad families of modeling are usually embraced for performance
evaluation: analytical models, and simulation-based models [61]. Analytical models rely on
mathematical concepts like graph theory, percolation theory, worst-case analysis, Markov
chains (or processes), and statistics [91–94] to represent the structure and behavior in any
network and interactions therein. Theoretical analyzes can also be used for the threat,
fragility, and recovery characterization process. Then, rigorous formulation is conducted
using multiple mathematical tools.

Simulation-based models basically have the same objective of system representation
analytical models, but with the intent to have less abstraction and more fidelity to real
networks. To do so, simulators are developed [95–97], based on the analytical approaches,
however with many practical considerations which are usually too complex and not
tractable by mathematical formulation. Thus, it is quite common to use simulation-based
models as a validation method for the solution obtained by analytical analysis [79].

A deeper look at the modeling techniques explained above shows that both are com-
prised of four distinguishable sub-models [35]. Note that this further granularity allows,
in some cases, hybrid analytical-simulation models, as each sub-model is constructed
analytically or by simulation, independently from the others. These sub-models are:

• Contingency model: describes hazard profile, which is expressed in terms of char-
acterizing parameters. An example would be to have a statistical profile that gives
the probability distribution of wind intensities [41] or meteorological data to cal-
culate the amount of ice accreted on conductors and overhead lines during an ice
disaster [91]. Another widely considered example is cyber (or cyber/physical) attack
scenarios [98,99]. In some cases, there is deep uncertainty about the threat, then worst-
case analysis [100,101] and less conservative approaches like robust optimization [43]
are the most suitable to model such events.
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• Component fragility model: represents the sensitivity of system components to a
threat. This goes hand in hand with the contingency models, as fragility curves or
other ways of representation are developed with respect to event profiles [41,91].

• Restoration model: complements previous contingency and fragility models in order
to yield threat impact quantification [102]. Focus is in recovery times which can be
estimated using mathematical programming, fuzzy logic, statistical methods, specialist
expertise, random distributions, or even heuristic approaches in some cases [28,103].

• Network functional model: functional models in use range in complexity from pure
topological approaches to physics-based models of AC power flows [104]. They de-
scribe system infrastructure, topology, services, and all related dynamic interactions.
This is present in all system models and constitutes their core element, because it
replicates the structure and all functions found in real networks as much as possible.
Examples include percolation theory and complex networks [92], graph theory analy-
sis [21,105], power flow [14,41], agent-based information traffic flow [106], and many
simulation software that emulate network behavior [82,96].

3.2.2. Empirical Model Method

Post-recovery surveys are conducted by network operators, government agencies,
and market regulators to assess the impact of extreme events in the system and efficiency
of implemented enhancement strategies, saving results as historical records [14]. Collected
field data are so informative that it can be used to construct models by which performance
is calculated [31,107,108]. Note that other sources of information for such models are
network management systems, like outage management system (OMS), distribution man-
agement system (DMS) in electric network, core network in telecommunications, as well as
expert judgements [94]. This kind of models serve as baseline for previous analytical and
simulation-based representations [61].

3.2.3. Surrogate Model Method

A relatively new approach to performance evaluation in smart grids is the introduction
of surrogate models, borrowed from the evolutionary computation community [109].
Surrogate models aim to reduce runtime and complexity of analytical and simulation-based
models while maintaining a high degree of fidelity. The idea is to bypass conventional
system modeling (where the name “surrogate” or “meta-model”) using techniques such
as neural networks [110,111], and kriging methods [112]. A simple example is a machine
learning (ML) agent taking as input system topology parameters, hazard characteristics,
area climate, and topography; and outputs performance measures. The system model is
replaced by an implicit non-linear multi-variate function implemented by the ML agent.
The biggest challenge is to choose the right inputs (predictors). A Polynomial Chaos
Expansion-based method is proposed in [113] to conduct risk analysis for rare events,
which is projected by the authors to have an extension to resilience assessment.

3.3. Resilience Metric Computational Method

Once the performance is calculated using one of the methods described before, it will
be used to compute resilience metrics. The goal is to provide the decision-maker with
resilience information in the most instructive way.

3.3.1. Service and Assets Performance Only

Resilience computation is solely based on performance measures obtained from the op-
erational services and infrastructural assets of the network. Metrics can be calculated from
a curve describing the evolution of performance with time [41], using a justified empirical
formula [114], following an analytical derivation, or taken directly as the consequences
observed from the event [80].
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3.3.2. Multi-Criteria

This method combines various parameters (such as service performance, topology,
topography, and event characteristics) to output resilience metrics. Different analytical
tools are used to aggregate all these parameters into final metrics [67,92,115].

3.3.3. Graph Theory Algorithms

Resilience computation is uniquely based on performance measures obtained from
network topology and calculated using graph theory algorithms [116].

3.4. Resilience Metric Type

There are many possible angles to categorize and classify metrics based on their
types [45,63]. The choice is made in our classification to select simple categories, which
link intuitively to metric computational methods presented above.

3.4.1. Operational Metrics

Metrics that use performance as described in terms of functional service (electric,
telecoms) and associated monetary costs. Expected lost load [24], supplied energy [117],
and recovery duration [14] are examples of performance measures used by this type of
resilience metrics.

3.4.2. Infrastructural Metrics

Metrics that use performance as described in terms of network infrastructure (electric,
telecoms) and associated monetary costs. The number of affected components [41,101]
(and associated costs) is an example of a performance measure used by this type of re-
silience metrics.

3.4.3. Topological Metrics

Metrics that use performance as described in terms of network topology and static
connections between different elements such as measures of connectivity, betweenness,
and redundancy [116].

4. Resilience Quantification Objectives

Four broad classes of resilience metrics are generally adopted: (i) average perfor-
mance metrics, (ii) integrated multi-phase metrics, (iii) time-dependent metrics, and
(iv) probability-based metrics [118]. In the case of a HILP event, probability distribu-
tions are often not available, whereas the other three classes depend on the measure of
performance in the network. Thus, a reasonable statement is that an ideal evaluation of
resilience may consist of a complete tracking of the time-dependent performance function
P(t). This way, network operators can have the value of performance at any instant for
the complete event duration. However, despite the apparent dependence of P(t) in time,
performance function does not necessarily change with time if it is not for the extreme event
which hits the system. In other words, performance function depends on many parameters
including hazard intensity, system preparedness, resilience strategies in hand, and priority
decisions made, all of which cause network state to change. This sends back the problem
of resilience multi-dimensionality, which makes developing closed form derivation for
resilience function challenging and hitherto out of reach. Performance-based methods
try to include all previously mentioned parameters and additional ones into a temporal
curve describing the performance evolution of the network. It can be said that many
resilience features are embedded in a performance curve as shown in Figure 3, because
the construction of such a graph takes into consideration all factors intervening during a
catastrophic contingency.
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A salient advantage of such an approach is to have the temporal follow-up of network
state which allows decision-makers to be in a best-informed posture. Four main phases
can be distinguished, among which some can be further detailed into sub-phases:

• Anticipation phase (phase I): Represents the time period before the event occurrence,
when performance is at its nominal level. Monitoring information, impact projections,
and historical data when available are used for prediction studies, and all possible
defensive measures are implemented. This serves particularly in the case of multi-
hazard management where risks and vulnerabilities to each event are investigated. For
single hazard resilience analysis which is the most relevant in the case of HILP event,
this phase is not considered and a post-event resilience study is adopted. However, this
also refers to the period of normal operation where reliability and risk management for
recurrent failures can be conducted, which participates in system resilience, because
a resilient system needs to be first as reliable and low-risk as possible. In addition,
security measures for protecting the system and preparing it to withstand malicious
behaviors are implemented at this stage [96].

• Mitigation phase (phase II): Once an extreme event hits the network, reliance is
on system robustness, reactivity, and absorption to minimize the effect on services
and infrastructure. Adding to some preparation policies that could be anticipated,
many dynamic actions can be implemented to reduce the aftermath, like distribution
automation actions, load shedding, and monitoring actions in power distribution
networks or customer prioritization in telecom networks. These actions can withstand
performance degradation that is in place, or serve to coordinate between entities
in order to achieve an accurate assessment of consequences and prepare next crisis
management steps.

• Recovery phase (phase III): Unlike short-timed low impact incidents where mainte-
nance actions are achieved relatively fast, in major events, recovery actions can require
anywhere between several weeks to months [119]. The main reason is that, given the
safety of emergency crews and logistic constraints, restoration is conducted carefully
and waits for the reduction in hazard intensity, or more generally identification of
restoration windows. Priority is first given to service restoration where all alterna-
tive (even temporary) ways to provide services are explored and deployed allowing
to regain an intermediate level of performance. Complete recovery will take more
time and effort as it involves mostly infrastructure catering which turns out to be
very challenging.

• Learning phase (phase IV): This phase is less considered than the two previous phases
in quantitative resilience frameworks, generally with the argument that resilience is
best examined in face of exogenous threats [120]. The post-recovery phase should
still be looked at closely in order to draw conclusions about damages experienced by
the network and how various implemented policies helped to alleviate consequences.
Data collection through field surveys and supervisory management tools enable
improvement in system performance and enhancement in preparation for upcoming
extreme events backing the vision for a sustainable network.
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Many works [13,27,45,63] explore each of these phases with slightly different denom-
inations. Here a generalizing description is adopted where the four above-mentioned
phases are considered, with mitigation and recovery divided each into two sub-phases in
order to better explain all involved mechanisms. Resilience quantitative frameworks can
be assessed based on phases they handle [64]. The more phases taken into consideration,
the better the insight into system operation during extreme events. Furthermore, the layout
can be used to seek answers for the following questions: When is resilience evaluation
conducted and for which reason?

Figure 4 distinguishes time instants at which resilience quantification can be con-
ducted, and objectives of this evaluation. The former here orients/guides/steers the latter,
because for example, an operator who aims to plan investments for his network will most
likely opt for pre-event evaluation, while another who only wants to see the impact induced
by a contingency in his network may adopt post-recovery damage evaluation. Knowing
“why” resilience is to be evaluated serves as a guideline to choose “when” it should be done.
Without loss of generality, resilience evaluation can be induced from the performance curve
in Figure 3; so it is important to know when system operators can get such a representation.
Three options are available:

• Proactive evaluation: The procedure in this case is to drive pre-event studies with the
goal of obtaining resilience indicators before contingency happens. The outbuilding
is in prediction data, recommendations of experts, supervision alerts, and historical
records. However, for HILP anomalies, little information is available, then designing
preventive measures appeals for simulation tools, emulation, and analytical models
which help to make projections for the impact that will be borne by the network in
face of uncertain events.

Once metrics are computed, they can be used to make informed decisions about
resilience strategies to implement in order to minimize the impact and speed up recovery.
In other words, the output of this phase is planning schemes which enhance robustness,
survivability, restoration, and recovery of the system that can be summarized in the concept
of resilience. The prominent advantage of a proactive evaluation is the ability to look-
forward that allows foreseeing what is coming. On the other hand, the large number of
possible contingency scenarios and little relevant data cause low-confidence results.

• Reactive evaluation: Quantification is carried out as the event happens, meaning that
resilience metrics are computed on-the-fly, and policies adopted to cope with severe
hazards are taken from the inherent reaction capacity of the system without support
from pre-event recommendations. Metrics are calculated as the event goes for the
two broad phases of robustness and recovery. In such real-time setup, information
that can be gathered is realistic and narrows down failure modes space. However,
the flexibility margin can be very tight because the HILP event hits the network by
surprise while no anticipative actions are in place. There are no good or bad choices
between proactive and reactive evaluation, they are both suitable for resilience analysis
and can be complementary. The goal is to find a balanced fit for a given use case [121].

• Deductive evaluation: When resilience metrics are computed at the end of a HILP
disturbance, they mainly serve to draw conclusions about how the system handled an
external event [81,107,108]. Results of this are intended to point out axes of improve-
ment for future reference in similar extreme situations, and can also be considered as
performance evolvement baseline. Further, the output of such post-recovery evalu-
ation can be fed to the pre-event phase for hazards in the future, closing a kind of a
cycle with the evaluations presented above.

Proactive approaches are dominant in resilience engineering, especially when consider-
ing the fact that in some cases the reactive approach is subsumed therein. The combination
of the two is simply referred to as proactive approaches.
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5. Literature Review

The present work, on state-of-the-art resilience quantification of smart grids at the
distribution level, is conducted with three main objectives:

• Understanding architectures and models involved in resilience quantification method-
ologies;

• Identifying all considered objectives behind resilience quantification;
• Explaining implementation specifics that directly relate to the practical application of

the proposed methods.

The selection process of reviewed papers is briefly introduced in the following section,
then a detailed discussion and results are presented.

5.1. Paper Selection Process

With the aim of being as comprehensive as possible, a wide swipe of various digital
libraries was carried out: IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, Scopus, Elsevier, Google Scholar.
The review is limited to the last six years (2015 to 2020 included), and search expressions
comprised various combinations of specific words: resilience, quantification, evaluation,
assessment, metrics, indicators, measures, smart grid, distribution network, ICT network,
(tele)communication network.

A first selection step consisted of reviewing abstracts of all found papers (in the order
of several hundreds), and shortlisting works which:

• Analyze the power network at the distribution level, or the ICT network of power
network, and;

• Present quantitative analysis of resilience, with the proposed metrics.

This resulted in a total of 34 pre-selected papers, 10 of which were excluded from this
survey as they were recognized after deep analysis to not entirely satisfy the two selection
criteria. Thus, the final selection included 24 papers, 18 of them targeting distribution
power network [122–139], and 6 for grid ICT network [140–145]. This set of works was
evaluated based on proposed categorizations in Sections 3 and 4.

5.2. Power Distribution Network

The set of 18 papers that analyze resilience quantification from the perspective of PDN
electrical service is summarized in Table 1. In addition to the provided implementation
details, the references are assessed based on extreme events and methods adopted for
performance calculation. Metrics type and computational method are not shown in Table 1
for convenience considerations.
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Table 1. Review of handled extreme event and performance calculation method—electric service.

Paper

Extreme Event Performance Calculation

Single Event Wide-Range of
Events

Generic
Event

System Model
Empirical

Model
Surrogate

ModelContingency
Model

Fragility
Model

Restoration
Model

Functional
Model

[122] Earthquake

Range of
Peak

Ground
Acceleration

Probabilistic
component

fragility

Discretized
restoration
functions

Matpower AC
load flow
analysis

[123] Weather
Event

Possibilistic-
Scenario
model

AC Power Flow
Analysis

[124]

Wind storm

Probabilistic
profile

Fixed
restoration

time
Included in

OPF
constraints

[125]
Restoration

problem as a
MILP Power Flow (not

explicitly
mentioned)

[126] Typhoon
weather

Batts model
for wind

speed

Proposed
fixed repair

time

[127] Generic
Storm

Matpower load
flow analysis

[128]

Hurricane

Stochastic Spatio-Temporal
Hurricane Impact Analysis

tool (STHIA)

Ranges of
Localization,
Switching,
and Repair

times

Simulated Power
Flow Analysis

[129]
Machine
Learning

based

[130]
Natural disasters

e.g. Hurricane,
Tropical cyclone,

Earthquake,
Tsunami

Collected
Field Data

[131]
Worst N-k contingencies
determined by knapsack

problem

Restoration
rate-based

optimization
Power Flow +
Graph Theory

[132] Extended N-k Network
Interdiction Model Linear

Distribution
Power Flow

Analysis[133]
Cyber-

Physical
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5.2.1. Performance Calculation

Performance evaluation under disruptions is the milestone of resilience assessment,
where system modeling-based approaches prevail. Still, in [130] and [134], field data are
used to calculate the resilience of recent natural disasters like: 2010 earthquake and tsunami
in Chile, 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan, 2011 earthquake in New Zealand, and hur-
ricanes: Isaac (2012), Sandy (2012), and Ike (2008). This fits post-recovery evaluation given
the availability of the information a posteriori [130]. This is also a useful experience for
upcoming events when included in a proactive analysis for response and restoration [134].
An alternative to system physical and operational modeling is exposed in [129], where a
machine-learning-based agent is leveraged to compute the number of outages, the outage
duration, and the number of unserved customers; from clusters of focal variables used to
estimate a multivariate resilience manifold.

Other than these options, the reviewed literature stipulates using system modeling
due to a lack of data in the case of HILP extreme events. One can recall all aspects of
the model: contingency, fragility, restoration, and functionality; which are achieved in
different ways. Works in [127,128,136,137,139] suggest using simulation-based frameworks
to implement the quantification procedure, while [123,124,131,135,138] opt for complete
analytical formulation. A good compromise is found in [122,125,126,132,133] with a hy-
brid analytical-simulation modeling, for example [133] where the functional model is
experimental, and remaining contingency, fragility, and restoration models are posed as
optimization problems.

In the case of generic events, the model omits handling contingency and fragility,
because direct impact scenarios are applied in the study; except for [137], which needs
Matlab graph analysis libraries to compute quantities that contribute to the failure scenar-
ios selection.

5.2.2. Extreme Event and Time of Evaluation

A closer inspection of Table 1 shows that in some cases the restoration model is not
specified, and the explanation is given in the electric service portion in Table 2. These
works do not target recovery and restoration capabilities of the distribution network, as
they proactively plan for survivability [123,132], react to an event uniquely by resilience
assessment [139] and a damage minimization response [138], or even drive a post-recovery
study like in [127]. This illustrates, as discussed in Section 4, how the objective of resilience
quantification instructs the choice of system model. It goes without saying that planning
and response cells in Table 2 include resilience assessment as a first step and enrich it by
further use of the obtained metrics.

Table 2. Objective and time of evaluation for resilience.
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By steering interest toward when resilience metrics are obtained, the concentration
of resilience quantification in the pre-event phase can be pointed out, corroborating the
preventive nature of such studies and their contribution to planning for unseen events.
However, real-time evaluation gained some interest [133,136–139] and offers valuable
information used on-the-fly to monitor and enhance the distribution network resilience.
Next, after recovery from a HILP hazard, works in [127] and [130] survey the network for
lessons, with [127] offering more learning opportunities as empirical advanced experiments
are done for moderate and heavy damage scenarios.

Natural hazards catch most of the attention in present PDN resilience research due to
various recent catastrophic events which raised awareness among the government agencies,
regulators, and network operators about the damage that a distribution system may incur.
Generally, a resilience study handles a single event, which makes the setting dependent
on considered specific characteristics. Table 1 shows that some resilience frameworks are
designed for a wider scope so as to tackle a set of these natural events [130–132,136]. This
renders anomaly modeling challenging, albeit feasible through a knapsack problem [131] or
extended N-k network interdiction model [132]. Even so, the model should be readjusted
whenever applied to a specific contingency. To handle multiple events simultaneously, [136]
derives a code-based metric by computing network resilience several times for all pos-
sible natural hazards. Even though the approach is based on an empirical formula and
more work should be done to justify the choice, it is an easy-to-understand measure and
introduces an interesting concept of the “service potential” of the network.

With the exception of [133], cyber or cyber-physical (CP) attacks are put aside in this
portion of the literature despite increasing damage induced even in physical electrical
infrastructure, but this apparent neglect remains understandable due to the focus of this
section on electric service.

5.2.3. Uncertainty

Uncertainties in HILP events, intermittent power generation (with DER), load, and
energy markets are a major concern for resilience assessment [52–54]. In [123], the spatio-
temporal uncertainty of a harsh weather event and wind turbine generation is managed
through a probabilistic approach. Authors in [134] assume a probability distribution for un-
certain parameters in their resource allocation optimization problem (event parameters and
resource allocation effectiveness parameters), by modifying the objective to the expected
value of resilience. Likewise, in [135] a stochastic scenario-based optimization is adopted
to cope with event uncertainties. However, for deep uncertain events, little to no data are
available, turning interest toward robust optimization in both [132] for multi-stage and
multi-zone natural hazard, and [138] for load and renewable generation. Also, simulation
tools in [128,139] take into consideration the uncertainties in HILP events and intermittent
power sources, respectively. Uncertainty is sometimes handled implicitly as it is inherent
to HILP events without clear and well-defined formulation, like in [125].

5.2.4. Critical Load

An essential distinguishing feature of resilience is the ability to establish a differentia-
tion between loads. For instance, in electrical networks, groups of customers are prioritized
during emergencies, and will be spared from load shedding strategies due to their relative
importance compared to other loads. Analyses in [128,135] assign weights to loads based
on the priority they have during the load-shedding procedure or the restoration phase in
case of a strong event which affects even critical nodes. Resilience evaluation is however
done on impact over the entire network. Works such as [124,127,131] take it a step further
by evaluating the resilience metrics for the whole system on the one hand, then on the other
hand only for critical loads, giving a deeper insight into the network dynamics during the
event. Finally, frameworks in [126,136–138] focus mainly on the critical load, as priority
rankings are considered during curtailment and recovery stages, and resilience metrics
quantify the impact in critical units.
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5.2.5. Metrics Computation

As said before, performance assessment is an enabler for resilience quantification.
Performance can include network topological characteristics and human factors, but it is
mostly associated with service operational aspects defined in various ways: number of
disconnected users [122,127,129,134], probability of lines failure [123], power from the main
grid [123], power from distribution generation [123], supplied/connected
load [124,126,128,130,131,135,136] (or equivalently load shedding [122,123,126,127,132,133]),
critical supplied load [124,131], total customer-hours of outages [127], total customer en-
ergy not served [122,125,127], outage duration [129,130,134], number of outages [129], loss
of voltage and frequency regulation [133], load control and islanding [133], probability of
source availability and penalty [137], total forecasted load [138], and current flow [139].

A straightforward approach suggests considering displayed performance indicators as
resilience metrics [122,123,127–129,132] or proposes a justified empirical formula [136] that
concocts performance into resilience. The dominant technique is to build a representation
of performance (e.g., time curve) and use it to extract indicators, as in [122] where an index
of resilience is proposed by tracking the number of LV customers not served. This results in
a time-dependent index which can be used in different phases illustrated in Figure 3. With
the same dynamic, [138] introduces an index calculated periodically as the ratio between
the level of priority (or critical) load and total load. Moreover, authors in [124] propose
to compute multiple phase-specific indices for vulnerability, degradation, and restoration
efficiency, all from a timely curve of supplied load. This is then supplemented with a
resilience index, which covers the whole event horizon. The same tendency is observed
in [128] where the load expected maximum loss, interruption rate, restoration rate, and the
recovery rate are evaluated. In relation to this, works in [131,139] present fewer details on
phase, but still offer the possibility to distinguish, in a broad sense, between survivability
and restoration. A novel approach is highlighted in [135], where the percentage of loss
load is proposed as a resilience metric, explicitly distinguishing in its terms loss of load in
each single resilience phase.

However, unlike the above phases fine-grained analyses of resilience, studies
in [126,130,133,134] opt for embedding the entire resilience information in a single metric,
based on the inverse of power loss during an extreme typhoon event in [126], the ratio be-
tween up-time and event time in [130], loss percentage in [133], and combination of average
loss and recovery time in [134]. This offers the advantage to be more attractive for DSOs as
the framework is simple and less cumbersome, but it should be handled carefully to not
miss tradeoffs that exist in resilience assessment. A good example is illustrated in [130],
where resilience is calculated as the ratio between up-time and total event time. Attention
was given to emphasize that this measure is defined for a single node, embodying another
kind of granularity different from the one offered by multiple metrics for different phases.

Poudel et al. [125], extend a risk-based metric, value-at-risk (VaR) which calculates the
maximum loss expected over a given time period and give a specified degree of confidence.
The proposal is conditional VaR (CVaR), defined to calculate the expected resilience loss
due to probabilistic threat events, conditioned on the events being HILP. This bridges
traditional risk management and all-phases resilience study.

Topological characteristics are considered in [131] in the form of node degree.
Bajpai et al. [137] make advanced use of the modeling graph, by proposing a multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDA) approach which takes a set of inputs, among which perfor-
mance and topology parameters, and aggregates them into a single resilience metric using
Choquet Integral.

5.2.6. Resilience Strategies

Table 3 summarizes the different implemented measures to enhance PDN resilience.
Infrastructure hardening, energy storage, and distributed generation resources are in-
tensively explored owing to their wide deployment and availability. In addition, both
distribution automation and network reconfiguration (which can be manual or automatic)
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contribute to enhancing the robustness and adaptability of the network, and enable very
efficient recovery. It can be seen thereby that all works from Table 2 that handle recovery
either in pre-event, or event real-time, implement one or both of these two strategies.
Contribution in [128] develops a set of probabilistic metrics that capture features and a
detailed process of automatically locating, isolating faults, and restoring the service to cus-
tomers in distribution systems. More precisely, the proposed algorithm devises a switching
sequence and calculates load interruption when dealing with a large number of switches in
large-scale distribution networks. Despite promising results to boost resilience, attention
should be paid to the level of automation to be introduced in the network, because it can
produce the inverse effect in rare events [146].

Table 3. Resilience enhancement strategies.
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Islanding x x
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Energy storage x x x x x x x

Repair crews x x x x x

Distributed
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Network re-
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Data
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SDN and
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Various smart grid functions of improved safety, self-healing, high DER penetration,
and active load control can be enhanced using microgrids [147]. Microgrids (MGs) are in
some cases operated in parallel with the main distribution grid, where the possibility to
have their separate resilience analysis [30,148,149], meaning that MGs can be taken as a
testbed to illustrate the applicability of the proposed resilience quantification [124,136,137].
In another approach, MGs are adopted as a resilience strategy that can be enabled in
case of a disaster through islanding technique [150,151], thus the need to schedule the
formation of MGs and associated DER dispatch and remote switches operation [133,138].
Further resilience benefit is achieved when multiple MGs are interconnected, given a
better situational awareness conveyed between networked grids and eventually sharing
of distributed resources [30,127]. Contributions in [124,127,133,136–138] are only a small
part of the increased interest in MGs for distribution grid resilience enhancement [65]. In a
general sense, resilience strategies are in some cases adapted only to certain disruption,
and can be even a shortcoming during different circumstances [30]; thus, network planner
needs to conduct a general study which includes all possible anomalies and try to manage
all the tradeoffs therein when it comes to implementing resilience enhancement strategies.
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5.3. Grid ICT Network

The resilience of PDN communication service is analyzed in [140–145] and a sum-
mary is given in Table 4. Again, classifications are used as in Sections 3 and 4 to review
these works.

Table 4. Review of handled extreme event and performance calculation method—telecom service.

Paper

Extreme Event Performance Calculation

Single Event Wide-Range
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System Model
Empirical

ModelContingency
Model

Fragility
Model

Restoration
Model

Functional
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event
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[143] Hurricane
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from 4 DSOs

[144] Generic failure

DayLight SDN controller
interfaced with Mininet-based
testing framework integrated
with ns-3 network simulator

[145] Natural
disasters

Real data
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5.3.1. Performance Calculation, Resilience Metrics, and Extreme Event

Figures of performance (FoP) defined for ICT system in distribution grid are different
from the ones presented before for electric service. Both [142,144] adopt simulation-based
modeling to set the ground for resilience quantification. The former builds upon the ad-hoc
nature of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) technology that can be used to support metering
infrastructure for redundancy and replication, therefore the use of a WSN simulator to eval-
uate various routing protocols (assumed 300 nodes) based on five performance measures:
average delivery ratio, energy efficiency, delivery fairness, average throughput, and delay
efficiency. Then, all these are normalized and provided as an equiangular polygon where
each performance metric is presented by an axis. Resilience metric is taken as the area of
that polygon, so the wider it is, the more resilient is the routing protocol against selective
forwarding attacks. Authors in [144] consider a simpler configuration with one software
defined networking (SDN) controller, and three substations each having a connected field
device; with the goal to show that SDN is a viable technology with negligible switching
delay to backup wireless communication and a minimum number of packet loss, which
are taken as resilience metrics.

A graph-based analytical model is adopted in [140] to determine the needed transmis-
sion power and required number of gateways for wireless-enabled mesh architectures in
the context of smart metering. A proposed methodology involves clustering to assign each
smart meter to a gateway, then the average number of hops and the number of independent
paths to reach the gateway are calculated as intra-cluster resilience metrics, while node
capability to connect to other gateways in case of a primary gateway failure is addressed
by inter-cluster resilience. A different graph approach is used by [141] to consider depen-
dencies between ICT and measurement layers which, seen from a higher perspective, are
no more than the entire communication infrastructure used in a smart grid. The degree of
centrality is used to find the importance of each communication link and measurement unit,
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then resilience metric is defined as the deviation from ideal importance values, knowing
that the main goal is to reduce the importance of critical nodes that increases the robustness
of the network.

At this point, one can notice the absence of resilience phases notion from the presented
works so far, which is a major drawback. This can be seen also from the relatively low
importance given to disruption modeling and characterization, considered very important
in resilience studies. On the contrary, [143,145] introduce temporal phases; though with
fewer details than electric service cases, but sufficiently to convey all relevant information
about resilience. Both works rely on empirical data from post-recovery assessments by
DSOs. In the case of [143], the proposed resilience metric is calculated for the infrastructure
and the service using expected cost from customer and system sides (4 considered DSOs)
during hurricane sandy (2012). Obtained curves show the effectiveness of coupled non-
stationary random processes modeling for failures, recoveries, and costs to customers.

As suggested in [130], the same author defines power supply resilience of an ICT site
in [145] as the ratio between up-time and event duration, and uses real field data from
different natural disasters to calculate this quantity. This illustrates how the same metric
can be applied to quantify the resilience of electric and telecommunication services in a
smart grid.

5.3.2. Time of Evaluation

Attention was drawn above to the absence of temporal analysis in most ICT network
reviewed works, and when present, empirical models are used for resilience frameworks.
This renders knowing when performance measures should be calculated and for which
objective without detailed exploration. In other words, analysis is still at an initial level of
uniquely obtaining the metrics and, except for [141], no planning or response is based on
these metrics. For instance, [141] proposes to optimize the wide area monitoring system
(WAMS) design through the optimal resilient deployment of phasor measurement units
(PMUs) and new optical ground wires, formulated as an optimization problem based on
performance measures used to calculate the resilience metric. Thus, almost all evaluations
are conducted after the event as illustrated in the telecommunications part of Table 2 which
entails no further use in planning or response.

5.3.3. Resilience Strategies

Proposing resilience enhancement is tightly connected to the type of conducted eval-
uation. So, due to the limitation here to post-recovery metric calculation, improvement
strategies are shown to have a positive impact on the network but only one optimized
implementation [141] is achieved to exploit the whole potential of these measures (Table 3).

Data-related strategies of replication and redundancy are completely adapted to
multi-hop routing mechanisms in WSN networks, and need to be explored considering
the associated cost for either the initial investment or subsequent maintainability [142].
SDN and virtualization technologies represent an attractive option for SG resilience under
different architectures (e.g., substation automation, utility Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
applications, cloud and IoT applications . . . ) which can address SG-related issues of
security, privacy, granularity, vendor-specific components, and network management [152].
This wide penetration of SDN opens the opportunity to leverage it also to improve the
resilience of the network.

Furthermore, measures seen for electric service [130] are suggested for ICT case [145]
highlighting interdependence between the two networks, and the possibility to develop
promising joint evaluation frameworks treated in the recent literature [61], out of the scope
of present work.
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5.4. Results and Insights

This section builds on presented observations and analysis of the reviewed literature
to explain challenges and priority perspectives for resilience quantification in modern
distribution grids.

5.4.1. Moving from Qualitative to Quantitative Resilience Assessments of the ICT Domain

From a qualitative perspective, resilience studies are very well established and suc-
ceed to demonstrate the shift of paradigm they incarnate in terms of preventing a given
infrastructure from catastrophic failures and orchestrating restoration of nominal services.
However, when it comes to quantitative assessments, general tendency heads toward
restraining resilience capacity to one of its components such us robustness, survivability,
adaptability, restoration, and recovery [153].

Power network resilience analyses in general, and PDN in particular, are managed
in recent years to develop quantitative frameworks that describe and harness all capabil-
ities of resilience. This is not limited to proposing metrics for all temporal phases, but
includes also using developed indicators to optimize enhancement strategies like done
in [125,131,133–135,137]. Certainly, more works should be carried out in this sense and
even more to mutualize visions through standardization to yield consensus in evaluation
methodologies and metrics; but the right research direction is indeed being explored in
electric distribution networks. Parallel to this, the same dynamic should be adopted also
for telecommunication services involved in smart grids which so far, as shown through
this review, stick to partial definitions of resilience adopted even in studies targeting com-
munication networks outside the scope of smart grids. Differently said, ICT resilience
studies are a step behind compared to what is done in power networks in terms of adopted
definitions and proposed frameworks. Awareness then increases that smart grid compre-
hensive resilience analysis goes hand in hand with both electric and telecommunication
services evaluation at comparable levels of advancement, meaning that ICT layer in dis-
tribution grid has a considerable margin for improvement that can mimic electric service
analyzes and be guided by recent works in general purpose resilient communication
networks [75,78].

One can argue that tracking electric service performance subsumes the telecommunica-
tion aspect, because the latter contributes to the degradation of power supply to customers
which is after all the main concern. This is a client-centric approach that resilience contains,
but also complements with operator (or network) centric view, where a fine-grained analy-
sis of all system mechanisms is needed, involving among others a separate and deep look
at ICT functions.

5.4.2. Need to Specify Time of Evaluation

Emphasis is put throughout previous sections on the importance of “when” resilience
evaluation is conducted (Table 2), which is not to be confused with the time of the event
occurrence [36]. The difference is easily seen in an example of proactive approaches, where
the entire event time horizon is studied in the pre-event phase of real-time scale. This
means that event time is taken as the virtual quantity, which in case of data availability or
use of modeling can be observed before it happens, while the real-time scale describes the
moment of resilience quantification. Therefore, the concern of event time is to know if the
resilience framework treats all phases (the more phases the better), but time of evaluation
wants to know when resilience assessment metrics will be available, probably for use in
optimization by enhancement strategies.

Obviously, DSOs are more interested in the look-forward method, which allows them
to anticipate major disruptions and prepare the network. However, HILP events are so
unpredictable that fidelity of assumed models and projections is reduced, supporting the
need for real-time resilience analyzes that will have more knowledge into the impact of
an event, and could complement initial proactive measures. Thereby, effort should be
put to explore the possibility of a framework with both proactive and reactive resilience
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quantification in order to seize the advantages of the two approaches. At last, post-
recovery evaluation can back both previous alternatives by collecting valuable field data
after hazards.

5.4.3. Topology and Service Performance Metrics

Only a few reviewed papers consider topological parameters in metrics computa-
tion [127,131,140,141] due to the high level of abstraction in graph-based methods and
static features therein. Still, it is important to include them in resilience studies because
they capture network architecture and internal dependencies between different elements
that complement service performance measures. As discussed in Section 5, a noteworthy
multi-criteria approach was suggested in [137] to combine topological and operational
characteristics in the same metric. Although more inclined toward topological features,
this proposal illustrates how multiple weighted parameters can be aggregated into a single
representative indicator. In addition, interdependence modeling widely adopts topological
approach [154,155], so it is unavoidable to embrace it in power systems, because in the
long run, smart grids resilience must be analyzed taking into account the interactions
between electric and ICT layers; and with other infrastructure networks (gas, heat, cooling,
transports, etc.).

Like transmission power networks [29], multiple metrics are proposed for resilience
quantification in [124,128,131,135,142]. A single resilience metric, even in the case where it
embeds a maximum number of resilience features, can represent a drawback if it offers less
information for enhancement strategies implementation. The reason is apparent in some
strategies that only target one facet of resilience, let us say for example robustness; hence,
when the metric combines many features it dilutes the information about robustness in the
general index. This is why multiple metrics, each handling an aspect or phase of resilience,
can help to build better knowledge and guide more specific actions.

5.4.4. Spatial Scale

Resilience frameworks need to combine qualitative and quantitative analyses at var-
ious temporal and spatial scales [156]. The temporal aspect is treated widely through
monitoring of performance evolution with time, however, more effort should be put into
considering time horizons of different events which directly relate to the system resilience
and the efficiency of quantification methods [136]. For a small service area, the same failure
probability of each component is considered when the distribution system suffers from
natural disasters [131]. In the case of larger areas, it becomes very important to consider
the spatial distribution of an event, in order to better estimate the hazard impact and
recovery duration [105]. This can be achieved by defining multiple impact zones and
use of failure probability or N-k contingency constraint [123,132]. Other methods use a
model for event path [128], the spatial distribution of the number of outages [129], and
spatio-temporal random processes [143]. Since post-disruption electric grid performance
is highly sensitive to event spatial characteristics [105], the spatial dimension should be
explicitly incorporated into performance function, unlike most related works.

5.4.5. Critical Load

Different levels of prioritization exist between loads in an electric distribution network.
Resilience involves the tolerance to curtail less important customers while keeping supply
to more critical ones (hospitals, emergency services, banking, government facilities . . . ).
When the outage is general, critical loads are to be restored first. This behavior needs to be
captured by resilience metrics where the difference between normal and crucial loads can
be explicitly seen.

In the telecommunication layer of distribution networks, the concept of critical ele-
ments is less applied (not found at all in reviewed articles) due to the fact that commu-
nicating devices are mostly used in protection, monitoring, management, and control
functions which are all very important to the whole network operation. However, within
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the telecommunication architecture used by grid functions, hierarchies exist, and entities
can be prioritized. For example, a regional control center can have the highest critical-
ity in a given region, compared to remote terminal units (RTUs) at substations, or field
devices. With the advent of smart grids, there is an ever-increasing number of distribution-
connected items that can be seen as loads more than controlling devices such as smart
meters, industry 4.0 robots, and industrial IoT. Thereby, even more hierarchy can be put
in place based on which elements are most important, or even achieve cross-importance
rankings with electric infrastructure and loads in the system.

5.4.6. Uncertainty Quantification

The main sources of uncertainty in smart grids are HILP events, load demand, dis-
tributed generation, and market prices. Among these, HILP hazards have the characteristic
to severely damage the network, thus like seen in [123,132,134,135], different methods
are proposed to cope with its uncertainties. Again, this topic necessitates being investi-
gated for the grid telecommunication layer because it is also vulnerable to extreme event
uncertainties, especially as it is in the front line against cyber-attacks.

5.4.7. Economical Cost

DSOs do not just scrutiny costs due to phenomenal disasters and attacks, but also
audit their investment strategies to find the best balance between resilience and minimal
spending. Cost is inserted in resilience studies at different levels, most of the time directly
on the metric [123,127,128,133,143], but can also be incorporated in objective functions of
cost-benefit analyzes [131,134,138,141] that search the optimal tradeoff between resilience
and associated investment costs.

5.4.8. Resilience Potential

Performance-based evaluation of resilience is widely adopted to conduct an assess-
ment from event eruption until the final recovery. It is always reported to the nominal
performance of the system before a contingency. Authors in [136] introduced “service
potential” which describes how able is the network to deliver its service under given the
unfavorable conditions. This allows comparing two grid systems or architectures under
different orders of event durations. We can extend this into resilience potential, which
is no more than a quantity that gives resilience of a network, considering all possible re-
dundancies and resources, very similar to risk assessment empowered with consideration
for enhancement strategies. Concisely, expand on the idea that the same nominal level of
performance does not mean the same level of resilience.

5.4.9. Interdependencies

Separate analysis of electric and ICT services in distribution grids is deemed to con-
verge into a joint layout due to multiple existent interdependencies, wherein the continua-
tion of this work, the study should be steered by a resilience perspective [90]. Contribution
in [61] summarizes research in interdependent power-ICT research on system modeling,
failure, and resilience enhancement strategies. From the fact that mutualized resilience
evaluation is the best approach to deal with interdependency which makes the coupled
network more vulnerable to disruptions through cascading and escalating effects [155],
many recent works conduct resilience studies jointly for both communication (or cyber)
and electric domains of the grid [56,157–159].

Dependencies of electric network with other infrastructures are also handled jointly
in case of gas network [102], buildings [160], urban transportation [161], integrated energy
system [88], water network [162]; allowing for the possibility to adapt some prominent
ideas and principles for application in the specific case of smart grids. Further discussion
of interdependencies is out of the scope of this article, but it should be emphasized that
this topic is the natural follow-up of the work presented here.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, state-of-the-art studies on resilience quantification of smart distribution
grids are summed up with the perspective to analyze all involved tools and point out as-
sessment objectives. Performance calculation is identified as the main enabler of resilience
evaluation, as almost all reviewed metrics rely either exclusively on operational perfor-
mance measures, or as a mix of operational and topological parameters. Many models
are proposed in the literature to compute performance, among which system modeling is
the most dominant with a focus on four main aspects: contingency, fragility, restoration,
and functional dynamics. Empirical models serve as baseline and data feeder for system
models, whereas surrogate models try to bypass network modeling by the harness of ad-
vanced machine learning techniques to directly infer performance measures from various
topological, topographic, and operational parameters.

Distribution grid resilience is defined in reviewed research in the face of HILP events
which need to be foreseen using forecast data, historical records, estimation tools, and
contingency models. Accentuation is made on the difficulty to design resilience for multiple
events, especially with the fact that enhancement strategies can be very specific as they
are advantageous in some cases and not in others. In addition, we propose a classification
based on the time of resilience evaluation, which allows projecting real case applicability of
presented assessment frameworks. The resilience phases-based approach was linked with
different objectives of the assessment, from simple metrics evaluation, to either planning
or response for survivability and recovery; achieved through a variety of improvement
strategies for which allocation is optimized under the constraint of a limited budget. This
bridges resilience studies and economic considerations in order to help stakeholders in
investment plans elaboration and crisis management decision-making.

Aspects of critical load, microgrids, and uncertainty of hazards, load, and distributed
generation are discussed to show their high importance, and explain available tools so far
for their involvement in the study. Finally, a demonstration was made on ahead steps that
resilience studies in the electric domain have compared to telecommunication domain, and
an urgent need to level up the two for complete joint resilience analysis of smart grids,
unlike current separate works that neglect several pertaining interdependencies. Therefore,
future works need to focus on coupled electric-ICT networks with joint quantification
frameworks, which not only consider the resilience of the coupled system, but seek further
granularity by investigating constituent applications and functions such as distribution
automation, automatic metering, and grid management.
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Abstract: Large-scale power distribution networks rely on the wide-area control (WAC) function to 
conduct daily grid operations. Grid control is even more critical during extreme events as the WAC function 
is required to orchestrate the response to contingencies and enhance the power system resilience through 
failure localization, isolation, and service restoration. Both power and telecommunication domains are 
involved in control applications, giving rise to multiple cyber-physical interdependencies. This paper 
proposes a resilience-based optimization of the distribution service restoration (DSR) by coordinating 
strategies of crew dispatch and manual/remote switches operation. The telecommunication service and 
underlying infrastructure are identified as main enablers of the co-optimization as all considered resilience 
strategies communicate with the control center that collects crisis management information. Therefore, the 
availability of telecom points in terms of power supply is examined in this work. Failure propagation in the 
coupled power-telecom network is highlighted, and differences in failure propagation between overhead 
and underground power lines are explored. The proposed approach is formulated as a mixed-integer linear 
programming (MILP) model, evaluated under a multi-feeder interdependent power-telecom test network. 
Results show that combined scheduling of resilience strategies as well as prioritization of power supply to 
telecom points-of-interest, yield an enhanced recovery strategy. 
Keywords: Wide Area Control, Resilience, Distribution Service Restoration, Extreme Event, MILP. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Sets 
𝑁𝑁 All power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses) 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 HV/MV Substations  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑊𝑊 Fixed, Wireless Telecom operator access points 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  Utility-owned radio relays 
𝑛𝑛(𝑗𝑗)  Neighbor nodes of node 𝑗𝑗 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)  Neighbor manual lines of line 𝑙𝑙   
𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  Repair resources available at depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙Repair, manual switching time of damage 𝑙𝑙, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 ≥ 1 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑  Active, Reactive power demand of node 𝑖𝑖  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Loss of active/Reactive load at node 𝑖𝑖 at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘        switching crew 𝑘𝑘 of depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑  Active, Reactive power demand of node 𝑖𝑖  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Loss of active/Reactive load at node 𝑖𝑖 at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
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𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘        switching crew 𝑘𝑘 of depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Sets 
𝑁𝑁 All power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses) 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 HV/MV Substations  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑊𝑊 Fixed, Wireless Telecom operator access points 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  Utility-owned radio relays 
𝑛𝑛(𝑗𝑗)  Neighbor nodes of node 𝑗𝑗 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)  Neighbor manual lines of line 𝑙𝑙   
𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  Repair resources available at depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙Repair, manual switching time of damage 𝑙𝑙, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 ≥ 1 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
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access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  Repair resources available at depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙Repair, manual switching time of damage 𝑙𝑙, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 ≥ 1 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑  Active, Reactive power demand of node 𝑖𝑖  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Loss of active/Reactive load at node 𝑖𝑖 at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘        switching crew 𝑘𝑘 of depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Sets 
𝑁𝑁 All power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses) 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 HV/MV Substations  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑊𝑊 Fixed, Wireless Telecom operator access points 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  Utility-owned radio relays 
𝑛𝑛(𝑗𝑗)  Neighbor nodes of node 𝑗𝑗 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)  Neighbor manual lines of line 𝑙𝑙   
𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  Repair resources available at depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙Repair, manual switching time of damage 𝑙𝑙, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 ≥ 1 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑  Active, Reactive power demand of node 𝑖𝑖  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Loss of active/Reactive load at node 𝑖𝑖 at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘        switching crew 𝑘𝑘 of depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Sets 
𝑁𝑁 All power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses) 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 HV/MV Substations  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑊𝑊 Fixed, Wireless Telecom operator access points 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  Utility-owned radio relays 
𝑛𝑛(𝑗𝑗)  Neighbor nodes of node 𝑗𝑗 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)  Neighbor manual lines of line 𝑙𝑙   
𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  Repair resources available at depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙Repair, manual switching time of damage 𝑙𝑙, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 ≥ 1 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑  Active, Reactive power demand of node 𝑖𝑖  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Loss of active/Reactive load at node 𝑖𝑖 at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Sets 
𝑁𝑁 All power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses) 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 HV/MV Substations  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑊𝑊 Fixed, Wireless Telecom operator access points 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  Utility-owned radio relays 
𝑛𝑛(𝑗𝑗)  Neighbor nodes of node 𝑗𝑗 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)  Neighbor manual lines of line 𝑙𝑙   
𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  Repair resources available at depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙Repair, manual switching time of damage 𝑙𝑙, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 ≥ 1 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑  Active, Reactive power demand of node 𝑖𝑖  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Loss of active/Reactive load at node 𝑖𝑖 at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   Voltage magnitude at node 𝑖𝑖  
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡   1 if power flows from 𝑖𝑖 to 𝑗𝑗 at t, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  1 if  bus 𝑖𝑖 is available, energized at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 

relay 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑   1 if TS of HV/MV SS 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 is being repaired by repair crew, manual 
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘        switching crew 𝑘𝑘 of depot 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Sets 
𝑁𝑁 All power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses) 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 HV/MV Substations  
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑊𝑊 Fixed, Wireless Telecom operator access points 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  Utility-owned radio relays 
𝑛𝑛(𝑗𝑗)  Neighbor nodes of node 𝑗𝑗 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)  Neighbor manual lines of line 𝑙𝑙   
𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊 All power lines, switches in lines 
𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 Manually switchable lines 
𝐹𝐹  Failures of power lines 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Depots 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 Repair crews, manual switching crews  
Parameters 
𝑀𝑀 Large number  
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   Resistance, Reactance of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Total active power demand 
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  Total reactive power demand 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    1 if failure in line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 0 otherwise 
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖   1 if failure at telecom access point 𝑖𝑖, 0 otherwise 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  Demand of repair resources from faulted line 𝑙𝑙 
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚  Travel time between  𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 (depot or failed line) 
 Manual switching/isolation time of line 𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   Active battery discharge power of node 𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖   Binary parameter. 1 if 𝑖𝑖 is HV/MV SS, 0 otherwise 
Variables 
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if switch at 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  is closed at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡Active, Reactive power flow of line (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) at time 𝑡𝑡 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
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𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if line 𝑙𝑙 = (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is available at time 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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𝑑𝑑   1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned radio 
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𝑑𝑑  1 if communication service from the telecom operator 
access point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒   1 if electricity supply for the telecom operator access 

point 𝑖𝑖 is available at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   Maximum energy storage of the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  Energy storage of the battery at node 𝑖𝑖 at 𝑡𝑡 
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡  1 if the battery of node 𝑖𝑖 is not empty at 𝑡𝑡, 0 otherwise 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Generalized deployment of wide-area measurement systems 
(WAMS) boosted WAC applications of monitoring, 
oscillation damping, voltage control, wide-area protection, and 
disturbance localization, isolation and mitigation 
(Chakrabortty and Khargonekar, 2013). In case of extreme 
events, the WAC contributes to the DSR by maintaining 
essential system functions and coordinating the recovery 
process. Resilience-based optimization gained interest in 
recent years at distribution grid level, where operators seek 
fastest DSR strategies with minimal costs. (Arif et al., 2018) 
proposed co-optimization resilience strategies of repair crew 
dispatch, distributed generators (DGs) placement, and 
switches-enabled reconfiguration. A MILP is formulated 
based on LinDistFlow model (Baran and Wu, 1989) and 
solved with the aim to maximize served load and minimize 
restoration time. Similarly, (Lei et al., 2019) constructed a 
MILP to co-optimize equivalent resilience strategies, while 
proposing a novel vertex-wise formulation of the crew routing 
problem, breaking with the widely adopted edge-wise 
formulation derived from the well-known travel salesman 
problem (TSP) (Miller, Tucker and Zemlin, 1960). The co-
optimization approach is applied to interdependent electric and 
natural gas systems (Lin et al., 2019) to improve the combined 
restoration of both infrastructures. At this point, despite 
explicitly involving WAC during the DSR through remote 
switches manipulation, these works do not investigate the 
impact of WAC impairment, or unavailability of information 
and communication technologies (ICTs) that convey 
miscellaneous data and act as virtual hands for decision-
making entities in the power system. The growing dependency 
on ICTs renders grid applications, especially WAC, very 
sensitive to data quality, interoperability, and security (Zhu, 
Chenine and Nordstrom, 2011). The grid is challenged by 
emerging coupling effects between the ICT and energy 
domains, which can be captured by extending the relatively 
mature modeling of power flow to include information flow as 
proposed in (Xin et al., 2017). The resulting integrated model 
is highly non-linear due to dominantly event-driven 
communications. In line with this, (Huang et al., 2019) 
developed a cyber-constrained power flow model to evaluate 
and enhance power system resilience. The model is once again 
highly non-linear, and authors proposed an exact bi-level 
linear programming reformulation to solve the problem.  
To the best knowledge of the authors, only (Ye, Chen and Wu, 
2021) investigates the state of telecommunication service (TS)  
in an integrated distribution system restoration framework, by 
considering the cooperation and coordination of the repair 
crews, the distribution system and emergency communication. 
The present work addresses the identified literature gap of not 
considering the state of ICT service during DSR optimization. 
Contributions of this work are: 
• Demonstrate the need for TS awareness during DSR 
• Quantify the benefit of co-optimizing reconfiguration and 

crew dispatch  
• Present a more realistic model for modern smart 

distribution grids 
 The remaining of the paper presents in Section 2 the 
optimization model formulation. Simulations and numerical 

results are provided in Section 3, and the conclusion is drawn 
in Section 4. 

2. MODEL FORMULATION 

The primary response to damages on the network is not 
considered in this work, where we assume that all possible 
automatic protection and remote reconfigurations were made 
within some minutes after event occurrence (Liu, Qin and Yu, 
2020). The resultant remote reconfiguration of the power 
distribution network (PDN) and received diagnoses, based on 
information from either field components (electrical sensors, 
drones, and connected smart devices) or inspection crews, are 
feeded to the model as a record of identified damages, an 
estimation of repair time, and an indication of damaged sites 
accessibility. Scenarios of events in the current work consist 
of damages in power lines, complemented with possible direct 
damage on a telecom access point due to the event or an 
indirect failure caused by shortage in the power supply. 
Switches of different types exist in the network. They can be 
at two states: open or closed. A binary variable is used to 
model this behavior. Human intervention in the field is 
necessary to operate manual switches but optional for remote 
controllable switches (RCSs) that can be toggled from the 
control center via communication links. RCSs are most of the 
time fully controlled by the control center (CC) but can in 
some cases open automatically. This feature is generally 
implemented at the head of feeders as a safety measure for 
power ingress nodes, and sometimes across long-distance 
feeders to enable better initial isolation.  
For the power domain, a graph theoretic approach is adopted 
representing power substations (HV/MV SS and MV buses) as 
nodes and lines as edges. The same approach is applied to the 
cyber domain as telecom points are considered as nodes, and 
communication links as edges. The interdependence between 
the two domains is captured by telecom points being loads 
from the grid perspective, while power substations and 
switches are clients from the telecom perspective (Figure 1). 

2.1. Zone separation and PDN topology constraints 

During the process of service restoration, three zones can be 
sorted out: 1) Damage zone: part of the network affected by 
the propagation of the damage; 2) Unserved zone: part of the 
network, at first included in the damage zone, but eventually 
isolated using manual switches when operated by intervention 
crews, then wait for restoration 3) Served zone: segments of 
the PDN that are energized and safe from damages.  

Figure 1. Summarized interactions in the proposed model 
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Unserved and served zones are both safe from failures.  
We focus in this paper on overhead lines as the underground 
case can be handled by a simplification of the overhead case. 

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 +  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 1 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒  ,         ∀ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (1. 𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 +  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 1 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  ,         ∀ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (1. 𝑏𝑏) 

Constraints (1. 𝑎𝑎) and (1. 𝑏𝑏) ensure that damage zones are not 
connected to served zones or reconnected to unserved zones 
This is guaranteed by requiring open lines between safe and 
damage zones. Connection between safe (served and 
unserved) zones is possible. 
At the distribution level, radiality should be ensured at normal 
operation and always verified.  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡 (2. 𝑎𝑎)
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − (2 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ) ≤ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡   (2. 𝑏𝑏)

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − (2 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡 (2. 𝑐𝑐)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 + 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 − 1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 , ∀ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀, ∀ 𝑡𝑡     (3)

∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑖𝑖∈𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖)

≤ 1 − 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖, ∀𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡        (4)

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 = ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖∈𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖)
, ∀𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡  (5. 𝑎𝑎)

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒        ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀ 𝑡𝑡  (5. 𝑏𝑏)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1
𝑒𝑒 + 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡      (6)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀\𝐿𝐿𝐹𝐹×𝑀𝑀 (7. 𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿 (7. 𝑏𝑏)

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1
𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒        ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (7. 𝑐𝑐)
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1

𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒        ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (7. 𝑑𝑑)

 

Constraints (2. 𝑎𝑎), (2. 𝑏𝑏), and (2. 𝑐𝑐) impose that when a line 
(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is in a safe zone (𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 = 1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 = 1), power will flow 

unidirectionally in any closed line. However, in a damage 
zone, power does not flow in closed lines. (3) states that 
manual lines are closed after repair or isolation from damage 
zones and will not be used as tie-switches. Constraint (4) 
prohibits power from flowing into HV/MV substations while 
indicating that power arrives to any bus from a single direction. 
Constraint (5. 𝑎𝑎) says that a load can be energized if power 
flows into the corresponding bus, and from (5. 𝑏𝑏)  only 
available buses (not in damage zone) can supply power to their 
loads. In (6), individual buses need to wait for the availability 
of the linked line to become also available. Constraints (7. 𝑎𝑎), 
(7. 𝑏𝑏), (7. 𝑐𝑐), and (7. 𝑑𝑑) indicate respectively that: manual 
lines not directly adjacent to damages are not opened, lines are 
being repaired during all the time horizon, buses are recovered, 
and loads are restored to the network. 

2.2. Power flow constraints 

The operation of the PDN can be described in terms of power 
flow from substations to aggregated loads connected at the MV 
buses. The LinDistFlow model (Baran and Wu, 1989) is used 
as described below for the active power (∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡) 

∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
𝑗𝑗:(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝐿𝐿

+ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑 = ∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝐿𝐿
+ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, ∀𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑁𝑁            (8) 

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 2(𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡) ≤ (1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡)𝑀𝑀                (9)  

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 2(𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡) ≥ −(1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡)𝑀𝑀           (10) 
0 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡 (11) 

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡 (12) 

(1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 )𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑 ,    ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡 (13) 
Constraint (8)  is the power balance equation. (9)  and (10) 
represent the node voltages difference in terms of power and 
impedance quantities. (11) limits the capacity of closed lines. 
(12)  bounds the bus voltages. (13)  sets the limits for the 
active shed power. 

2.3. Telecom constraints 

Telecom or ICTs used in distribution grids can be managed by 
the distribution system operator (DSO) itself or subcontracted 
to telecom operators. Figure 1 shows captured interactions 
between DSO or utility-owned ICT infrastructure and telecom 
operator services in the case of WAC. Besides RCSs and 
substations, which are electric components with 
communication capabilities, other components are involved: 
   ⦁ Utility-owned Radio Relays (RRs): Assumed to not fail due 
to the event given a large battery storage. Each RR has a 
primary fixed (wired) and a secondary wireless link. Serves 
RCSs and intervention crews 
   ⦁ Telecom operator fixed access points (FAP): The FAP 
serves the DSO assets as a primary link (HV/MV SS, RR). 
   ⦁ Telecom operator wireless access points (WAP): The WAP 
Serves DSO assets as a secondary link (HV/MV SS, RR). 
FAPs and WAPs Can fail due to an event and rely on batteries 
to keep operation. In that case, HV/MV SS and RR will not 
necessarily fail, but will operate in a degraded (blind!) mode. 
Constraint (14) indicates that the TS is available at a RR when 
one of its serving FAP or WAPs is operating. A given RR can 
be served by just one FAP, but with one or more WAPs. 
Likewise, (15) describes the availability of the telecom 
service to substations. (16. 𝑎𝑎) and (16. 𝑏𝑏) emphasize that the 
TS is at disposal only when power supply is guaranteed. More 
precisely, from (17. 𝑎𝑎) and (17. 𝑏𝑏)  power is drawn from either 
the grid or the battery storage. (18) sets the bounds for the 
batteries, quantified here as the number of time steps before 
depletion. A simple piecewise-linear discharge model is taken 
in (19). (20) checks whether the battery is empty. 

1
𝑀𝑀 (𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
) ≤ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

         ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
, ∀(𝑘𝑘, 𝑖𝑖) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, ∀𝑡𝑡 (14)

 

1
𝑀𝑀 (𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

        ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
, ∀(𝑘𝑘, 𝑖𝑖) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 × 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, ∀𝑡𝑡 (15)

 

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ∪ 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥, ∀𝑡𝑡 (16) 
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Unserved and served zones are both safe from failures.  
We focus in this paper on overhead lines as the underground 
case can be handled by a simplification of the overhead case. 

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 +  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 1 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒  ,         ∀ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (1. 𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 +  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 1 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒  ,         ∀ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (1. 𝑏𝑏) 

Constraints (1. 𝑎𝑎) and (1. 𝑏𝑏) ensure that damage zones are not 
connected to served zones or reconnected to unserved zones 
This is guaranteed by requiring open lines between safe and 
damage zones. Connection between safe (served and 
unserved) zones is possible. 
At the distribution level, radiality should be ensured at normal 
operation and always verified.  

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡 (2. 𝑎𝑎)
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − (2 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ) ≤ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡   (2. 𝑏𝑏)

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − (2 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡 (2. 𝑐𝑐)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 + 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 − 1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 , ∀ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀, ∀ 𝑡𝑡     (3)

∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑖𝑖∈𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖)

≤ 1 − 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖, ∀𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡        (4)

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 = ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖∈𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖)
, ∀𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡  (5. 𝑎𝑎)

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒        ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀ 𝑡𝑡  (5. 𝑏𝑏)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1
𝑒𝑒 + 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡      (6)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀\𝐿𝐿𝐹𝐹×𝑀𝑀 (7. 𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿 (7. 𝑏𝑏)

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1
𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒        ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (7. 𝑐𝑐)
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1

𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒        ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀ 𝑡𝑡 (7. 𝑑𝑑)

 

Constraints (2. 𝑎𝑎), (2. 𝑏𝑏), and (2. 𝑐𝑐) impose that when a line 
(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is in a safe zone (𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 = 1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 = 1), power will flow 

unidirectionally in any closed line. However, in a damage 
zone, power does not flow in closed lines. (3) states that 
manual lines are closed after repair or isolation from damage 
zones and will not be used as tie-switches. Constraint (4) 
prohibits power from flowing into HV/MV substations while 
indicating that power arrives to any bus from a single direction. 
Constraint (5. 𝑎𝑎) says that a load can be energized if power 
flows into the corresponding bus, and from (5. 𝑏𝑏)  only 
available buses (not in damage zone) can supply power to their 
loads. In (6), individual buses need to wait for the availability 
of the linked line to become also available. Constraints (7. 𝑎𝑎), 
(7. 𝑏𝑏), (7. 𝑐𝑐), and (7. 𝑑𝑑) indicate respectively that: manual 
lines not directly adjacent to damages are not opened, lines are 
being repaired during all the time horizon, buses are recovered, 
and loads are restored to the network. 

2.2. Power flow constraints 

The operation of the PDN can be described in terms of power 
flow from substations to aggregated loads connected at the MV 
buses. The LinDistFlow model (Baran and Wu, 1989) is used 
as described below for the active power (∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡) 

∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
𝑗𝑗:(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝐿𝐿

+ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑 = ∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝐿𝐿
+ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑, ∀𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑁𝑁            (8) 

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 2(𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡) ≤ (1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡)𝑀𝑀                (9)  

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 2(𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡) ≥ −(1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡)𝑀𝑀           (10) 
0 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐿𝐿, ∀𝑡𝑡 (11) 

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡 (12) 

(1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 )𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑 ,    ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, ∀𝑡𝑡 (13) 
Constraint (8)  is the power balance equation. (9)  and (10) 
represent the node voltages difference in terms of power and 
impedance quantities. (11) limits the capacity of closed lines. 
(12)  bounds the bus voltages. (13)  sets the limits for the 
active shed power. 

2.3. Telecom constraints 

Telecom or ICTs used in distribution grids can be managed by 
the distribution system operator (DSO) itself or subcontracted 
to telecom operators. Figure 1 shows captured interactions 
between DSO or utility-owned ICT infrastructure and telecom 
operator services in the case of WAC. Besides RCSs and 
substations, which are electric components with 
communication capabilities, other components are involved: 
   ⦁ Utility-owned Radio Relays (RRs): Assumed to not fail due 
to the event given a large battery storage. Each RR has a 
primary fixed (wired) and a secondary wireless link. Serves 
RCSs and intervention crews 
   ⦁ Telecom operator fixed access points (FAP): The FAP 
serves the DSO assets as a primary link (HV/MV SS, RR). 
   ⦁ Telecom operator wireless access points (WAP): The WAP 
Serves DSO assets as a secondary link (HV/MV SS, RR). 
FAPs and WAPs Can fail due to an event and rely on batteries 
to keep operation. In that case, HV/MV SS and RR will not 
necessarily fail, but will operate in a degraded (blind!) mode. 
Constraint (14) indicates that the TS is available at a RR when 
one of its serving FAP or WAPs is operating. A given RR can 
be served by just one FAP, but with one or more WAPs. 
Likewise, (15) describes the availability of the telecom 
service to substations. (16. 𝑎𝑎) and (16. 𝑏𝑏) emphasize that the 
TS is at disposal only when power supply is guaranteed. More 
precisely, from (17. 𝑎𝑎) and (17. 𝑏𝑏)  power is drawn from either 
the grid or the battery storage. (18) sets the bounds for the 
batteries, quantified here as the number of time steps before 
depletion. A simple piecewise-linear discharge model is taken 
in (19). (20) checks whether the battery is empty. 

1
𝑀𝑀 (𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
) ≤ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

         ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
, ∀(𝑘𝑘, 𝑖𝑖) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, ∀𝑡𝑡 (14)

 

1
𝑀𝑀 (𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

        ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐 + ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖:(𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)∈𝑊𝑊×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
, ∀(𝑘𝑘, 𝑖𝑖) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 × 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, ∀𝑡𝑡 (15)

 

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ∪ 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥, ∀𝑡𝑡 (16) 

 

 

1
𝑀𝑀 (1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)(𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ) ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑀𝑀(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)(𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ) ,
                                          ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ∪ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                             (17)

 

0 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ∪ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡 (18) 

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1

𝑒𝑒 )𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ∪ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡 (19) 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑀𝑀 ≤ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ∪ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡 (20) 

(19) contains a non-linear quadratic component. As the 
involved variables are integers, this can be easily linearized 

𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = (1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 )𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, ∀𝑡𝑡

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 , ∀𝑡𝑡 (19. 𝑎𝑎) 

𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ (1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ), ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 , ∀𝑡𝑡 (19. 𝑏𝑏) 

 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 , ∀𝑡𝑡 (19. 𝑐𝑐) 
(1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 ) + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 1 ≤ 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 , ∀𝑡𝑡 (19. 𝑑𝑑) 
Constraints (19. 𝑎𝑎) − (19. 𝑑𝑑) replace constraint (19). An 
equivalent procedure is conducted for (28) and (29) later. 

2.4. Routing and scheduling constraints 

Early collected data from field devices and diagnosis crews 
help to estimate important quantities (such as the repair time) 
and ultimately provide an intervention timeline. In practice, 
instructions about the paths towards damage sites are also 
specified. This combines into handling a routing and 
scheduling problem. Most available literature adapts through 
generalization the formulation of the traveling salesman 
problem (TSP) to tackle specific problems. The TSP defines 
routing variables on paths between each city pairs. This is less 
convenient when considering the distribution service 
restoration problem where tasks are to be conducted at damage 
sites. In such a problem, depots and damage sites are nodes 
connected with road paths seen as edges, and the aim is to find 
the sequence of locations each crew visited while minimizing 
the overall restoration time. This node-centered approach 
(unlike the TSP edge-centered approach) bypasses the issues 
of transportation−grid coupling and their different timescales. 
We adopt in this work the formulation proposed and 
demonstrated in (Lei et al., 2019) where routing variables have 
a time subscript to utterly characterize the node visited by each 
crew at any given time. We define then variables 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘/ 
𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘 as repair/manual switching crew 𝑘𝑘, from depot 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 
being at site 𝑙𝑙 (damage site or depot), at time step 𝑡𝑡. We use 
variable 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘 when the same constraint applies to both. the 
notation using the cross sign between different sets is used in 
this paper to represent indexed sets, where only meaningful 
elements are evaluated. In other words, 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ×
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 does not contain all possible four-dimensional 
(𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑚) combinations formed by the four sets, but 
includes only the valid (𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑚) pairs assigned to crew, which is 
associated to depot 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝.  For example, in case of two depots 1 
and 2 each having one repair crew 𝑘𝑘, forming the pairs 
(𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐): (1,1), (2,1). Let us say that damages 𝑚𝑚  and 𝑙𝑙 were 
assigned to depot 1, and damages 𝑟𝑟 and 𝑠𝑠 to depot 2. Valid 
combinations would be (1,1, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑚) and (2,1, 𝑟𝑟, 𝑠𝑠) and an 
example of a non-valid combination is (1,1, 𝑟𝑟, 𝑠𝑠).  

∑ (𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡+𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘 + 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘 − 1)
min(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ,𝑇𝑇−𝑡𝑡)

𝜏𝜏=0
≤ 0 ,   

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑚) ∈ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 × 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, ∀𝑙𝑙 ≠ 𝑚𝑚, ∀ 𝑡𝑡    (21)
 

∑ ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀×𝐹𝐹

𝑇𝑇

𝜏𝜏=t
 

            ≤ 𝑀𝑀 (1 − ∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀×𝐹𝐹
) , ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡    (22)

 

∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘΄

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘΄,𝑙𝑙)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀×𝐹𝐹 ; 𝑘𝑘΄≠𝑘𝑘

𝑇𝑇

𝜏𝜏=t
≤ 𝑀𝑀(1 − 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘),

                            ∀(𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙) ∈ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                   (23)
 

∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇

𝜏𝜏=t+∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)
≤ 𝑀𝑀(1 − 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘),

                             ∀(𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙) ∈ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 × 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 × 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                 (24)
 

∑ ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀×𝐹𝐹

𝑇𝑇

𝜏𝜏=t
≤ ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚

∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)
,

                                    ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                                                (25)
 

∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀×𝐹𝐹
+ ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀×𝐹𝐹
+ 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 1 

                                    ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                                                (26)
 

∑ 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙

∀𝑙𝑙∈𝐹𝐹
≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, ∀(𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝, 𝑙𝑙) ∈ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 × 𝐹𝐹 (27) 

Constraint (21) enforces any repair or manual switching crew 
to be present at a maximum of one node (damage site or depot) 
at any given time. Moreover, moving between two nodes is 
restricted with the travel time (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚

𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 , 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 ). (22) indicates 

that no Isolation crew can visit an incident after a previous visit 
from a repair crew to that incident. In (23), if a crew visits a 
damage, no other crew with the same function visits that 
incident in subsequent periods. (24) sets isolation crews to 
intervene in contiguous periods, and (25) forces isolation 
crews to be at an incident for the isolation duration only. 
According to (26), at any time step, the damage is in one of the 
following states: not visited yet, under isolation, under repair, 
or resolved. (27) limits the number of incidents in depot. 
2.5. Interdependence constraints 

Power and telecom domains of the smart PDN are 
interdependent as the telecom points require power supply 
from the grid, and RCSs as well as intervention crews need the 
telecom service to exchange information and commands with 
the control center. Constraints (16), stated before for 
convenience, show one side of this relationship, and the 
following constraints illustrate the other side.  

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒  ,
                                    ∀ (𝑘𝑘, (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆×𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶, ∀𝑡𝑡                      (28)  

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑 (2 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 − 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 ) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 

       ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒  , ∀ (𝑘𝑘, (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, ∀𝑡𝑡        (29)
 

𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡 ≤  𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑 , ∀ (𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙) ∈ 𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅×𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡 (30) 
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(28) indicates that circuit breakers can be operated only when 
the telecom service from substations is up, and (29) implies 
the same condition for other RCSs for which communications 
transit by the RR. A given line is available for reconnection if 
the communication link is available (30). 

𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡 ≤
∑ (∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 )t

𝜏𝜏=0
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 + 2 ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)

 

                                    ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                                                (31)
 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡 + 2 − ε −
1 + ∑ (∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 )𝑡𝑡−1

𝜏𝜏=ℎ
1 + ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)

,

                                        ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                                        (32. 𝑎𝑎)
 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡−1 − ε − 

1 + ∑ (∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 )𝑡𝑡−1
𝜏𝜏=ℎ

1 + ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)
                                ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡, ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                               (32. 𝑏𝑏)

 

 ℎ = max(0, 𝑡𝑡 − 1 − ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛(𝑙𝑙) )
 second major type of interdependence resides between 

resilience strategies of intervention crews and reconfiguration. 
A line is not operable unless repair is finished (31). Also, 
opening manual switches directly adjacent to damages 
achieves best isolation. This is done according to (32. 𝑎𝑎) and 
(32. 𝑏𝑏) after isolation and repair crews spent required time to 
finish their tasks.  
2.6. Objective function 

The standpoint of a DSO is adopted in this work as the main 
objective is supplied power, while the cost of resilience 
strategies is considered to settle cases where many restoration 
policies minimize to the same level non-supplied load (or 
equivalently maximize supplied load).  

min
𝐷𝐷,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑑𝑑,𝑎𝑎,𝑦𝑦,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏,𝑧𝑧,𝑇𝑇,𝐸𝐸

𝛼𝛼 ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑

∀𝑖𝑖∈𝑁𝑁∀𝑡𝑡
+ 𝛾𝛾 ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙(1 − 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡)

∀𝑙𝑙∈𝐹𝐹∀𝑡𝑡
 

                                                                                                        (33)
 

The objective function is given in (33) with 𝑃𝑃 as a vector of 
all electrical quantities (p, q, v) and 𝑅𝑅 representing all telecom-
related variables. The remaining vectors assemble all variables 
with the corresponding name.  𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 is the cost of repairing a 
damaged line 𝑙𝑙. Note that for the constants 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛾𝛾 : 𝛼𝛼 ≫ 𝛾𝛾 as 
from the standpoint of a DSO during crisis management, 
restoring power to clients is of utter most importance and costs 
are only considered when equivalently performing strategies 
are compared. As adopted in most of the literature (Panteli et 
al., 2017; Fang and Zio, 2019), the resilience of the system can 
be calculated based on the temporal evaluation of a 
performance measure, which we choose here as supplied load. 

3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

A case study is designed based on the layout of the IEEE 12-
node test feeder to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach. Figure 2.a shows the buses served by each 
feeder, and the interconnections between feeders using tie-
switches (or normally-open switches). We set: 𝛼𝛼 = 10, 𝛾𝛾 =

0.01, 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 = 100, and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 = 1 for all failed lines. The MILP 
is implemented in Pyomo (Hart et al., 2017) and solved using 
CPLEX on a personal computer with Intel Core i7 Processor 
(1.8 GHz) and 8 GB RAM. A time step of 30 mn is used.  
Nodes 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2.a represent the HV/MV 
substations, while the remaining nodes are the MV buses, 
which not only supply power to electrical loads, but also 
energize telecom operator Fx and W access points. A scenario 
of 8 physical damages is considered, with 7 affected power 
lines and 1 telecom access point (Figure 2.a). Damages 23-24, 
2-17, 20-21 are pre-assigned to DP1, and the remaining to 
DP2. The used (widely adopted) technique pre-allocates 
damages to depots based on their distances to the depots as 
(Lin et al., 2019) Repair crews (RC) and manual switching 
crews (MC) are initially located at depots. DP1 is set to have 
1 RC (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠1 = 1) and 1 MC, whereas DP2 has 2 RCs (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠2 =
2)  and 1 MC. The travel time is proportional to the distance 
between a depot and a damage or between two damages, 
whilst MCs are twice faster than RCs. Without loss of 
generality, repair and operation of manual switches by crews 
are chosen for all lines to last 2 and 1 time steps respectively. 
The damage in the telecom access point is not repaired as the 
repair process is limited to grid assets, and this task should be 
handled by the telecom operator. Unlike utility-owned radio 
relays that are assumed to have power storage of one to two 
days, telecom operator access points have only limited battery 
storage, set for a duration of 1.5h (3 time steps). Remote 
switches and intervention crews get TS from the closest RR, 
and substations provide TS to circuit breakers. RRs and 
substations connect to the closest WAP and FAP.  
A preliminary simulation is conducted to confirm the intuitive 
(and literature well-verified) statement that co-optimization 
achieves better performance than non-cooperative approaches. 
Considering perfect communications, we obtain a gain of 12% 
in total supplied load using the proposed co-optimization, 
compared to a case where we solve first an optimization 
problem for crew schedules, then take the result as an input to 
switch reconfiguration stage under power flow constraints 
(Arif et al., 2018). 
Next, to quantify the criticality of TS in smart distribution 
grids, a telecom agnostic case is constructed. The co-
optimization is solved within 8 sec for telecom agnostic case 
(Case I), and 75 sec for telecom aware case (Case II). Figure 
2.b depicts the evolution of supplied power during the event 
scenario. TS agnostic case satisfies 79% of the power demand 
during the simulation horizon compared to 71% in the more 
realistic TS aware case. Case I clearly dominates Case II 
between 𝑡𝑡 = 2 and 𝑡𝑡 = 9, meaning that the difference in total 
supplied power is experienced in a limited time window, 
towards the beginning of the event, which corresponds to the 

(a)                                                            (b) 
Fig 2. (a) Multi-feeder network (b) Evolution of supplied power 
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(28) indicates that circuit breakers can be operated only when 
the telecom service from substations is up, and (29) implies 
the same condition for other RCSs for which communications 
transit by the RR. A given line is available for reconnection if 
the communication link is available (30). 

𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡 ≤
∑ (∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 )t

𝜏𝜏=0
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 + 2 ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)

 

                                    ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                                                (31)
 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡 + 2 − ε −
1 + ∑ (∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘
∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 )𝑡𝑡−1

𝜏𝜏=ℎ
1 + ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)

,

                                        ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                                        (32. 𝑎𝑎)
 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡−1 − ε − 

1 + ∑ (∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘

∀(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑘𝑘)∈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 )𝑡𝑡−1
𝜏𝜏=ℎ

1 + ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑙𝑙)
                                ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡, ∀𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐹𝐹, ∀𝑡𝑡                               (32. 𝑏𝑏)

 

 ℎ = max(0, 𝑡𝑡 − 1 − ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚∀𝑚𝑚∈𝑛𝑛(𝑙𝑙) )
 second major type of interdependence resides between 

resilience strategies of intervention crews and reconfiguration. 
A line is not operable unless repair is finished (31). Also, 
opening manual switches directly adjacent to damages 
achieves best isolation. This is done according to (32. 𝑎𝑎) and 
(32. 𝑏𝑏) after isolation and repair crews spent required time to 
finish their tasks.  
2.6. Objective function 

The standpoint of a DSO is adopted in this work as the main 
objective is supplied power, while the cost of resilience 
strategies is considered to settle cases where many restoration 
policies minimize to the same level non-supplied load (or 
equivalently maximize supplied load).  

min
𝐷𝐷,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑑𝑑,𝑎𝑎,𝑦𝑦,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏,𝑧𝑧,𝑇𝑇,𝐸𝐸

𝛼𝛼 ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑

∀𝑖𝑖∈𝑁𝑁∀𝑡𝑡
+ 𝛾𝛾 ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙(1 − 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡)

∀𝑙𝑙∈𝐹𝐹∀𝑡𝑡
 

                                                                                                        (33)
 

The objective function is given in (33) with 𝑃𝑃 as a vector of 
all electrical quantities (p, q, v) and 𝑅𝑅 representing all telecom-
related variables. The remaining vectors assemble all variables 
with the corresponding name.  𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 is the cost of repairing a 
damaged line 𝑙𝑙. Note that for the constants 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛾𝛾 : 𝛼𝛼 ≫ 𝛾𝛾 as 
from the standpoint of a DSO during crisis management, 
restoring power to clients is of utter most importance and costs 
are only considered when equivalently performing strategies 
are compared. As adopted in most of the literature (Panteli et 
al., 2017; Fang and Zio, 2019), the resilience of the system can 
be calculated based on the temporal evaluation of a 
performance measure, which we choose here as supplied load. 

3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

A case study is designed based on the layout of the IEEE 12-
node test feeder to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach. Figure 2.a shows the buses served by each 
feeder, and the interconnections between feeders using tie-
switches (or normally-open switches). We set: 𝛼𝛼 = 10, 𝛾𝛾 =

0.01, 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 = 100, and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 = 1 for all failed lines. The MILP 
is implemented in Pyomo (Hart et al., 2017) and solved using 
CPLEX on a personal computer with Intel Core i7 Processor 
(1.8 GHz) and 8 GB RAM. A time step of 30 mn is used.  
Nodes 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2.a represent the HV/MV 
substations, while the remaining nodes are the MV buses, 
which not only supply power to electrical loads, but also 
energize telecom operator Fx and W access points. A scenario 
of 8 physical damages is considered, with 7 affected power 
lines and 1 telecom access point (Figure 2.a). Damages 23-24, 
2-17, 20-21 are pre-assigned to DP1, and the remaining to 
DP2. The used (widely adopted) technique pre-allocates 
damages to depots based on their distances to the depots as 
(Lin et al., 2019) Repair crews (RC) and manual switching 
crews (MC) are initially located at depots. DP1 is set to have 
1 RC (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠1 = 1) and 1 MC, whereas DP2 has 2 RCs (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠2 =
2)  and 1 MC. The travel time is proportional to the distance 
between a depot and a damage or between two damages, 
whilst MCs are twice faster than RCs. Without loss of 
generality, repair and operation of manual switches by crews 
are chosen for all lines to last 2 and 1 time steps respectively. 
The damage in the telecom access point is not repaired as the 
repair process is limited to grid assets, and this task should be 
handled by the telecom operator. Unlike utility-owned radio 
relays that are assumed to have power storage of one to two 
days, telecom operator access points have only limited battery 
storage, set for a duration of 1.5h (3 time steps). Remote 
switches and intervention crews get TS from the closest RR, 
and substations provide TS to circuit breakers. RRs and 
substations connect to the closest WAP and FAP.  
A preliminary simulation is conducted to confirm the intuitive 
(and literature well-verified) statement that co-optimization 
achieves better performance than non-cooperative approaches. 
Considering perfect communications, we obtain a gain of 12% 
in total supplied load using the proposed co-optimization, 
compared to a case where we solve first an optimization 
problem for crew schedules, then take the result as an input to 
switch reconfiguration stage under power flow constraints 
(Arif et al., 2018). 
Next, to quantify the criticality of TS in smart distribution 
grids, a telecom agnostic case is constructed. The co-
optimization is solved within 8 sec for telecom agnostic case 
(Case I), and 75 sec for telecom aware case (Case II). Figure 
2.b depicts the evolution of supplied power during the event 
scenario. TS agnostic case satisfies 79% of the power demand 
during the simulation horizon compared to 71% in the more 
realistic TS aware case. Case I clearly dominates Case II 
between 𝑡𝑡 = 2 and 𝑡𝑡 = 9, meaning that the difference in total 
supplied power is experienced in a limited time window, 
towards the beginning of the event, which corresponds to the 

(a)                                                            (b) 
Fig 2. (a) Multi-feeder network (b) Evolution of supplied power 

 

 

most critical period for contingency mitigation. Thus, Case I 
magnifies the restoration potential by not considering the 
availability of telecom points, and better insight can be taken 
from Case II as the telecom domain is modeled.  Figures 3 and 
4 display the timelines of all intervention crews in both cases. 
MC1 of DP2 (MC(2,1)) isolated buses 8 and 14 from damaged 
12-13 by opening 8-12, but branches 8-14-33 could not be 
restored till 𝑡𝑡 = 6 due to unavailability of the TS. Likewise, 
Line 20-21 was repaired by RC1 of DP1 (RC(1,1)) at 𝑡𝑡 = 4 
but could not be reconnected till 𝑡𝑡 = 6 that corresponds to the 
completion of repair at 12-13 , which enabled the TS provided 
by W2 and F2. These two waived reconnections contributed 
considerably to the gap in supplied power between I and II. 
Damages 12-13 and 34-35 are visited by MC(2,1) and MC(1,1) 
respectively, many time periods before repair is conducted 
(Figure 3). Figure 2.b unveils the gain in terms of supplied 
power (curve of Case I) as loads connected to 8, 14, 31, 30, 
and 36 could be restored as soon as isolated from the 
propagating incidents. Hence, it is important to have fast 
moving crews, which can perform such operations and not 
always wait for heavily equipped repair crews to launch the 
restoration. Still, repair crews operate manual switches after 
finishing their task as they are already on site, in accordance 
with the control center instructions. Figures 3 and 4 depict the 
post-repair manual switching by retaining repair crews at the 
handled damage longer than the repair time, set here to 2 time 
steps. From Figure 4, the obtained solution prioritizes repair of 
line segments directly affecting the availability of TS. Lines 
20-21 and 12-13 that supply power to telecom access points 
are repaired during first time steps. 12-13 contributes indeed 
to boost the restoration process, however, as F1 is damaged, 
the TS intended benefit from this repair could not be leveraged. 
This reveals the drawback of situational blindness about repair 
operations conducted by telecom operators. In better 
observable cases, the optimization is able to use knowledge 
about battery discharging of telecom access points, to delay 
sending MC(2,1) to 34-35, because in any case the possible 
profitable reconfigurations allowed by manual isolation cannot 
be carried till restoration of a portion of the TS at 𝑡𝑡 = 6. This 
delay can allow to assign another task to the crew and avoid 
the cost of waiting at the site until the TS is restored. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a resilience-based optimization of 
intervention crews dispatch and manual/remote switches 
operation. The objective is to maximize the total supplied 
power during an outage scenario, while minimizing the 
intervention cost in case two strategies achieve the same 
performance. In addition to repair crews, fast moving isolation 
crews are introduced to allow highly flexible recovery.  A 
more realistic model of the distribution grid is considered, 
where ICT points are supplied from electrical buses and have 
limited battery storage. RCSs and intervention crews get their 
TS from utility-owned RR and substations, which are served 
from the telecom operator access points. 
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Abstract—Albeit power grids evolve to be smarter, major
extreme events still pose reliability and resilience challenges,
mainly at the distribution level due to increased vulnerabilities
and limited recovery resources. Information and communication
technologies (ICTs) introduce a new set of vulnerabilities,
widely examined in the literature, like remote device failures,
communication channel disturbances, and cyber attacks.
However, very few studies explored the opportunity offered
by communications to improve the resilience of power systems
and move away from viewing power-telecom interdependencies
as a threat only. This paper proposes a communication-aware
distribution system restoration (DSR) methodology, which
leverages power-telecom interdependencies to find optimal
restoration strategies. The state of the grid-energized telecom
points is tracked to inform the best restoration actions, which
are enabled via resilience resources of repair, manual switching
(MS), remote reconfiguration, and distributed generators
(DGs). As the telecommunication network coordinates the
allocation of those resilience resources due to their coupling,
different telecom architectures are introduced to investigate the
contribution of private and public ICTs to grid management
and restoration operations. The system restoration takes as input
the configuration after the remote fast-response to formulate the
problem as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). Results from
numerical simulations highlight the enhancement in the DSR
process brought by telecom-aware recovery and co-optimization
of resilience resources, while quantifying the existent disparity
between overhead and underground power line configurations.

Index Terms—Smart Grid, Distribution System Restoration,
Cyber-Physical Systems, Resilience, Co-optimization, MILP

NOMENCLATURE

Indices and Sets
c, e Index of communication, electric service, resp.
N Set of all power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses)
S Set of HV/MV Substations (SS)
X,W Set of fiXed, Wireless access points, resp.
U Set of utility-owned access points
n(j) Set of neighbor nodes of node j
nm(l) Set of neighbor manual lines of line l
L, Lu Set of all lines and underground lines, resp.
Lm, Lr Set of manual, remote switchable lines, resp.
Lar, Lcb Set of auto-reclosing, circuit-breaking lines, resp.
F Set of failed power lines
F o, Fu Set of failed overhead, underground lines, resp.
DP Set of depots
RC,MC Set of repair, manual switching crews, resp.
GC Set of DG placement crews

Parameters
M Large number
rij , xij Resistance, Reactance of line (i, j)
Resl Demand of repair resources from faulted line l
Resdp Repair resources available at depot dp
RTl,MTl Repair, manual switching time of damage l, resp.
GTg DG placement time at bus g
TTlm Travel time from l to m (depot, line, or bus)
si Binary parameter. 1 if i is a SS, 0 otherwise

Variables
swl,t 1 if switch at l = (i, j) is closed at t, else 0
swij,t 1 if directed switch (i, j) is closed at t, else 0
pij,t, qij,t Active, reactive power flow of line (i, j) at t, resp.
pnsi,t , q

ns
i,t Loss of active, reactive load at node i at t, resp.

pdgi,t, q
dg
i,t Active, reactive DG power at node i at t, resp.

vi,t Voltage magnitude at node i
dij,t 1 if power flows from i to j at t, 0 otherwise
aij,t 1 if line l = (i, j) is available at t, 0 otherwise
aei,t 1 if bus i is available at t, 0 otherwise
yei,t 1 if bus i is energized at t, 0 otherwise
ydgi,t 1 if a DG is connected at bus i at t, 0 otherwise
adgi,t 1 if a DG is available at bus i at t, 0 otherwise
uc
i,t 1 if telecom service (TS) from utility-owned

access point i is available at t, 0 otherwise
ssci,t 1 if TS of a SS i is available at t, 0 otherwise
T c
i,t 1 if TS from the operator access point i is

available at t, 0 otherwise
T e
i,t 1 if electricity supply for the operator access point

i is available at t, 0 otherwise
Ei,t Energy storage of the battery at node i at t
bi,t 1 if AP battery i is not empty at t, 0 otherwise
rcdp,kl,t 1 if line l is under repair by crew k of depot dp

at time t, 0 otherwise
mcdp,kl,t 1 if line l is under manual switching by crew k

of depot dp at time t, 0 otherwise
gcdp,kn,t 1 if bus n is under DG-placement by crew k of

depot dp at time t, 0 otherwise

I. INTRODUCTION

SMART grids abide by high standards of quality-of-supply
and service continuity despite being challenged by

extreme events such as natural hazards, cyber-physical
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attacks, and human errors. Consequently, all involved
stakeholders strive for increased grid reliability and resilience
[1]. Resilience commonly encompasses proactive planning,
robustness, damage assessment, and restoration [2, 3].
For resilience improvement, operational measures at the
restoration stage are identified as a high opportunity compared
to the expensive hardening measures [4, 1]. Smart grids
restoration aims to get the system back to an acceptable level
of performance as fast as possible, with minimized adverse
impacts on society. Methods to achieve this objective evolved
from rule-based expert systems to heuristics like genetic
algorithms and fuzzy logic, then mathematical optimization
and AI-based methods [3, 5]. Resilience-based optimization
is introduced in many recent literature for grid restoration.
The transmission network has drawn many efforts in this
area given its high criticality by acting as the backbone of
the electric system [6, 7]. Yet, increasing grid applications
(renewables, electrical vehicles, smart-meters, etc.), pervasive
ICTs, and inherent vulnerabilities in the smart distribution grid
(SDG) prompted deep analysis of restoration optimization at
this level [8]. Thereby, even if the insights from the present
work apply well to transmission grids and other industrial
cyber-physical systems, the model focuses on distribution grids
as advanced operational aspects of radiality, switching, and
power balancing are discussed.

For distribution grid restoration, literature-proposed
approaches range from single-resource optimization in the
power grid to multi-resource co-optimization in interdependent
systems. Investigated resources include mainly reconfiguration
switches, intervention crews, and mobile power storage.
Authors in [4] focused on the fast response of the grid
using remote-controlled switches (RCSs). A unified two-stage
optimization model was constructed starting from proactive
RCS allocation, followed by remote reconfiguration. A
two-stage remote and manual switching is considered in
[9], where an initial MILP formulation describes feeder
reconfigurations with DG-assisted grid-forming, before
seeking with a similar optimization method the optimal
sequence of switching operations. For multi-resource DSR
optimization, Ref. [10] models the routing and scheduling of
crews to disrupted components by two MILPs that correspond
to the cases of full-repair requirement before reconnection
and possible partial operation, respectively. Some works
discussed dynamic programming [11], markov decision
processes [12], and reinforcement learning [13] as promising
methods to overtake computation and scalability concerns
related to models of large-scale real world systems. However,
mixed integer programming (MIP) methods are this far
dominant in co-optimization of multiple resilience resources
for faster crew interventions with microgrid formation
capabilities. The work in [14] coordinates resilience strategies
of repair crew dispatch, DG placement, and reconfiguration.
A MILP is formulated based on power flow, routing, and
scheduling constraints to optimize the served load and the
restoration time. With similar objectives and resources, but
using vertex-wise routing instead of the edge-wise approach,
[15] constructed a MIP to optimally recover the distribution
system in minimum time. The problem was convexified

and linearized equivalently, then reduced by pre-assigning
damages and DG candidates to depots. The co-optimization
approach is extended by the authors in [16] to encompass
damage assessment for comprehensive system restoration
analysis. The designed framework brings forward crew
schedules and reconfiguration to the damage assessment
stage, resulting in a dynamic update of restoration schedules
as failures are revealed. All these recent contributions to
DSR analysis are comprehensive and already address many
aspects related to restoration modeling for single-resource
and multi-resources problems with various constraints, as
well as scalability issues. However, none of them consider
the omni-present power-telecom interdependencies.

The DSR invoke many power-telecom interdependent
functions from outage management and wide-area monitoring,
protection and control systems, e.g. volt/VAR control, fault
location, isolation, and service restoration (FLISR), and
intervention workforce management [17, 18, 4]. According to
[19], this power-telecom coupling can be seized by extending
the optimal power flow model to include information flow.
The resulting integrated model is non-convex and highly
non-linear due to prevailing event-driven communications.
Alike complexity is observed in [20] that developed a
cyber-constrained power flow model to evaluate and enhance
the power system resilience, then used a bi-level linear
programming exact reformulation to solve the problem. An
attempt was conducted in [21] to investigate the status of
the telecommunication service (TS) by coordinating repair
and reconfiguration alongside the deployment of emergency
communications. However, this work considers power supply
effect on feeder terminal units (FTUs) only till the batteries are
depleted, and does not look into prioritizing the recovery of
nodes from which FTUs are initially supplied. An emergency
deployment is conducted, looping back to only considering
telecom impacts on the grid, missing the impact of the grid
on communications. Authors in [22] present a fine-grained
description of the power-telecom interdependence with a
discrete-event evaluation methodology. However, back-up
power supplies such as batteries in communication devices are
not modeled, making the study of the impact on the restoration
process incomplete.

Hence, reviewed state-of-the-art works consider no- or
one-way power dependence on the telecom service. This
reduces the telecom network to its cyber layer, whereas
practical evidence strongly demonstrates the importance
of telecoms’ physical layer that can be affected either
by a physical damage or a shortage in power supply
[23]. In addition, no previous DSR contribution considered
underground lines, which differ from overhead lines in
terms of failure isolation [24]. To bridge these gaps, the
present work considers both cyber and physical layers of the
telecom network, allowing to capture two-way power-telecom
interdependencies: the power distribution system depends
on telecoms to control switches and communicate with
intervention crews, while telecom assets depend on the power
supply from the grid or back-up batteries to operate. A
telecom-aware co-optimization is proposed to solve the DSR
problem, with novel contributions outlined as follows:
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• The model captures the two-way power-telecom
interdependencies, as well as the coupling among
restoration resources and within public-private telecoms;

• A DSR co-optimization is formulated to seek optimal
restoration strategies by leveraging information on the
availability of telecom assets and their power supply;

• Various grid architectures are accounted for by the
two broad families of overhead and underground lines,
demonstrating minimal model changes for configuration
evolution;

• A simplified formulation is used for radiality conditions,
and a realistic multi-feeder network is constructed to
validate the proposed approach.

Section II introduces the system model and the proposed
restoration approach; Section III presents simulations and
numerical results; and the conclusion is drawn in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Distribution grids are meshed by design but operated
radially to limit the propagation of faults by opening some
switches in normal operation (called tie-switches). The term
failure is used here interchangeably with fault, damage,
outage, and incident to indicate an unavailability status of a
component due to an exogenous event. Fig. 1 summarizes
interactions among intra- and inter-domain components,
with four main actions: power supply, telecom service,
repair/isolation and DG placement (each arrow originates
from an entity providing the action/service and ends at a
targeted entity). After the outbreak of an extreme event, the
fast response reconfigures the network by maneuvring RCSs,
relying on prior knowledge about the structure and operation
of the grid, as well as monitoring information. The whole
process is conducted within few minutes of the surge and
usually allows for a partial restoration. Topological, power
flow, and zone isolation conditions are verified before any
reconfiguration in the network. Interested readers can refer to
[4, 9] for more details about the fast remote reconfiguration.

Following the initial response, the SDG attains a
limited recovery that needs to be carried on by means
of multiple resources: remote/manual switching, repair/MS
crews, and DGs. A MILP formulation is proposed
to co-optimize restoration resources, where the optimal
combination of resilience resources is sought subject to
topological, operational, and interdependence constraints. The
co-optimization is motivated by tight coupling of considered
resources. For instance, an intervention crew finishing a repair
at a given line, would need to inform the control center
that may execute some reconfiguration using switches, before
commanding the crew to reconnect the repaired segment.
Likewise, formed microgrids using DGs combine the tasks
achieved by specialized intervention crews and reconfiguration
in the network by manual and remote switches. There is also a
complementarity between repairing and placing DGs, because
zones that receive DGs are most likely to afford delayed
repair, which allows prioritizing other zones, and vice versa.
The inter-resource coupling is even more appealing when
ICTs are acknowledged as the vector of coordination. Unlike

Fig. 1. Summarized interactions in the proposed model

the fast response, where telecom points are only affected by
direct failures, power shortages affect important telecom points
after depletion of their batteries. Therefrom, the DSR stage
deals with the two-way power-telecom dependence, where
ICTs are dependent on the grid for power supply, and the
grid dependent on ICTs for both controlling field assets and
coordinating restoration strategies. Information provided to the
DSR stage (t = 0) includes remote reconfiguration from the
first response and outage diagnoses. This is organized as a
record of identified damages, an estimation of travel/repair
time, and an indication of damaged sites’ accessibility.

A. Zone Separation Constraints

Three zones can be distinguished during an event: i)
Damaged zone: part of the grid containing the initial failure
and subsequent damages due to failure propagation; ii)
Out-of-Service safe zone: part of the network, at first included
in the damaged zone, but could be isolated from the damage
using switches. Elements in this zone wait for re-connection
to the grid; iii) Supplied safe zone: parts that are safe from
damages and energized. In overhead lines, only one switch
is present at each line between two nodes (buses), then
the tightest isolation could be made by opening switches of
neighboring lines. However, in underground lines, a switch is
often positioned at each side of a node, allowing for a better
isolation by opening both sides for a damaged line.

aei,t + swl,t − 1 ≤ aej,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (1)
aei,t ≤ aei,t−1 + al,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ F o,∀t (2)

aei,t ≤ aei,t−1 + aij,t + (1− swij,t),∀(i, j) ∈ Fu,∀t (3)
swl,t ≤ swij,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (4)
swl,t ≤ swji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (5)

swij,t + swji,t − 1 ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (6)

Constraint (1) ensures that damaged zones are not connected
to safe (supplied or out-of-service) zones. This is guaranteed
by requiring open lines between safe and damaged zones.
Connection between supplied and out-of-service zones is
possible. From (2)−(3), a power bus can be restored if
no neighboring overhead or underground line is damaged
(aij,t = 0), or isolated from neighboring underground line.
The variable swij,t is directed, because it represents the switch
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closest to node i and swji,t is the switch closest to node j in
underground networks, while the undirected variable swl,t is
used when direction is not needed. Constraints (4)−(6) state
that an underground line is closed only when both switches
are closed, and open otherwise. Other than constraints (3)−(6),
the undirected variable swl,t is used throughout the model to
represent the state of line l = (i, j).

B. Radiality Constraints

A novel formulation is adopted to guarantee the radiality of
the power grid

dij,t + dji,t ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (7)
swl,t− (2−yei,t−yej,t) ≤ dij,t+dji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (8)
dij,t+dji,t− (2−yei,t−yej,t) ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (9)∑

∀j∈n(i)

dji,t ≤ aei,t − si − ydgi,t ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t (10)

∑

∀j∈n(i)

dij,t ≤ M ·


 ∑

∀j∈n(i)

dji,t + si + ydgi,t


 ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t

(11)
Constraint (7) imposes unidirectional power flow, while
capturing the existence of unsupplied closed lines in damaged
zones. This fact is missed in all reviewed works as an equality
sign in (7) would force energizing (de-energizing) a line
to be equivalent to closing (opening) it. Then, (8) and (9)
state that for all t, a line out of damaged zones is safely
energized as soon as closed. Note that the damage in a
line is represented by failing the direct connecting nodes,
meaning that both failed-open and failed-closed events can be
considered. Constraint (10) prohibits power flow into HV/MV
substations or nodes with a DG source, while indicating that
any other bus has at most one parent node. If this parent
node is not supplying power to the considered node i, or i is
neither a substation nor a DG, no downstream flow is possible
from i as encoded in (11). The placement of DGs to form
islanded zones (or microgrids) is anticipated by (10), and the
resulting topology is a spanning forest similar to the case of
multi-substation power system. This construction admits the
formation of out-of-service islands.

C. Power Flow Constraints

The LinDistFlow model is used to represent the flow of
power to all loads in the system.∑

∀j∈n(i)

pij,t + pdi =
∑

∀j∈n(i)

pji,t + pnsi,t + pdgi ,∀i ∈ N \ S,∀t

(12)∑

∀j∈n(i)

qij,t + qdi =
∑

∀j∈n(i)

qji,t + qnsi,t + qdgi ,∀i ∈ N \ S, ∀t

(13)
−M · (1− dij,t) ≤vi,t − vj,t − 2 · (rij · pij,t + xij · qij,t)

≤ M · (1− dij,t),∀(i, j) ∈ L,∀t
(14)

0 ≤ pij,t ≤ Smax · dij,t,∀(i, j) ∈ L,∀t (15)

0 ≤ qij,t ≤ Smax · dij,t,∀(i, j) ∈ L,∀t (16)

vmin
i ≤ vi,t ≤ vmax

i ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t (17)

(1− yei,t) · pdi ≤ pnsi,t ≤ pdi ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t (18)

(1− yei,t) · qdi ≤ qnsi,t ≤ qdi ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t (19)

0 ≤ pdgi,t ≤ P dg,max · ydgi,t ,∀i ∈ D,∀t (20)

0 ≤ qdgi,t ≤ Qdg,max · ydgi,t ,∀i ∈ D,∀t (21)

Constraints (12)−(13) express the power balance at each bus.
The difference in node voltages is given in (14) in terms of
power and impedance quantities. Equations (15)−(16) limit
the power capacity of closed lines, while (17) bounds the bus
voltage. The non-supplied power is restrained by (18)−(19).

D. Telecom Constraints

The grid operators use public and/or private
communications for DSR and other grid applications
[25, 26, 27]. Public ICTs range from wired (fiber-optic,
copper: PSTN, xDSL) to licensed (GSM, CDMA, LTE, 5G,
etc.) and unlicensed (WiFi, LoRa, SigFox, etc.) wireless
technologies [28]. DSOs subcontract telecom operators to
provide and manage the access and core infrastructure that
allows the connection of substations, field devices, and
crews to the control center and other central functions
(DSO datacenters, procurement centers, billing system,
etc.). This has the advantages of reduced operational costs,
wide coverage, and specialized support from experienced
telecom teams. The alternative is to deploy a private network,
managed by the DSO itself, to cope with privacy and
congestion issues in public ICTs. Unfortunately, this imposes
limitations like narrow bandwidth (i.e, reduced data rate),
high OPEX, niche technology, and very restricted ecosystem.
Such technologies encompass power line communications
(PLC) for which the DSO already has the basic infrastructure,
and private mobile radiocommunications (PMR), operated
in a dedicated frequency band. A hybrid setting can offer a
good compromise between the pros and cons of public and
private communications, with great flexibility in selecting
the technology that meets the requirements of a given grid
application [25]. The constraints below show an example of
a hybrid architecture that can be captured by the proposed
DSR model combining utility-owned ICT infrastructure and
telecom operator services. The hierarchical setup of telecom
networks is illustrated by the wide area network (WAN) and
core network that provide services to public and private access
points (APs), which in turn serve grid assets. Therefore, in
addition to connecting RCSs, crews, and substations, other
communication components are modeled:

• Private or Utility-owned APs (U-APs): An important
DSO asset equipped with large batteries. Each U-AP has
a primary fixed (wired) and a secondary wireless link in
case of a hybrid configuration. U-APs can provide RCSs
and intervention crews with requested TS.

• Telecom operator fixed APs (F-APs): Serve the DSO
assets (HV/MV SS and RCSs) in a public configuration,
and can be a primary link for U-APs in a hybrid
configuration. The battery can last some hours.

• Telecom operator wireless APs (W-APs): Serve the DSO
assets (HV/MV SS and RCSs) in a public configuration,
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and can be a secondary link for U-APs in a hybrid
configuration. The battery can last some hours.

The upper layer that serves APs is called the core
network, which collects, processes, and transmits data through
technology-dependent aggregation points, location registers,
gateways, etc. Some requests can be routed directly at the core
level, while others resort to the grid’s central functions, such
as the control center in the case of the DSR. The core network
connects to the WAN of the utility, which is a collection
of routers, switches (communication switches), and various
networking equipment granting access to grid functions and
applications. The criticality associated with WANs pushed
most power operators to deploy their own networks that may or
may not be handed to a tier telecom operator for management
[26]. The core network and WAN are admitted as perfectly
operating in the present work to concentrate on the impact of
the more vulnerable APs [29].

1

M
·


T c

k,t +
∑

∀j:(j,i)∈W×S

T c
j,t


 ≤ ssci,t

≤ T c
k,t +

∑

∀j:(j,i)∈W×S

T c
j,t,∀(k, i) ∈ X×S, ∀t

(22)

1

M
·


T c

k,t +
∑

∀j:(j,i)∈W

T c
j,t


 ≤ uc

i,t

≤ T c
k,t +

∑

∀j:(j,i)∈W×U

T c
j,t,∀(k, i) ∈ X×U,∀t

(23)

T c
i,t ≤ T e

i,t,∀i ∈ W∪X,∀t (24)
1

M
· (1− fi) ·

(
Ei,t + yei,t

)
≤ T e

i,t

≤ M · (1− fi) ·
(
Ei,t + yei,t

)
,∀i ∈ W∪X,∀t

(25)

1

M
· Ei,t ≤ bi,t ≤ Ei,t,∀i ∈ W∪X,∀t (26)

Emin
i ≤ Ei,t ≤ Emax

i ,∀i ∈ W∪X,∀t (27)

Ei,t = Ei,t−1 − pdisci ·
(
1− yei,t−1

)
· bi,t−1,∀i ∈ W∪X,∀t

(28)
The notation using the cross sign between different sets is used
to represent indexed sets, where only meaningful elements are
evaluated. In other words, W×S does not contain all possible
two-dimensional (j, i) combinations formed by elements of
the two sets, but includes only the valid pairs formed by
a substation i ∈ S connecting to a W-AP j ∈ W . In
(22), the summation over all W-APs associated to substation
i shows the redundancy that can be offered by W-APs,
obviously not found in fixed networks (dedicated wired link).
The available TS to a HV/MV SS relies on the availability
of either a F-AP or a secondary W-AP. Although quite
common, this is a generic choice of connecting substations,
and (22) is easily adaptable to other technologies. A hybrid
public/private telecom architecture, where private assets are
eventually sending and receiving data through public networks
is stated in (23). Constraints (24) and (25) emphasize that the
TS is at disposal only when power supply is guaranteed by the
grid or back-up batteries. In that case, HV/MV SS and U-AP
will not necessarily fail, but will operate in a blind mode.
The binary variable bi,t is linked in (26) to the state-of-charge

(SoC) Ei,t to indicate whether the battery of an AP i is empty
(bi,t = 0). Equation (27) bounds the SoC of the battery by
min and max capacities. The discharge power is pdisci in (28)
containing a quadratic component yei,t · bi,t, which is easily
linearized and replaced with a binary variable w1

i,t.

E. Routing and Scheduling Constraints

Damage assessment is conducted by diagnosis crews,
helicopter-transported teams, and airborne drones [8] to collect
data and pinpoint damage locations, helping to estimate
important parameters, e.g, repair time, travel time, and
required resources. The DSO exploits gathered information
to organize operations by allocating resources and providing
a timeline and traveling paths. This is described by the
well-known routing and scheduling problem [30]. For the
DSR problem, depots and damaged lines are nodes connected
with road paths seen as edges, and the aim is to find the
sequence of locations for each crew to visit while minimizing
the overall restoration time. The vehicle routing problem
(VRP) is adopted in many recent works [16, 14] to model
the dispatch of repair crews and/or DG placement. Since tasks
(MS, repair, and DG placement) are conducted at damage sites
and interdependencies of intervention crews with ICTs and
switches arise at these same nodes, the edge-centred approach
in VRP is less convenient for the DSR problem.

We adopt the node-centered approach proposed and
demonstrated in [15] to bypass issues of transportation-grid
coupling and their different timescales. Let c be a binary
variable representing a crew k visiting node l at time t (a crew
among repair (rc), manual switching (mc), and DG placement
(gc) crews). Variable ckl,t provides the same information in the
present model as variables ckl,m, ckl , and AT k

l used in [16,
14] to respectively represent crew k traveling the path (l,m),
crew k visiting node l, and the arrival time of k to damage
l. Still, the number of variables is comparable between ckl,t
with |C| · |F dp| · |T | elements and the edge-centred approach
necessitating |C| · |F dp|2+ |C| · |F dp| elements, where |C| the
number of crews, |F dp| the number of nodes (damaged lines
+ depots), and |T | the number of DSR time steps. The square
term indicates that the edge-centred approach grows fast with
an increase in the handled failures, while the node-centred
approach grows slower with the number of damages, and
depends on the number of time steps that is usually limited
from other parts of the global model. The form ckl,t from [15]
is extended here to cdp,kl,t capturing the fact that each crew k is
linked to a given depot dp, as well as integrating the widely
used problem reduction techniques of pre-assigning damages
and DG candidates to depots [14, 15].

min(TT c
l,m,T−t)∑

τ=0

(
cdp,kl,t+τ + cdp,km,t − 1

)
≤ 0,∀l ̸= m,

∀(dp, k, l,m) ∈ DP×C×F dp×F dp, C = RC∪MC, ∀t
(29)

T∑

τ=t

∑

∀(dp,k)∈DP×RC

mcdp,kl,τ ≤ M ·


1−

∑

∀(dp,k)∈DP×RC

rcdp,kl,t




(30)
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al,t ≤

t∑
τ=0

h(τ)*

RTl + 2 · ∑
∀m∈nm(l)

MTm
,∀l ∈ F,∀t (31)

∑

∀l∈F

al,T · Resl ≤ Resdp,∀(dp, l) ∈ DP×F (32)

h(t) + al,t ≤ 1,∀l ∈ F,∀t (33)

According to (29), a crew is at a maximum of one node
(damaged line or depot) at any given t, and it would take
at least the traveling time TT rc

lm for a repair crew and TTmc
lm

for a MS crew to get from l to m. From (30), no isolation
crew can visit an incident l ∈ F at any t after having been
visited by a repair crew. Constraint (31) shows that a line is
repaired when repair and MS crews have spent sufficient time
at the node, starting by MTl to manually isolate the damage
site, then RTl for the repair, before taking MTl to reconnect
the restored line. Repair crews are able to perform the MS. A
depot can handle a limited number of damages (32). In (33),
the damaged line is in one of the following states at any time
step: not visited yet, under isolation, under repair, or resolved.

min(TT gc
m,0+TT gc

n,0,T−t)∑

τ=0

(
gcdp,km,t+τ + gcdp,kn,t − 1

)
≤ 0,∀n ̸= m,

∀(dp, k,m, n) ∈ DP×GC×CDdp×CDdp,∀t
(34)

t∑

∀τ=0

∑

∀n∈CD

gcdp,kn,t ≤
t∑

∀τ=0

gcdp,k0,t ,∀(dp, k, n) ∈ DP×GC×CD

(35)

adgn,t ≤

t∑
τ=0

(
∑

∀(dp,k)∈DP×GC

gcdp,kn,τ

)

GTn
,∀n ∈ CD, ∀t (36)

∑

∀(dp,k)∈DP×GC

gcdp,kn,t + adgn,t ≤ 1,∀n ∈ CD, ∀t (37)

Unlike the routing of repair and MS crews, DG placement
crews need to get back to the depot after each task completion.
This comes from the assumption that considered DGs are
truck-mounted, which are bulky and require a whole team for
transport and installation. In (34), a crew is at a maximum of
one node (DG candidate or depot) at any given time t. At least
a traveling time TT gc

n,0 is required between a node n and its
depot (0 is used to indicate that a crew is coming from/heading
to its depot). (35) enforces that no direct paths between DG
candidates are allowed. A DG is placed after a crew spends
at least a placement time GTn at a site n as indicated by
(36). From (37), a candidate node is either not visited yet,
undergoing a DG placement, or has the DG installed.

F. Interdependence Constraints

The first power-telecom dependence is unraveled in (24)
as the power system energizes APs, making the TS only
available when the physical equipment is up and running.
Executing received commands by grid assets depicts another

*h(t) =
∑

∀(dp,k)∈DP×RC

rcdp,kl,t +
∑

∀(dp,k)∈DP×MC

mcdp,kl,t

power-telecom dependence, where the flow of power is
regulated by applied controls.

al,t ≤ uk,t,∀(k, l) ∈ U×L,∀t (38)
swl,t−1 − uc

k,t(2− aei,t − aej,t) ≤ swl,t ≤ swl,t−1 + uc
k,t · aei,t

∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lr∪Lar, (k, (i, j)) ∈ U×L,∀t
(39)

swl,t−1 ≤swl,t ≤ swl,t−1 + ssck,t · aei,t,
∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lcb, (k, (i, j)) ∈ S×L,∀t

(40)

Before switching, a line needs to be available for connection,
which is conditioned in (38) by the status of the
communication AP. Constraint (39) implies the dependence of
RCSs and ACRs on the TS from U-APs, and from (40) a CB
is operated only when the TS from a substation is available.
The non-linear square terms in (39)−(40) are easily linearized.

swm,t−1−ε−z† ≤ swm,t ≤ al,t+2−ε−z,∀l ∈ F,∀t (41)

Interdependencies manifest also between resilience resources.
Constraints (31) and (36) already expressed that a line and
DG are not operable unless the missioned crews have finished
their tasks. Also, closest manual lines are first opened for best
isolation, then need to be closed after task completion (41).
The dependence of U-APs on public ICTs is represented in
(23), which can be built upon to model other dependencies
based on chosen hybrid architectures.

G. Objective Function

During an extreme event, recovering power as fast as
possible to the maximum number of clients is the utmost
target of a utility. In this work, supplied power (or conversely
non-supplied power) is adopted as a performance measure, and
used in the objective function of the formulated MILP problem
alongside costs related to deployed resilience resources.

min
p,d,sw,c,a,y,T,E,w′


α
∑

∀t

∑

∀i∈N\S
Cns

i · pnsi,t

+β
∑

∀t

∑

∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t + γ


 ∑

∀(dp,k,l,t)
Crc

i · rcdp,kl,t

+
∑

∀(dp,k,l,t)
Cmc

i ·mcdp,kl,t +
∑

∀(dp,k,n,t)
Cgc

i · gcdp,kn,t






s.t. (1) − (41), (43) − (44)

(42)

Equation (42) poses the objective function with vectors of
variables: c all intervention crews, a the availability of power
buses, lines, or DGs, y the connectivity of buses to the
grid or DGs, T the vector of electric and telecom status of
public and private APs, E the SoC and bi,t the depletion
status of batteries. Cns

i , Csw
i , Crc

i , Cmc
i , and Cgc

i refer to
non-supplied load, switching, repair, MS, and DG placement
costs, respectively. DSOs do not spare efforts for restoration
due to the pressure from governments, regulation bodies,
and the public opinion, as well as the operator commitment.

†z = (1 +
t−1∑
τ=1

h(τ))/(1 +
∑

∀m∈nM (l)

MTm)
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Fig. 2. Multi-feeder test network with serving telecom points

Thus, α ≫ β and α ≫ γ, meaning that costs are only
significant in cases of equivalently performing restoration
strategies. The switching cost is introduced, as no change on
the configuration is desired unless there is a gain in restored
power or damage isolation. Csw is considered the same for
all operated switches, and variable wij,t results from the
linearization of |swl,t − swl,t−1|.

swl,t − swl,t−1 ≤ wl,t,∀l ∈ L,∀t (43)
swl,t−1 − swl,t ≤ wl,t,∀l ∈ L,∀t (44)

From (43) and (44), |swl,t − swl,t−1| equals 1 if the switch
at line l is toggled (opened or closed) at t, and 0 otherwise.

III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Multi-feeder systems are constructed to validate the
proposed approach. Per-phase analysis is run in 20kV balanced
grids. We set: α = 10, β = 0.1, γ = 0.1, Cns

i = 0.5, Ce
i =

1, Csw
i = 0.1, Crc

i = 3, Cmc
i = 1, Cgc

i = 1.5. The model
is implemented in Pyomo and solved using CPLEX on a
computer with Intel Core i7 (2.5 GHz) and 32 GB RAM.

A. Distribution System Restoration in 36-bus system

Fig. 2 shows a 36-bus system with a total 1305 kW demand.
Supplied buses by each feeder have a supply path from the
associated substation (through green lines) and tie-switches
(dashed dark lines) make the interconnections between feeders.
This is the nominal configuration, from the grid planning
stage, which is out of the scope of this work. We consider
two configurations: full-overhead (all lines are overhead) and
hybrid overhead-underground (some lines are underground).
Nodes SS1, SS2, and SS3 represent the HV/MV substations,
while the remaining nodes are MV buses energizing power
loads, F-APs (X1 and X2), and W-APs (W1 and W2). A
scenario of 8 damages is considered, with 7 affected power
lines and 1 telecom AP (X1 damaged for the whole period).

After events occurrence, the total supplied power drops
from a 100% at the initial phase to 29.5% after degradation,
before an increase owing to RCS-based reconfiguration. As
expected, hybrid overhead-underground grids perform better
than full-overhead grid with 48.66% against 42.91% of
supplied power, respectively. Still, both cases are away from an

Fig. 3. Evolution of supplied power during the DSR stage

acceptable level of restoration due to the limited improvement
brought by remote switches. Hence, distribution operators
append other resources in next restoration steps.

The resulting grid configuration is taken as an initial state
(t = 0) of the restoration process for which a time step of 1h
is used. Damages 2−17, 20−21 and 23−24 are pre-assigned
to depot 1 (DP1), whilst the remaining damages to depot 2
(DP2). Similarly, candidate buses for DG reception are set,
for safety, to not be the directly connected buses to damaged
lines, then, DP1: {36}; DP2: {14, 18, 22}. Repair crews (RC),
MS crews (MC), and DG placement crews (GC) are initially
located at depots. DP1 is set to have (RC,MC,GC)=(2,1,1),
whereas DP2 has (RC,MC,GC)=(2,1,1). The travel time is
proportional to the distance between a depot and a damage
or between two damages, and MCs are twice faster as RCs
and GCs. Repair, MS, and DG placement are chosen for all
lines to last 2h, 1h, and 1h, respectively. All crews depart
from depots. Without loss of generality, Utility-owned APs
are assumed to possess large batteries, while possible supply
shortage can be undergone by public communications despite
the battery storage duration set here to 3h. The damage in
the telecom AP should be handled by the telecom operator as
the DSO repair strategy is limited to grid assets. RCSs and
intervention crews connect to the closest U-AP, and CBs to
their substations. U-APs and substations connect to the closest
F-APs and W-APs.

A preliminary simulation is conducted to confirm
the intuitive (and literature-well-verified) statement
that co-optimization achieves better performance
than non-cooperative approaches. Considering perfect
communications (Case 1), we obtain gains of 12% and 9%
in total supplied load using the proposed co-optimization,
compared to a first case of separate optimization problems
for reconfiguration and crew schedules [14], then a second
case of co-optimization of reconfiguration and repair/MS
crews (no DGs), respectively. Next, to quantify the criticality
of TS in SDGs, a telecom-agnostic case is constructed (Case
2). This corresponds to the case where restoration decisions
are made without special attention to the status of telecom
points. To do so, the problem is solved first in case of
perfect communications (Case 1), then the obtained solution
of crew allocation (the sequence of dispatching crews) is
used as a parameter to solve the formulated problem for
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(a) Telecom-agnostic case

(b) Telecom-aware case

Fig. 4. Schedule of intervention crews for the overhead configuration

remaining variables of telecom and switch states as well as
power quantities. Our approach that leverages the state of
telecom points to find a restoration strategy is referred to as
telecom-aware (Case 3).

The evolution of supplied power over restoration steps in
the three cases is shown in Fig. 3 for both full-overhead
(O) and hybrid overhead-underground (U) configurations. The
co-optimization is solved within 1.25 seconds for Case 2,
and 21 seconds for Case 3. Clearly, the hybrid configuration
outperforms the purely overhead configuration in all three
cases, due to advanced isolation capabilities in underground
networks. This result should be taken carefully as the cost of
MS and repair is assumed to be equal for underground and
overhead networks in conducted simulations, which may not
be valid given that underground interventions are complex and
more time-consuming. Thus, a tight isolation surely helps to
improve the level of restoration, but the cost of introducing
enhanced isolation should be considered in the future. For the
hybrid configuration, the ideal case of perfect communications
achieves the best restoration compared to cases 2 and 3,
but can be described as over-optimistic as the ICTs are not
perfect and undergo many failures. Cases 2 and 3 are more
realistic by including telecom failures, which are exploited in
our proposed approach (Case 3) to orient restoration choices
and attain a better recovery than Case 2, which does not link
resource allocation to the state of telecom APs. A similar
trend is observed in the overhead configuration as the curve
associated with Case 1 dominates the telecom-aware and
telecom-agnostic cases, while the importance of prioritizing
supply restoration to some important telecom points (that will
be useful for subsequent restoration) is demonstrated through
Case 3, which outperforms Case 2.

Fig. 4 displays the schedules for all intervention crews in
cases 2 and 3, exemplified in the overhead configuration.
Unlike Case 2, interventions related to lines 30 − 31 and
34 − 35 are prioritized in Case 3, allowing earlier recovery
of telecom points supplied by involved buses. For instance,
although repair of lines 23 − 24 and 28 − 29 is finished at
t = 4, their reconnection is delayed till t = 8 in 4b to
be enabled by the recovered TS. MS crew MC1 of depot

TABLE I
TELECOM SERVICE AVAILABILITY FOR OVERHEAD CONFIGURATION

Telecom-agnostic
0→ 3 3→ 10 10→ 14 14→ 15

W1, U1, U3, SS2 TS
up

TS
down

TS down TS up
X2, W2, U2, SS1, SS3 TS up

Telecom-aware
0→ 3 3→ 5 5→ 8 8→ 15

W1, U1, U3, SS2 TS
up

TS
down

TS down TS up
X2, W2, U2, SS1, SS3 TS up

DP1 (MC(1,1)) isolated buses 32, 34, and 36 from damaged
line 30 − 31 by opening 30 − 34, 30 − 36, and 31 − 32,
allowing 34 and 36 to be restored at t = 8 after DG placement
at 22 and 36, respectively. Hence, it is important to have
fast-moving crews, which can better isolate damages prior
to interventions from heavily equipped (and slow-moving)
repair crews. The timelines show that repair crews operate
manual switches after finishing their task as they are already
on-site, in accordance with the control center instructions. The
post-repair MS is depicted by retaining repair crews at the
handled damage longer than the repair time, set here to 2 time
steps. Further, knowledge about battery discharging of telecom
APs is used in Case 3 to delay sending crews (GC(1,1),
GC(2,1), RC(1,2), RC(2,2), RC(2,1), and MC(2,1)) to their
respective tasks, because opportunities of reconfiguration are
blocked by the absence of TS, and were carried out only
following the restoration of a portion of the TS at t = 8.
This intervention postponement can allow assigning another
task to crews and avoid the cost of waiting at damaged sites
until the TS recovery.

Table I summarizes the availability of the TS in both
telecom-aware and agnostic cases for the full overhead
configuration. The telecom-aware approach is able to restore
supply to important telecom points faster, which accelerates
later recovery operations.

B. Distribution System Restoration in 141-bus and 315-bus
systems

Two case studies with 141 and 315 MV buses are
constructed from a real MV grid to demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed approach to larger networks (27
and 59 MW load power, respectively). A switch (remote or
manual) is considered at each line, distinctive from most
used bus systems where manual switches are ignored and
very few remote switches are analyzed. A scenario of 10
failures is chosen, where 3 depots host restoration resources
as follows: DP1 → {RC1,1, RC1,2,MC1,1, GC1,1}, DP2 →
{RC2,1, RC2,2,MC2,1}, DP3 → {RC3,1,MC3,1, GC3,1}.
For an overhead configuration, the DSR was solved in
225.3 and 267.4 seconds, respectively. Results from figures
5a and 5b confirm that the perfect telecom case achieves
the best restoration in terms of cumulative supplied power.
The telecom-aware approach succeeds in both usecases to
outperform the telecom-agnostic case, following the same
trend already observed in Fig. 3, where awareness about
telecom points availability increases the restoration potential.
The problem at hand is verified as NP-Hard, combining a
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(a) 141-bus system

(b) 315-bus system

Fig. 5. Evolution of supplied power during DSR

routing combinatorial optimization problem (with exponential
complexity) and SDG operation constraints. Obtained results
remain important to confirm the validity of the proposed
model, and allow to concentrate on a lower complexity
solution in future works.

IV. CONCLUSION

The restoration process in distribution grids is modeled
integrating power-telecom interdependencies and considering
multi-resources. Reconfiguration switches, repair/MS crews,
and DGs are coordinated by a telecom-aware MILP
co-optimization yielding improved resilience strategies. The
general cases of underground and overhead electrical networks
are explored, revealing advantages of tight damage isolation.
The proposed approach incorporates both the contribution
of communication networks to DSR (by connecting remote
switches and field crews to grid central functions) and
power supply of telecom assets, for a comprehensive analysis
of two-way power-telecom interdependencies. Results from
case studies show that co-optimization of resource allocation
and telecom-aware strategic interventions improve the DSR,
enhancing the overall resilience of the grid. Results from the
real distribution network, partially included due to space limit,
validate the applicability of the model. The development of a
lower complexity solution algorithm and extensions to capture
telecom dynamics are identified for future works.
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Abstract—The growing complexity in modern smart power
grids calls for sophisticated modeling and simulation methods
under various operation conditions. In particular, information
and communication technologies (ICTs) bring a whole new
set of difficulties given the event-driven nature of involved
processes. This is intensified during episodes of extreme events
as the electric power system undergoes maximum stress and
exhibits multiple vulnerabilities, particularly at the distribution
level. Many proposals push for the optimization of distribution
system restoration (DSR) using deterministic mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) models, which allow to obtain optimal
solutions for small and medium-size configurations. The present
work tackles the implementation of the solution from a MILP in a
realistic setting, revealing the actual performance of the solution.
A sensitivity analysis is conducted, identifying the repair time as
an essential system parameter that can affect the performance
of the solution. A simulation model with a Weibull distributed
repair time is used to implement the MILP solution and evaluate
its performance. A framework hybridizing simulation and MILP
optimization is proposed to enhance the initial optimal solution
for better performance in the realistic setting. Results show that
the newly computed solution from the hybrid optimization is
able to outperform the initial solution and present a potential
for application in larger scale case studies.

Index Terms—Smart Distribution Grid, Optimization, Simula-
tion, Resilience, Agent-Based Modeling, Discrete Events

I. INTRODUCTION

Power grids face an increasing number of disruptions from
extreme events due to aging infrastructure and global climate
change challenges [1, 2]. In that regard, the growing complex-
ity in the distribution grid adds an unforeseen source of vulner-
ability where distribution power operators (DSOs) experience
out-of-control situations due to lack of grid understanding [3].
Wide Digitization through ICTs, although enabling many grid
applications and improving the general performance, is the
vector introducing the most complexity to the grid in present
days. As such, advanced analysis and modeling of the power-
ICT coupling within smart grids is an active area of research
[4, 5].

Many contributions focused on co-simulation to capture the
two interacting layers, where a power simulator is interfaced
with a telecom simulator to replicate the data exchange in real
grids [6, 7]. The tractability and synchronization issues are rec-
ognized in those studies and solutions continuously explored
[8]. Less detailed and more tractable modeling is achieved

through the application of complex network theory and flow-
based approaches [9, 10, 11]. Additionally, approaches able to
strike a balance between computational efficiency and system
fidelity are proposed based on discrete event (DE) and agent-
based modeling (ABM) [12, 13, 14]. DE or event-driven
techniques are very suitable to queuing processes and match
the sporadic sending of messages in the telecom network [15].
ABMs have the advantage of reduced modeling effort, high
flexibility, and suitability for stochastic environments [16, 17].

Power-telecom interdependencies are even more critical
during hazards and crisis situations, where additional vulner-
abilities emerge, and DSOs need decision aid tools to better
navigate through the events and achieve a faster restoration.
Aforementioned techniques lack the decision support sought
by system operators for crisis management [18, 19]. As a
result, mathematical programming is identified as the suitable
approach for optimizing the grid restoration under contingency
considering power-telecom interdependencies [20, 21, 22],
which is inline with the more explored DSR problem without
power-telecom interdependencies [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. When
solved, these models are able to provide optimal solutions.
Yet, some issues are still under investigation. First, the solution
optimality is guaranteed within the proposed model, and most
conducted works do not confront the obtained solution to real
or realistic system settings to test their performance. This
is even more appealing when recognizing the multitude of
existing uncertainties on the damages, repair time, travel time,
load, supply, etc. [28, 29, 30]. Second, the formulated models
for the DSR are NP-hard, embedding combinatorial multi-
resource routing and scheduling constraints with the PF, failure
propagation, radiality, switching and any additional operational
constraints. A high computational burden can be incured for
medium- to large- sized grids even in the deterministic case,
let alone stochastic or robust formulations [31].

A novel approach is proposed in the present work to address
the first issue on solution evaluation, and set the ground for
future contributions on the second issue of computational
complexity. The routing and scheduling of intervention crews,
telecom points, and battery discharge are modeled using
agents and discrete events. The PF calculations is kept into
a callable module from defined agents. In summary, the major
contributions in this work compile to:

• Propose a modeling approach to include more SDG
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system details using ABM and DE, which is claimed as
a simulation model of the system;

• Investigate the implementation of a solution from a DSR
deterministic MILP model by evaluation in the proposed
simulation model under an uncertain repair time;

• Provide an enhancement of the initial solution from the
MILP by a new approach combining simulation and
mathematical programming.

The remainder of the paper presents in Section II the proposed
DSR model, before introducing the targeted applications of
such modeling in Section III. Simulations and numerical
results are reported in Section IV, while Section V draws
conclusions and shares insights on future work .

II. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM RESTORATION MODELING

Most state-of-the-art contributions to DSR modeling em-
bed complex network theory and flow-based methods in
optimization formulations (usually MILP) to seek the best
restoration strategies [23, 24, 25]. Previous work from the
authors adopted this approach to introduce telecom-aware
DSR [32, 22], where a strategic restoration is conducted by
identifying telecom points with a potential to accelerate the
operations, and prioritizing them in terms of power supply
recovery. For more system description, an extended model is
proposed in this work, where the routing, scheduling, telecom,
and battery constraints from the MILP-formulated DSR are
implemented using ABM and DE techniques. Figure 1 shows
the general layout of the proposed model, with the ABM-DE
module having the ability to call a PF module whenever power
calculations are needed. Unlike optimization, the decision-
making capability is not inherent to the ABM and DE, which
necessitates a new proposal to use the extended hybrid model
for optimization tasks, as will be seen in Section III.B.

Agent-based and discrete event 

modeling of the interdependent 

system

Routing and scheduling of 

intervention crews

Transmission of information

Battery storage evolution

Telecom-aware 

Optimal Power 

Flow calculation 

𝑎, 𝑇, 𝑐

𝑝, 𝑦, 𝑠𝑤

Fig. 1. Layout of the extended hybrid model

A. Crew Interventions

The crews are defined as agents with specific behaviors and
characteristics. A Parent agent Depot is defined to contain
crews of different types: repair (RC) crews, manual switching
crews (MC), etc. The movement can be specified in different
ways: i) Define the movement speed and either move in
straight direction or rely on a routing engine (like Open-
StreetMap [33]) to provide the itineraries through the road
network; ii) Provide directly a travel duration between two
points.

B. Telecom Infrastructure

Telecoms are represented as in [22] with a hierarchical
architecture, where each element is considered as an agent
with the ability to send/receive data uplink and downlink,
while possessing a queuing system to handle messages:

• Aggregation point (AggP): allows to pass from the access
part of the network to the core network where many
processing and control decisions are taken. Without loss
of generality, the aggregation point is considered to
include the control center functions of a power system
operator, which is in practice located in a separate entity.

• Access point (AP): is an entity lower than the aggregation
point in the hierarchy of telecom points. APs offer a tele-
com service in a given area depending on the technology
they use. We consider two types of APs: Fixed (or wired)
points and wireless APs.

• Access link (AccL): The link from any grid asset (or
other connecting components) and an AP is modeled
by an agent AccessLink. This allows to capture failures
in the communication channel as well as expressing
characteristics of different access link technologies, e.g.
wireless channel or fiber wires.

A queuing process guarantees that arriving messages are
kept and treated when the agent is available. The power supply
of any telecom point is tracked using an event starting the
battery discharge as soon as power supply from the grid is
out.

C. Power Flow

The LinDistFlow formulation is kept for the PF with the
difference of launching only one-shot PF. In other words, the
event-driven operation of the proposed hybrid model drives
the calls to PF calculations, which are then only one-step look
ahead.

D. Power-Telecom Interdependencies

The power-telecom interdependencies are seamlessly inte-
grated in the modeling as telecom points react to events of
power nodes failures or battery depletion, while grid opera-
tions and PF calculations depend on the transferred messages
through the telecom infrastructure.

III. PROPOSED MODEL APPLICATIONS

The proposed model is steered towards a use in distribution
restoration, while having the flexibility to capture other dis-
tribution grid functions. Two interesting applications are the
implementation of MILP solutions to the DSR problem and the
proposal of enhancements. Next sections will refer to solution
or MILP solution, which is no other that the solution to the
DSR problem obtained from the MILP formulation in [22].

A. Solution Implementation

As the hybrid model, also referred as simulation in this
paper, is recognized to have an advanced description of the
real system; it is proposed to run the MILP solution for the
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DSR to test its performance. Although the simulation is not
the real system, having more detailed modeling (in the absence
of the real system) can help to identify the performance of the
solution when applied out of the model it was computed in
(the MILP).

An introduced uncertainty in the repair time as a weibull
distribution [34] marks a simulation parameter that is not
accounted for at the DSR, during MILP solution calculation.
The values produced by the distribution are mostly around
the deterministic values used by the MILP. This is achieved
by adjusting the scale and shape parameters of the weibull
distribution.

Generally, the solution from an optimization problem is not
exactly the decision itself. For the DSR, this is seen when
having the MILP solution displaying the exact crew schedules,
with timely visits to precise locations. The decision maker will
rather infer sequences of repair for each available crew, as
meeting the exact schedule is just hardly achievable. It could
be said then for the solution implementation and evaluation
that a repair sequence from the MILP is injected into the
simulation, that runs it, and collects the performance in terms
of supplied power and end-of-repair time.

B. Solution Enhancement

In cases where the MILP solution underperforms in the
simulation model, the aim is to find a solution with a bet-
ter performance considering the simulation environment. In
this section, the simulation is coupled with a mathematical
programming formulation to enhance the solution to the DSR
problem. This technique tries to leverage the simulation into
an optimization task, while keeping the advantages of a good
system description [35].

Fig. 2 shows the general layout of the proposed hybrid-
optimization approach, where the optimization model sends
a repair sequence for execution at the simulation model,
and collects the resulting performance (supplied power). This
feedback updates the MILP to prepare the next run in the
iterative process. The vector a of the availability of lines
conveys the information on the repair sequence, whereas p
contains the supplied power on the grid after implementing a
given sequence in the simulation.

1) Simulation Model: The hybrid model from Section II
is used as a simulation model in the proposed approach. The
simulation takes a sequence of repairs as an input and executes
it to collect performance indicators. The sequence of damages
is put in a repair queue shared by all depots. Any idle crew
queries the repair queue to get the next damage to repair by
choosing the closest damaged line. The access to the queue
is managed by a first-arrived first-served rule, imposing a
random tie-break if two crews attempt to access the queue
simultaneously. The constraints on the co-location of crews
and exclusivity of repair tasks are inherently satisfied.

The power supply and battery level of the telecom infras-
tructure is also monitored in order to apply adequate changes
when particular event occur. The choice to not let only the
PF constraints in the optimization and use the simulation to
represent the other constraints is made to make the new MILP

fast solvable. There could be the possibility to have some con-
straints represented in the simulation and the optimization (like
the PF constraints here). This helps for solution convergence,
but it should be ensured that no big computation load is added.
Also, a condition is added to stop any simulation run when all
the loads are restored, as no additional information is needed,
and no time is desirable to be spent in more steps where no
operation is conducted.

2) Optimization Model: The simulation is interfaced with
an optimization model formulated as a MILP. The new MILP
is set to solve for the optimal repair sequence that guarantees
the best restoration considering topology and PF constraints
only. The routing, scheduling, and telecom complicating con-
straints in the comprehensive DSR problem of [22] are im-
plemented in the simulation, resulting in a smaller MILP to
solve. The feedback from the simulation is therefore important
to incorporate the information in all system constraints in the
proposed sequence.

min
p,d,sw,a,y,w

∑

∀t

[
α
∑

∀i∈N

Cns
i · pnsi,t + β

∑

∀l∈F

Crc
l · al,t

+γ
∑

∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t

] (1)

Equation (1) gives the objective function of the optimization
problem, which seeks to minimize the cost of non-supplied
power, and consider secondary objectives of reducing repair
and switching costs (α ≫ β, α ≫ γ); with p the vector
of power and voltage quantities, d the vector of power flow
directions in lines, sw the vector of switch statuses, a the vec-
tor of component (bus or line) availability, y the connectivity
of buses to the grid. Parameters Cns

i and Crc
l represent cost

factors for the non-supplied power and line repair, respectively.
Both can be updated from the simulation result at each
iteration, bridging the simulation and the optimization. We
omit for now the update of Crc

l in order to understand the
individual effect of each cost, where Cns

i is surely more
influential given how the objective is set. Csw is the switching
cost that is considered the same for all operated switches, and
variable wij,t results from the linearization of the absolute
value of swl,t − swl,t−1.

∑

∀l∈F

al,t = 1,∀t (2)

Constraint (2) fixes to 1 the number of repaired lines at each
step, enforcing an order in the restoration of the damaged
lines. This is used in addition to failure propagation, radiality,
and PF constraints from The complete DSR problem. Setting
the number of time steps to equal the number of damages is
sufficient to properly solve the problem.

3) Iterative Algorithm: The MILP provides a ”believed”
optimal sequence to the simulation, which runs it and re-
turns statistics on the performance of the solution in terms
of supplied power. This information is used to update the
MILP, which takes it into consideration for the next proposed
solution. In that sense, the MILP seeks optimality by exploring
the solution space, while the simulation is helping to guide
the search by providing feedback on the performance of
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Fig. 2. Layout of the hybrid optimization approach

feasible solutions [36]. A procedure is set to iterate between
the simulation and the optimization. Equation (3) states the
considered update rule of the objective cost factors using the
feedback from the simulation.

Cns,opt
i (n+ 1) = E[Cns,sim

i (n)],∀i,∀n (3)

where i is the index of the bus, n the index for the current
iteration, Cns,sim

i (n) is the total cost of the of losing power
at node i during the simulation, and Cns,opt

i (n + 1) the
unitary (hourly) cost of losing power at node i at iteration
n + 1. By convention, the optimization is chosen to run
first, so the update from the simulation corresponds to the
end of an iteration. The proposed approach is based on the
observation that whatever is the solution from the optimization
for the DSR, the implementation will generally not follow the
exact schedule but rather infer a sequence of tasks. The idea
then is to directly solve the MILP for the repair sequence,
which is an easier problem compared to finding all the crew
schedules. The implementation of the complicating constraints
(routing, scheduling, and telecom) in the simulation makes the
optimization problem tractable in most cases.

The iterative process is stopped when a solution is proposed
K consecutive times to the simulation (we let K = 3). The
proposed methodology is given in Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. Sensitivity Analysis

Deterministic models help to find a solution that can be
considered as a coarse schedule during operations [37]. The
power system is known to be very complex and stochastic,
meaning that in any case, as good as the solution from a
deterministic model may turn out to be not optimum as the
conditions on the system change. The challenge then is more
to, at least, have a solution that does not move away too
far from its initial predicted performance and be as close as
possible to the true, unknown, new optimum.

Only resources of repair and reconfiguration are considered
in the DSR problem, and no pre-assignment of damages is

Algorithm 1 Proposed hybrid optimization methodology
Initialize the cost of non-supplied load Cns,opt

i , ∀i ∈ N

Run initial optimization (MILP) with initial Cns,opt
i

Get initial repair sequence: Seq ← MILP(Cns,opt)

while Repair sequence Seq did not converge do
1. Run a simulation Sim(Seq) using the repair sequence from MILP

Cns,sim
i ← Sim(Seq)

2. Update the MILP objective function cost factors:

Cns,opt
i ← E[Cns,sim

i ], ∀i

min
p,d,sw,a,y,w

∑

∀t


α

∑

∀i∈N

Cns,opt
i · pns

i,t + β
∑

∀l∈F

Crc
l · al,t

+γ
∑

∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t




3. Run an MILP optimization using the results from the simulation

4. Get the repair sequence: Seq ← MILP(Cns,opt
i )

end while
The algorithm converged and the best performing repair sequence Seq*

selected
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Fig. 3. Gantt chart for the schedule of repair crews on damaged lines

assumed, meaning that any crew can repair a given line. The
problem is solved for a 141-bus case study under a scenario
of 6 damaged lines. From the timeline of repair in Fig. 3, the
sequence of repairing lines is to be taken for implementation
in the simulation model. The resulting sequence is {4, 3, 1,
5, 2, 6}. A sensitivity analysis is conducted on repair time to
track its effect on the performance of the solution.
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Fig. 4. MILP solution sensitivity to repair time

TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR DSR USE-CASE

Depot Repair Crews (RC) Travel Time (TT)
DP 1 RC(1,1), RC(1,2) 2h
DP 2 RC(2,1) 2h

Telecom Point Battery Duration
Aggregation Point AggP1 15h

Fixed Access Point (X) X1, X2 3h
Wireless Access Point (W) W1, W2 1h

Fig. 4 illustrates the evolution of supplied power in terms
of repair time in the range [0.5, 6] hours. The performance
of the solution is not heavily affected and remains within
10% of the MILP obtained performance under a considerable
change in repair time, which corroborates the effectiveness
of the MILP model, despite many abstractions and simpli-
fications. However, when dealing with extreme events, the
small percentage can be vital, and many recent works consider
uncertainties in repair and even travel times [38, 39]. Note that
the cases of long repair time did not cause a high performance
drop, especially that telecom points consume all their battery
storage. The reason is that the effect of the availability of
telecom points by keeping crews longer at damage sites
represents an endogenous uncertainty to the repair time, which
is out of the scope of this study. Only the random component
of the uncertainty in repair time is considered, not including
the waiting time for re-connection where above endogenous
uncertainty arises. Finally, The repair time is selected here for
further analysis as the travel time is relatively well modeled by
proportionality with distance and the linkage to road networks.
Tables I and II give the default parameters of the case study
used in this section and later in the chapter.

B. Solution Implementation

The MILP solution from the DSR use cased is implemented
in the simulation. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the
performance given by the MILP and the obtained results

TABLE II
REPAIR TIME SETTING

Line 1 2 3 4 5 6
Repair Time (h) 3 2 2 1 2 3

Time (h)

Supplied Power (KW)

MILP model

Simulation

Fig. 5. Performance comparison of the MILP solution

from the simulation. The MILP solution underperforms in the
simulation model due to different repair times, despite the
values being on average equivalent to the repair time values
in Table II. The repair sequence from the simulation {4, 1, 3,
2, 6, 5} (Fig. 6) differs from the specified one from the MILP.

AvailableFailed Waiting for repair Under repair

1

3

5

4

2

6

Fig. 6. Repair sequence from MILP solution implementation by the simulation
model

The simulation test of the solution shows the reduction in
performance, but does not provide information on whether the
MILP solution is still optimal. Consequently, we try to check
if there is a solution that achieves a better performance in
the simulation model, then work on a proposal to generalize
the methodology of finding new solutions that outperform the
initial MILP solution in a more realistic setting.

C. Solution Enhancement

The 141-bus configuration is used to test the proposed
approach, considering a scenario of 6 damaged lines (no
telecom access point damage). Given the uncertainty in the
repair time, each simulation is replicated 10 times during
an iteration of the hybrid optimization. The solution to the
DSR from the MILP is already known and its performance is
evaluated in the simulation model. The hybrid optimization
is run for 20 iterations (1 iteration → solve MILP + 10
simulations of the MILP solution). The newly found sequence
{4, 3, 1, 6, 5, 2}, portrayed in Fig. 7, and the previous MILP
solution are tested in the simulation, and the average result of
10 runs is depicted in Figure 7 The proposed approach is able
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AvailableFailed Waiting for repair Under repair

1
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6

Fig. 7. Repair sequence from the hybrid optimization

MILP model

Hybrid Optimization

Fig. 8. Performance of the initial MILP solution and the hybrid optimization
solution

to find a solution better that the considered MILP solution. No
guarantee on the optimality of the new solution can be drawn
at this point. Still, the result is interesting as the convergence
could be attained in just some iterations (12 iterations). Having
in mind the execution time of less than 5 seconds for the
simulation model, achieved convergence opens the door to
explore the hybrid optimization approach as an accelerator for
MILP solution.

V. CONCLUSION

The DSR problem is modeled in this work using a multi-
method approach. Routing, scheduling, data exchange, and
battery storage characteristics are handled by DE and ABM
techniques, which guarantee and increased level of description.
The PF calculations are included using the traditional network
and flow-based methods, with the subtlety to be calculated
only on-demand by triggered events. An uncertain weibull
distributed repair time is considered in the simulation, which is
exploited in two main applications: i) Implementing the solu-
tion from a previous MILP solution of a DSR and evaluate its
performance in terms of restoration key indicators of supplied
power and time-to-repair; ii) Enhancing the MILP solution
in case of a found performance drop from the evaluation.
A hybrid simulation approach is proposed for the solution
enhancement, which could be tested to give satisfying results
of finding a better solution in a 141-bus system configuration.

This is enabled by an iterative process where the simulation
runs a repair sequence from the optimization, collects the
performance in terms of non-supplied power, and updates
the optimization objective. The loop is run till the solution
converges. Future works feature the use of the hybrid opti-
mization approach to solve the the DSR problem faster, as
well as explore the reinforcement learning approach given the
simulation at hand that can serve as a training environment.
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Abstract  

Evolving smart grid (SG) services for demand side applications, markets, and various stakeholders are well 

addressed leaning on Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). Yet, this technological leap induced 

high complexity in the grid, due to various power-ICT interdependencies. Managing this complexity has been very 

challenging over the last decade as prototyping and tools to faithfully replicate SG dynamics and all involved 

interactions with ICTs are this far out-of-reach. Advanced attempts considered co-simulation of both power and 

ICT infrastructures using domain-specific software, resulting in a relatively good description but an additional 

outlay of synchronization and handling different time scales.  For SG studies that require low level of details and 

adopt a systemic view, like resilience evaluation, modeling is better suited to shed the light on paramount features. 

Smart grid modeling is generally electric system oriented by wide dominance of power flow analysis, associated 

with very few considerations of ICTs. Availability of telecommunication points-of-interest is considered in this 

work to capture the interdependence between power and ICT domains of the distribution grid. The integrated 

modeling inherently omits extra inter-domain synchronization overhead. Different telecommunication settings are 

therefore compared for fault localization, isolation, and service restoration (FLISR) function. An application of the 

joint modeling is successfully illustrated in case of resilience-based power service restoration under extreme event 

failure scenarios. 

Keywords: Cyber-Physical Systems, Smart Grids, Power Flow, Telecommunication, Resilience 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Nearly all modern power grid components have 

cyber and physical characteristics, which result 

in an overall cyber-physical system (Arghandeh 

et al. 2016; Yu and Xue 2016). In particular, 

substations, transformers and intelligent 

electronic devices (IEDs) manage physical 

quantities (power, voltage, current), while being 

able to produce and process information. 

Similarly, control centers, intervention 

warehouses and field crews involve physical 

processes within the framework of a relatively 

intensive exchange and processing of 
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information. The centralized and distributed 

constituents of the electrical system are 

connected via a telecommunication network, 

which is itself a cyber-physical system (CPS) 

coupled to the electrical network (Wu, Kao, and 

Tseng 2011). Smart grids have a wide range of 

applications that use various communication 

technologies. The FLISR function in the 

distribution grid is chosen to investigate the 

power-telecom coupling during crisis 

management situations, where localizing and 

isolating faults then restoring power supply to 

customers is critical (Liu, Qin, and Yu 2020). 

The FLISR function intervenes when damages 

are identified as permanent after initial reclosing 

cycles involved in protection mechanisms. Fault 

detectors (FDs) and remote-controlled switches 

(RCSs) are the main enablers of the remote 

service restoration (Heidari Kapourchali, 

Sepehry, and Aravinthan 2018), as the FDs 

transmit all suitable fault-related measurements 

to the control center, and the RCSs are used as 

decision levers to execute the commands issued 

by the control center. RCSs can in some cases 

open automatically as a response for a fault, 

which is typically the case at the upstream of 

feeders where RCSs are called circuit breakers 

(CBs) because their opening shuts off the whole 

feeder. Manual switches are nonetheless more 

present in power lines and require field 

intervention crews to operate them on-site (Chen 

et al. 2019). 

Placement of RCSs (Fang and Sansavini 2017) 

and distribution service restoration problems are 

extensively studied in the literature (Zidan et al. 

2017; Carvalho, Ferreira, and da Silva 2005; 

Abiri-Jahromi et al. 2012). We extend these 

studies here to integrate the impact of ICTs. 

Thereby, the main contributions of this work 

sum up to: 

• Include the automatic response in the grid 

service restoration model 

• Consider the ICT availability 

• Study the deployment of new RCSs based on 

the state of the telecom points and related 

characteristics of coverage, battery storage, 

and redundancy of access. 

The remaining of the paper is structured as 

follows: Section 2 presents the system model for 

the interdependent power-ICT system. Section 3 

describes the optimization problem formulation. 

Simulations and results are shown in Section 4, 

and conclusion is given in Section 5. 

2. System Model 

The medium-voltage (MV) distribution level of 

the power grid is considered in this work. The 

distribution grid is represented as a graph, where 

edges are the power lines, and nodes comprise 

the high-voltage to medium-voltage (HV/MV) 

substations and the MV buses. A hierarchical 

graph captures the telecom domain of the grid, 

with edges representing communication links, 

while the control center is the top-level node, 

access points at the intermediate level, and 

connected grid assets (HV/MV substations, 

circuit breakers, RCSs) at the lowest level. FDs 

are considered perfect in this study as the focus 

is on the impact of ICTs and RCSs.  

Interdependencies between the two domains are 

captured by considering ICT points as loads 

from the perspective of the electrical system, 

whilst electrical substations and switches are 

customers from the ICT perspective. Figure 1 

summarizes the interactions between various 

components of the same domain or different 

domains, with three main actions: power supply, 

telecom service, and repair/manual switching.  

Since RCSs can be operated both remotely and 

manually, they are more advantageous, and their 

proportion in the network is mostly determined 

by cost-benefit analyses due to increased 

expenses. The problem can be partitioned into 

four phases:  

• Pre-event phase (Anticipative new-RCS 

deployment): In this phase, a new resilience-

based deployment of RCSs is considered to 

determine proactively the manual switches to 

upgrade with the remote connection 

functionality, and which technology to use for 

that.  

Figure 1. Interactions in the proposed model 
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• Automatic isolation: Scenarios of damages 

include in the current work faults in power lines 

and telecom points (TPs). The first response of 

the distribution grid is the automatic opening of 

circuit breakers of affected feeders to protect 

HV/MV substations. In underground networks,  

MV/LV substations are directly placed on the 

mainstream, and RCSs are commonly integrated 

into the substations. Overhead networks contain 

more derivations, and RCSs are placed on the 

lines. 

• Remote isolation: The initial affected zone 

isolated by automatic devices is wide and can be 

reduced using RCSs. In this phase, RCSs are 

opened wherever they allow to isolate some 

nodes from faulted zones. 

• Fast service restoration:  Also called fast 

reconfiguration. At this point, some loads can be 

restored. An evaluation of the power flow 

conditions is conducted, and decisions on the 

state of switches are made. The output of this last 

phase of the fast reconfiguration stage will be 

taken by the operator during the deployment of 

latent restoration resources (e.g. repair crews, 

mobile distributed generators), which are not 

considered here. 

The proposed model takes as input the electric-

telecom configuration of the smart grid, as well 

as the available budget (B) expressed by the 

number of possible manual-to-remote upgrades. 

The scenario of damaged electrical segments is 

also assumed known. This is motivated by the 

fact that the distribution system operator (DSO) 

has a relatively good knowledge of the network 

vulnerability zones, and techniques out of the 

scope of this work are applied to estimate the 

impact on electrical lines. For the possible 

damages in TPs, the DSO has less insight as the 

TPs are usually managed by a telecom operator. 

To cope with this, scenario of damages in TPs 

are considered. 

3. Optimization Formulation 

The introduced four phases in Section 2 are 

assembled in Figure 2, alongside initial data and 

scenario settings, to construct the flowchart of 

the proposed approach.  

3.1. Zone separation and topology 

For the FLISR function, three zones can be 

distinguished: 1) Damage zone: affected by the 

propagation of the damage; 2) Unserved zone: 

initially affected by the damage but could be 

isolated using automatic and remote switches; 3) 

Served zone: completely safe zone, isolated from 

damages and supplied by power. Unserved and 

served zones are both safe from the failures.  

We focus on the case of overhead lines as 

damages propagate wider under this scheme, and 

the model can be simplified to describe the 

underground case.  

Associated constraints guarantee that damage 

zones are not connected to served zones or 

reconnected to unserved zones at any time step. 

In addition, radiality should be ensured at normal 

operation and remain verified in subsequent 

periods. 
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed approach 
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Fig. 3. Test case 

 

3.2. Power flow  

The operation of the distribution grid can be 

described in terms of power flow from HV/MV 

substations to aggregated loads connected at the 

MV buses. The LinDistFlow model (Baran and 

Wu 1989). 

3.3. Power-Telecom interdependence 

Telecom points require power supply from the 

grid to deliver the communication service needed 

by RCSs. Despite this dependence, TPs have 

batteries that delay the impact of initial failures, 

and make the points-of-interest in the ICT 

infrastructure indirectly dependent on the grid. 

Likewise, the power network could suffer the 

consequences of a blind operation if ICTs are 

down. The two-way coupling is thus captured 

through linear constraints in the proposed MILP. 

The telecom access points in Figure 1 enable 

connection to the control center that centralizes 

grid operations. This connection is assumed 

available in this work as long as the access 

points are operating. 

3.4. Objective function 

The main objective considered is maximizing 

supplied power, while introducing a term related 

to TPs battery capacity and redundancy.  

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝, 𝑦, 𝑇, 𝑠𝑤,𝑎

∑ 𝑝𝑠𝑐 (𝛼 ∗ ∑ 𝑝𝑖,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

∀𝑖∈𝑁

+ 𝛽

∀𝑆𝐶

∗ ∑ ∑ 𝑎𝑘,𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡(𝑘)

∀𝑙∈𝐿∀𝑘∈𝑇

) 

                                                                                  (1) 

With 𝑝𝑠𝑐 the probability of TPs damage scenario 

sc ; 𝑝𝑖,t
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 the supplied power to node 𝑖 at phase 𝑡 

; 𝑎𝑘,𝑙 the indication if line 𝑙 is connected to 

telecom point 𝑘 ; 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡(𝑘) the battery capacity of 

TP 𝑘 ; 𝑦 the connection state of loads; 𝑝 the 

vector of electrical quantities (active/reactive 

power, node voltages) ; 𝑇 the vector representing 

the state of TPs ; 𝑠𝑤  the state of the remote 

switches. t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} indexes the different 

phases. Note that for convenience, the scenario 

specific subscript is omitted, as all variables are 

scenario specific. 

The constants 𝛼 and 𝛽  allow to tune the tradeoff 

between restoring the maximum immediate load, 

and making best anticipative choices which will 

be advantageous for service restoration. The 

resilience of the system is calculated based on 

the temporal evaluation of the supplied load. 

4. Simulation and Results 

A case study of 36 power nodes is set based on 

the IEEE 12-node test feeder to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

Capacitors, transformers, and regulators are 

simplified/ignored in compliance with the study 

objectives. A per-phase analysis is conducted in 

the constructed generic medium-size 20kV 

nominal voltage unbalanced distribution network 

of total 1305 kW demand. Figure 3 shows the 

buses served by each feeder, and the 

interconnections between feeders using tie-

switches (dashed lines representing normally-

open switches). 

Each time step represents one phase in Figure 2. 

Nodes 1, 2, and 3 represent the HV/MV 

substations, and the blue nodes are the MV 

buses, which not only supply power to electrical 

loads, but also energize TPs of two wireless 

technologies: telecom operator-owned {T1, T2, 

T3, T4, and T5}, and utility-owned {R1 and 

R2}. Assets of technology T have coverage 

radius of 2.8 km and battery capacity of 3 hours, 

whereas for technology R the coverage radius is 

3.5 km and battery capacity 5 hours. We can say 

that R has better coverage and battery storage, 

while T offers better options in terms of 

redundancy. 
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Table 1. Percentage of supplied power at each phase with varying number of damages in telecom 

points; Budget B=3 

Number of 

telecom 

damages 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Pre-event phase 100% 

Automatic & 

Remote 

Isolation phases 

29.5% 

Restoration 

Phase 

50.96% 40.23% 33.77% 30.79% 29.91% 29.61% 29.5% 29.5% 

 

Table 2 summarizes the initial type of switch in 

each power line. A line or a TP has a binary 

state, either damaged or safe. Then, a scenario of 

7 physical damages in power lines is considered. 

All the possible 128 combinations of failures in 

TPs are inspected, constructing a scenario-based 

evaluation where each scenario is assigned with 

an equal probability of 1/128. This 

straightforward stochastic optimization attempts 

to cope with the uncertainty around damaged 

TPs. The propagation of damages in overhead 

and underground lines is well described in the 

compact MILP formulation.  

Result 1.  

As we consider a single fault scenario in 

electrical lines as shown in Figure 3, the damage 

scenarios are categorized based on the number of 

affected TPs (Table 1).  Damages in TPs clearly 

affect the ability to restore power supply to 

customers. Table 1 also shows that if a given 

threshold of affected TPs is attained, no 

restoration would be possible even that some 

points are still available. In this case, the budget 

for new-RCS deployment was fixed to B=3, 

meaning only three manual switches could be 

upgraded to RCSs. 

Result 2.  

Table 2 illustrates that, when the number of 

damages is fixed to 3 and the budget (B) for 

new-RCS deployment is varied, the supplied 

power increases with increasing B from 0 to 5. 

However, when the budget is increased further, 

no gain is achieved in terms of supplied power. 

This suggests that beyond an optimal number of 

RCSs, restoration is no longer possible with 

RCSs, corroborating that most of the time only a 

limited recovery is carried out during fast 

reconfiguration. 

Table 2. Supplied power considering new-RCS deployment with varying budget (B); Number of telecom 

damages = 3 

 Initial setup (B=0) B=1 B=2 B=3 B=4 B=5 B=6 B=13 

Circuit 

Breakers 

1-4, 1-6, 1-8, 2-15, 2-17, 2-19, 3-26, 3-28, 3-30  

Remote 

Controlled 

Switches 

(RCS) 

 

22-35, 14-33, 15-16, 31-

33, 10-24, 5-18, 21-36, 

11-25, 26-27, 13-32, 7-

27, 16-29, 9-11, 4-5 

17-18 

{R1} 

8-12 

{T1,T

4} 

19-23 

{T2,T3,

T4} 

30-31 

{T1,T5}, 

  

30-34 {R2},  

  

19-23 

19-23 

{T2,T3,

T4} 

8-9 

{T1,T3,

T4} 

All 

lines 

are 

RCS 
Manual 

Switches 

8-9, 20-22, 12-13, 20-21, 

30-31, 6-7, 31-32, 19-23, 

9-10, 30-34, 30-36, 23-

24, 19-20, 17-18, 28-29, 

8-12, 8-14, 34-35, 19-25  

17-18 8-12 19-23 30-31, 30-34, 

19-23 

19-23 8-9 

Supplied 

Power (%) 
29.5 30.16 30.63 30.79 30.94 31.1 31.1 31.1 
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The supplied power values after fast restoration 

in Table 2 are close to the initial value, as the 

restored power is around 1% despite the spent 

budget. Still, a DSO would be willing to make 

this investment knowing that during a crisis the 

early actions target the critical load (hospitals, 

patients with high vital risks, government 

facilities, etc.), which represent a very small 

portion of the entire electrical load. 

Result 3.  

The newly equipped lines with RCS are shown 

in green (Table 2) for the different budgets. The 

present approach helps to establish a priority 

between the lines which should be upgraded. The 

telecom technology used is also specified, inside 

the curly brackets. By closely inspecting the 

setup of the network, the lines which can 

possibly be served by one T point and one R 

point (17-18, 30-34), tend to choose the R point 

as it has more resilience in terms of battery 

storage. At the same time, lines which are in the 

covered vicinity of one R point and multiple T 

points, choose rather the T technology for the 

offered redundancy of access. 

Result 4.  

Fast reconfiguration achieves a partial recovery 

as illustrated in tables 1 and 2. Yet, improving 

this first response can contribute to accelerate 

subsequent operations. Figure 4 shows the 

evolution of supplied power over time (Time 

steps in hours), in the case of assigning 

intervention crews to isolate faulted zones (by 

manoeuvres in manual switches) and repair 

damaged power lines. With identical crew 

resources for different budgets, the restoration is 

revealed to perform better, in terms of 

cumulative supplied power, as the budget is 

increased. Interestingly, the lower budget curves 

(B ∈ {0, 1, 2}) can ultimately catch up the high 

budget one (B = 5), suggesting that deploying 

more RCSs will not necessarily accelerate 

attaining an advanced level of recovery. 

However, the impact of fast reconfiguration on 

the overall restoration is not limited to the first 

hours. When fast reconfiguration is improved 

through RCSs deployment, the restoration 

process exhibits enhancement during the whole 

crisis management. 

5. Conclusion 

This work provides a resilience-based 

optimization for fast restoration using remote 

controlled switches. The objective is to 

maximize the total power delivered during a 

failure event, while identifying the optimal 

scheme (location, technology) for new RCSs. 

The uncertainty around damages in TPs is 

partially accounted for through scenario-based 

optimization. The improvement to the overall 

restoration brought by fast reconfiguration is 

quantified.  

Results suggest that fast restoration is stopped 

even when some TPs are still available, and there 

exists a threshold beyond which increasing the 

RCS deployment budget brings no more benefit. 

The chosen technology for each upgrade is 

linked to battery storage and connection 

redundancy. The fast reconfiguration is shown to 

improve the entire restoration process, not just 

during primary phases, but even well later. Many 

extensions are under exploration for this work, 

such as the adjustment of probabilities on 

different scenarios of TP failures and the 

investigation of more than just one power line 

failure scenario. In addition, the impact of the 

power supply failure to telecom points is 

considered by including the capacity of batteries 

into the objective function, but other options can 

be tested.  
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Abstract—Disaster awareness increased in recent years among
power system stakeholders to face many natural, technical,
and malicious adversities. The smart distribution grid (SDG) is
thereby at the core of proposed system enhancements, due to its
high fragility as well as being the interface to most newly intro-
duced grid applications (distributed energy resources, electrical
vehicles, industrial Internet-of-Things, etc.). The SDG can be
characterized by the type of lines composing the feeders (over-
head and/or underground) and deployed intelligent electronic
devices (IED) that allow efficient monitoring, protection, and
control of the system. This paper proposes an optimization for-
mulation to enhance the resilience of overhead and underground
networks, while considering the coupling between power grid
operation and the communicating remote-controlled switches
(RCS). Novel radiality constraints are introduced to guarantee the
tree structure during operation. Results from testing the model in
a real network show the validity of proposed radiality constraints
and quantify the gap in terms of achieved resilience between full
overhead and hybrid overhead-underground networks.

Index Terms—Smart Grid, Resilience, Overhead and Under-
ground Networks, Radiality, Optimization, Communication

NOMENCLATURE

Sets
N Set of all power nodes (HV/MV SS, MV buses)
S Set of HV/MV Substations (SS)
L Set of all power lines
Lo, Lu Set of overhead (o), underground (u) lines
Lm, Lr Set of manual, remote switchable lines, resp.
Lar, Lcb Set of auto-reclosing, circuit-breaking lines, resp.
F Set of failures in power lines

Parameters
M Large number
lml , lrl 1 if line l is manual, remote (resp.), 0 otherwise
larl , lcbl 1 if l is a recloser, a circuit breaker, 0 otherwise
fl 1 if failure in line l, 0 otherwise
si Binary parameter. 1 if i is a SS, 0 otherwise

Variables
swl,t 1 if switch at l = (i, j) is closed at t, 0 otherwise
swij,t 1 if directed switch (i, j) is closed at t, 0 other-

wise
pnsi,t Loss of active load at node i at time t
dij,t 1 if power flows from i to j at t, 0 otherwise
ai,t 1 if bus i is available at t, 0 otherwise
yi,t 1 if bus i is energized at t, 0 otherwise
ydgi,t 1 if a DG is connected at bus i at t, 0 otherwise

I. INTRODUCTION

Power systems use different types of conductors to carry
electricity from generating units to customers. Underground
lines are mostly used in metropolitan cities and urban areas
based on their reduced losses and adequacy to a restrained
public and private space, shared with other critical infrastruc-
ture assets [1]. Underground networks exhibit better robustness
to many natural events like windstorms, hurricanes, and heavy
snowfall; but resist less to heatwaves, flooding, earthquakes,
etc., and may reduce the speed of recovery compared to
overhead lines [2]. This motivates thorough evaluation of
hazard threats in any given area before making the choice
of the suitable conductor type to adopt [3]. However, despite
the considerable proportion of underground networks in power
systems, overhead lines dominate planning, operation, and
restoration studies [1]. This work aims to fill this gap by
proposing a general purpose model for hybrid overhead-
underground configurations, applied to the case of resilience
assessment. Performance disparity between fully overhead and
hybrid configurations is investigated, and introduced radiality
formulation is validated in a real network case study.

II. RELATED WORKS

The radial operation remains the dominating configuration
in distribution grids despite proposals, more than a decade ago,
to use meshed configurations given the growing penetration
of distributed energy resources [4, 5]. As such, many works
consider spanning tree (ST) constraints to guarantee radiality,
which facilitates coordination of protection mechanisms and
reduces short-circuit currents. Ref. [6] produced two necessary
conditions for tree-like networks; i) The solution must have
N − 1 branches; ii) The solution must be connected. Authors
in [7] specify detailed constraints for network radiality by
introducing two binary variables corresponding to each line to
indicate if the node at either end of the line is the parent of the
other. However, typical distribution grids contain many feeders
from one or multiple high-voltage/medium-voltage substations
(HV/MV SS). Thus, ST constraints are not sufficient when
there is more than one source, and the aforementioned radiality
conditions update to; i) The solution must have N − sg
branches, where sg is the number of sub-graphs (or islands);
ii) Each sub-graph in the solution is a connected tree.

The single commodity flow (SCF) model is widely adopted
to extend the radiality conditions [8]. In such situation, two
cases can be distinguished: Case 1 - The nominal configuration



is a spanning tree, and new distributed generators (DGs) are
deployed later, enforcing a spanning forest configuration; Case
2 - A real network case with a spanning forest layout, which
should be kept following any network reconfiguration. SCF
defines a fictitious network, identical to the considered SDG,
where each sub-graph has one power source, and the remaining
nodes are taken as load buses with a unit demand. Balance
equations of commodity (i.e. Power) flow are used to express
how each load demand is satisfied in the network, implying
the existence of a path from a demanding load to the source
node in every single sub-graph [9].

The same approach is used in [10] to generalize the radiality
conditions to multi-source situations, which works well for
the phases of normal operation and service degradation as
the connected portion of the grid is either stable or shrinking,
and there is prior knowledge on the number/composition of
sub-graphs (sub-networks, islands). Later, the DSO deals with
a variable network as the restoration is conducted through
the opening and closing of switches, meaning that the num-
ber/composition of the network is unknown and to be opti-
mized. This leads to modify the updated condition i) to:

∑

∀(i,j)∈L

swij,t = N −
N∑

i

rooti,t,∀t ∈ T (1)

where swij,t is the connection status of line (i, j) ∈ L at time
t, and rooti,t indicates whether a power source (substation or
DG unit) or a bus at node i is a root of an island at time t.
Authors in [11] propose an adapted formulation to cope with
the changing configuration by restricting the feasible solution
to a subset from the ST of a fictitious network (the same as
the SDG but without damages). The use of this approach is
motivated for multi-feeder/multi-substation networks as power
sources can be merged into a single node for radiality con-
straints, but still treated separately in operational constraints
of the system [12].

Networked systems, like smart grids, are inherently prone
to failure propagation due to numerous connections between
involved elements [13, 14, 15]. As a result, three zones can be
distinguished during a contingency event: i) Damaged zone:
containing the initial failure and subsequent damages due to
failure propagation; ii) Out-of-Service safe zone: part of the
network, at first included in the damaged zone, but could
be isolated from the damage using switches. Components in
this zone can be reconnected through reconfiguration in the
power network; iii) Supplied safe zone: parts that are safe
from damages and still energized. Formation of these zones
may differ depending on the nature of the event and the type
of the network. A reasonable assumption is made here about
the ability of opened lines to interrupt the spread of failures,
meaning that only propagation in closed lines is considered.
Still, whether lines are overhead or underground affects the
expanse of the respective zones. Underground grids have the
advantage of reducing outage exposure, maintenance cost, and
transmission losses [2], mainly at a cost of repair difficulty and
increased expenses compared to overhead networks.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The MV level of the SDG is modeled in this work. A graph
representation is adopted, where nodes are the MV buses and
the HV/MV SS, while edges are the power lines. Connected
grid assets include HV/MV substations, circuit breakers, auto-
reclosers, and RCSs. Fault detectors are considered perfect
in this study as the focus is on the contribution of RCSs to
service restoration. Without loss of generality, failures are only
considered in power lines, and can propagate to buses and
other lines. The operation of the distribution grid is captured by
the LinDistFlow model, describing power flow from HV/MV
substations to low voltage (LV) loads connected at MV buses.

A. Optimization Objective

The supplied power is used to evaluate the performance
of restoration efforts, and set as the objective function of
the formulated mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
problem, alongside a second term to reduce switching cost.

min
p,d,sw,a,y,w

[
α
∑

∀t

(∑

∀i∈N

Cns
i · pnsi,t +

∑

∀i∈N

Ce
i (1− ai,t)

)

+β
∑

∀t

∑

∀l∈L

Csw · wl,t

]

(2)

Equation (2) is the objective function with p a vector of
electrical quantities (line active/reactive power, node voltages,
non-supplied load), d the directions of power flow in power
lines, sw the statuses of line switches, a the availability of
power buses, and y the connectivity of power buses. The
first double summation term represents the total cost of not
supplying a portion of the system load, where each load has its
associated criticality-based cost Cns

i . The next term expresses
the cumulative cost induced by the extent of the damaged zone,
where Ce

i is the cost of losing each electrical node. The final
term is designed to include the cost of switching, as no change
on the configuration is desired unless there is a gain in restored
power. Csw is considered the same for all operated switches,
and variable wij,t results from the linearization of the absolute
value of swl,t−swl,t−1. For the constants, α ≫ β as from the
standpoint of a DSO during an extreme event, restoring power
to clients is given priority and costs are only considered when
equivalently performing strategies are obtained.

B. Radiality Constraints

We propose in this work a simplified model that gets around
the changing parent and child sets [16, 7], as well as bypasses
both the need for the ST polytope [12] and identification of
sub-network roots [10] as illustrated in equation (1).

dij,t + dji,t ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L,∀t (3)

swl,t − (2− ai,t − aj,t) ≤ dij,t + dji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L, t = 3
(4)

dij,t + dji,t − (2− ai,t − aj,t) ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L, t = 3
(5)



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS NUMBER

[12] [16] Proposed DLF
Variables 2 · |N | · |L|+ |L| |N |+ 3 · |L| 2 · |N |+ 3|L|
Constraints |N |2 + 2 · |N | · |L| |N |+ |L| 2 · |N |+ 3 · |L|

−|N | − |L|+ 1

∑

∀j∈n(i)

dji,t ≤ ai,t − si − ydgi,t ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t (6)

∑

∀j∈n(i)

dij,t ≤ M ·


 ∑

∀j∈n(i)

dji,t + si + ydgi,t


 ,∀i ∈ N, ∀t

(7)
Constraint (3) imposes unidirectional flow of power, while
capturing the existence of unsupplied closed lines in damaged
zones. This fact is missed in all reviewed works as an equality
sign in (1) would force energizing (de-energizing) a line to be
equivalent to closing (opening) it. Then, (4) and (5) state that
for the reconfiguration phase (t = 3), a line out of damaged
zones is safely energized as soon as closed. The damage in a
line is represented by directly failing the two connected nodes,
meaning that both failed-open and failed-closed events can
be considered. Constraint (6) prohibits power from flowing
into HV/MV substations or nodes with a DG source, while
indicating that any other bus has at most one parent node. If
this parent node is not supplying power to the considered node
i, or i is neither a substation nor a DG, no downstream power
supply is possible from i as encoded in (7). This construction
admits the formation of out-of-service islands affected either
by the failure event or a shortage of power supply. Our
directed local flow (DLF) approach relies on basic local rules
that ensure the systemic validity of the radiality requirement,
without the need for restricting global constraints like (1).

Table I summarizes the number of variables and constraints
in the proposed radiality formulation alongside two recent
works [12] and [16]. The least number of constraints is
presented in [16], where radiality conditions need the implicit
contribution of power flow equations to avoid disconnected
graphs with loops [6] (power flow constraints are not counted
in Table I). This can be argued to be more compact (compact
in the sense of less constraints to achieve the same goal), but
when solving the MILP problem, infeasible configurations are
considered due to insufficient radiality constraints, causing a
larger number of iterations [17]. Besides, unlike DLF, out-of-
service zones are not seized, imposing the energization of all
nodes out of damaged zone.

The number of variables ai,t can be subtracted from our
model when compared to [16] because the availability status
of power nodes is defined anyway in the global distribution
service restoration model, making the two models equivalent
in terms of the number of variables. A tight construction is
presented in [12] with the expense of an increased number
of variables and constraints. The same level of tightness is
achieved by applying constraints (3), (7), and (6) sequentially,

SS

SSSS

DG

(a) Illustration of radiality constraints

SS

SSSS

DG

(b) Obtained spanning forest configuration

Fig. 1. Example of sequential application of the proposed DLF

to result in a directed spanning forest polytope as a solution
set.

Figure 1a shows an example of applying constraints (3)−(7)
in a multi-source distribution grid. The DG is assumed to
be connected at the associated bus, and a general objective
can be defined as maximizing the number of connected buses.
First, only one power flow direction is allowed, and the dark
arrows show a possible configuration that satisfies (3). Then,
close inspection of this configuration reveals three issues: i)
No power ingress to a bus that is supplying other buses (dotted
orange circles); ii) More than one power ingress to a bus node
(dashed green circles); iii) Power flow into substations or DGs.
Constraint (7) solves issue i) by imposing the existence of
a path from a source to any energized node, and the initial
randomly-chosen configuration is updated with the orange
arrows. Remaining issues are resolved using (6) (update with
green arrows and opened switches) to yield a directed spanning
forest with four tree-like islands interconnected with normally-
open switches (Figure 1b).

C. Cascade Constraints

Figures 2a and 2b show two widely used topologies in
overhead and underground SDGs, respectively. An electric
bus in overhead lines allows downstream power flow to other
buses, and supplies any load directly connected to it (e.g.
MV/LV substation is the load in MV distribution grid). A
single line in Figure 2a corresponds to many successive poles
that join line segments in any large scale distribution grid.
A switch is generally present in one of the poles, so it is
fairly representative to model this by a switch for each line
(that includes many poles and line segments). This repre-
sentation is less valid in case of underground networks with
less derivations as MV/LV substations are powered in series.
A straightforward consequence of Figure 2b is that MV/LV
SSs can be considered electrical buses with switches at any
interface with a power line. Despite the expensive deployment
of additional switches, the series configuration can achieve the
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(a) Overhead configuration
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Fig. 2. Failure propagation in power distribution networks

narrowest isolation in case of a failure, which contributes to
maintain more connected loads.

ai,t + swl,t−1 · (1− lcbl ) · (1− larl )− 1 ≤ aj,t,

∀l = (i, j) ∈ L, t = 1
(8)

ai,t + swl,t − 1 ≤ aj,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ L, t ∈ {2, 3} (9)

ai,t ≤ 1− fl · swl,0 + si,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lo,∀t (10)

ai,t ≤ 1− fl · swij,t + si,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (11)

swl,t = swij,t · swji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (12)

Constraint (8) represents the automatic response of the grid
(t = 1), where the presence of a circuit breaker or an automatic
recloser (lcbij = 1 or larij = 1) at line (i, j) stops the propagation
of the failure. Each line is visited twice in this expression, with
ai,t and aj,t commuting positions, to yield an equality in case
of an automatic response in the line. Constraint (9) ensures
that damaged zones are not connected to safe (supplied or out-
of-service) zones. This is guaranteed by requiring open lines
between safe and damaged zones. Connecting out-of-service
zones to supplied zones is possible.

Damages in power lines are fed to the model through pa-
rameter fij . Using (10), both connected nodes to an overhead
line (i, j) become unavailable if the line was initially closed
(failed-closed event). To include the failed-open case, (10) can
be easily adapted by removing the operand swij,0. Similarly,
underground lines propagate the initial failure in (11), with
the subtlety that swij,t is no longer indirected, because it
represents the switch associated to node i and swji,t is the
switch closest to node j. The underground case triples thereby
the number of variables for switch states as the indirected
variable swl,t (switch status for line l = (i, j)) is kept.
Constraint (12) determines that an underground line is closed
only when both switches are closed. The non-linear quadratic
component therein can be easily linearized to an equivalent
set of constraints as the involved variables are integers.

swl,t ≤ swij,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (13)

swl,t ≤ swji,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (14)

swij,t + swji,t − 1 ≤ swl,t,∀l = (i, j) ∈ Lu,∀t (15)

The two variables swl,t and swij,t are different. Other than
constraints (11)-(15), the undirected variable swl,t is used
throughout the model to represent the state of line l = (i, j).

Fig. 3. Supplied power evolution during degradation, isolation, and reconfig-
uration

IV. CASE STUDY

A case study of 315 MV buses with 4 HV/MV substations
(SS) is extracted from a french MV distribution network
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Capacitors, transformers, and regulators are ignored in compli-
ance with the study objectives. The analysis is conducted in the
real 20 kV nominal voltage unbalanced distribution network
of total 58.935 MW demand. The model is implemented in
Pyomo, and solved by Cplex solver. No optimality gap is
specified to the solver as the model yields the optimal solution
in all cases presented below. We choose: α = 10, β =
0.1, Cns

i = 0.5, Ce
i = 1, and Csw

i = 0.1. Power lines
contain either remote or manual switches, and a scenario of
15 damages is considered. We set:

• Case 1: all failed lines are overhead lines;
• Case 2: 5 out of 15 failed lines are remote and under-

ground;
• Case 3: 10 out of 15 failed lines are remote and under-

ground;
• Case 4: all failed lines are remote and underground.

Figure 3 depicts the evolution of the percentage of supplied
power over degradation, isolation, and reconfiguration phases
in the SDG. Performance is the same at degradation (t = 1)
and isolation (t = 2) phases for different configurations, but
the degree of isolation is different. This comes to light on
the remote reconfiguration phase where Case 4, having the
highest number of involved underground lines, achieves the
best restoration strategy (47.84%). The other cases attain less
recovery due to a broader isolation, which caused some buses
to remain in faulted zones and not being able to reconnect.

The changing configuration of the SDG is tracked, in
order of occurrence, by figures 4b−4d for automatic isolation,
remote isolation, and remote reconfiguration. Examples of
switch maneuvers are shown in 4b and 4c by an opened-
switch symbol. The supplied buses are reached by green lines,
while unserved manual and remote lines are shown in gold
and violet, respectively. Opened lines for substation protection
and isolation are shown in dashed lines (violet for remote
switches, and light pink for circuit breakers). Radiality is
respected as all damaged zones remain isolated from safe
zones. Note that, for all considered cases, a simulation of
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(b) Automatic isolation
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Fig. 4. Multi-feeder 315-bus distribution network in different phases

the model including data fetching, parameter initialization,
solution, and result-retrieving takes 5 to 6 seconds, with less
than 1 second for finding the solution by the optimizer (given
the 34782 constraints and 14122 variables). This demonstrates

the computational efficiency of the proposed radiality model,
designed for use during crisis management situations.

V. CONCLUSION

A modeling approach using a MILP is adopted in this work
to represent the variety of configurations in SDGs in terms
of conductor types. Thus, underground and overhead lines are
well captured by proposed constraints, while radiality of the
distribution system is guaranteed through a novel formulation.
The model is applied to solve the remote reconfiguration
problem that seeks a combination of switch states to max-
imize supplied load with minimal costs. Simulation results
corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. A
single deterministic failure scenario is evaluated, based on the
assumption of accurate damage assessment. This assumption
need to be investigated in coming work by considering a
damage impact model or a stochastic approach for damage
scenario generation. Other future extensions feature the study
of restoration operations after the first remote response. In
such case, better performance of underground networks can
be decreased due to associated long repair times.
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